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(ABSTRACT) 

The multidisciplinary nature of the Architecture-Engineering-Construction industry, the 
involvement of parties with different professional backgrounds and the use of incompatible 
software at different phases of project development result in fragile communication between 
design and construction. The software used at different phases of project development represents 
and manipulates product knowledge rather than process knowledge, so do the design drawings 

and specifications. The process knowledge that remains trapped in the design phase can however 
be used in interpreting the meaning about the form represented on design drawings. A better 

understanding of process knowledge can restructure and enhance construction related processes 

and strengthen the communication between design and construction. 

This research focuses on reconfiguring the flow of information between architectural design and 
construction by identifying that part of the process knowledge also referred to as "design intent", 
which is of essence to cost estimating. Design intent can improve various facets of cost 
estimating. This research discusses the potential use of design intent knowledge in material 
selection and substitution, shop drawing preparation and value engineering. 

The first objective of the research is to define the term design intent, find examples of it and 

Classify it in a format that can be used in construction applications. Thus, design intent has been 
classified under four classification schemes in this research: (1) Attributive; (2) Relational; (3) 

Priority; and (4) Implicit/ Explicit. The first two classification schemes have further been 

Structured into its detailed subclasses and the potential use of each type of design intent has been 

discussed in detail. 

The second objective of the research is to represent and reason with design intent to improve cost 

estimating applications. Thus, the thesis describes an object-oriented design intent representation 
model implemented in a proof-of-concept prototype called Skull Object Space (SOS). The 

benefits of using such a representation model is illustrated in a material application module 
implemented as a small scale computer prototype that makes material selection and substitution 

for the contractor. 

Both SOS and the Material Application Module provide useful framework for future 
enhancements in externalization and representation of design intent.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The multidisciplinary nature of the Architecture-Engineering-Construction (AEC) 

industry, the involvement of parties with different professional backgrounds and the use 

of incompatible software at different phases of project development result in fragile 

communication between design and construction. Most of the problems arising from this 

fragmentation impact construction activities negatively; namely in the field of 

constructability, planning, scheduling and cost estimating. 

The software used at different phases of project development represents and 

manipulates product knowledge rather than process knowledge, so does design drawings 

and specifications. Typically, the process knowledge related to each phase of project 

development remains implicit in the product description obtained at the end of each phase. 

This process knowledge, if provided explicitly at different levels of detail can improve 

the constructor’s understanding of design. A better understanding of process knowledge 
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can restructure and enhance construction related processes and strengthen the 

communication between design and construction. 

This research focuses on reconfiguring the flow of information between 

architectural design and construction by identifying that part of the process knowledge, 

also referred to as "design intent", which is of essence in cost estimating. It is proposed 

that many assumptions made by estimators due to lack of detail on architectural design 

drawings and ambiguities on specifications can be eliminated by making design intent 

explicit and accessible to the estimator. 

Design intent refers to all the data and information created during the process of 

design which explains the motivation behind design decisions. It is distilled in the design 

process and only implied in design drawings and specifications. Design intent takes 

various forms depending on the stage of design development and on the level of detail 

associated with it. It can be a client requirement, a functional characteristic or a 

performance criterion that plays a major role on the design, dimensioning, and material 

selection for a building, space or building element. 

Design intent can improve various facets of cost estimating. It can improve the 

quality of specifications, and guide the contractor’s material selection when faced with 

a "brand-name-or-equal"” clause. Proprietary Brand Name or Equal Specifications allow 

designers to specify a given brand of material or equipment, but at the same time permit 

contractors to substitute the proposed brand with an equivalent one (Ibbs 1985). Design 

intent can improve the contractor’s understanding of design, and the compatibility of 

shop-drawings with the actual design and design philosophy. Shop drawing preparation, 
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whose goal is to specify exactly and precisely how the project is put together, involves 

detailed designing by contractors based on their understanding of design, via drawings and 

specifications. Design intent can also aid the value engineer or the contractor who is 

preparing a value engineering proposal to solicit a second design which might cost less 

than the original design, but which is still at the same level of quality (Hendrickson 

1989). Thus, externalization of design intent can enhance estimating related tasks, 

improve accuracy of estimates, and ensure competitiveness of bids. Projects, in which 

design intent is made available to the contractor, can have fewer change orders and can 

comply with client requirements much better. 

Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS) coupled with Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) 

tools prove to be useful to represent both process and product knowledge about a facility 

throughout all phases of project development. CAD databases, which represent mostly 

product knowledge, manipulated by process knowledge (e.g., design intent) represented 

in KBS knowledge bases prove to be effective in integrating design and construction 

functions. 

Hence, this research is an effort to show that a better understanding of design 

intent, supported by effective conceptual and computerized representation and 

manipulation schemes, can improve the design-construction communication at the 

architectural design/cost estimating interface. 
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1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this research is to reconfigure the flow of information between 

architectural design and construction cost estimating. This is accomplished by: 

1) Identifying and classifying architectural design intent that can improve 

construction cost estimating; 

2) Representing and reasoning with design intent using object-oriented and 

KBS paradigms; and 

3) Investigating the impact of design intent on estimating related tasks. 

Identification of design intent is achieved through a better understanding of the 

architect’s design logic and systematic tracing of higher order design intents hidden 

behind lower order design specifications. As for representation and reasoning with design 

intent, hybrid (objects and rules) programming techniques serve as an effective integration 

tool. As for investigating the impact of design intent on cost estimating related tasks, the 

focus in this thesis has been on the interpretation of the "brand-name-or-equal" contract 

clause which is also the chosen application area in the proof-of-concept computer 

prototype. 

1.3 RESEARCH SCOPE & LIMITATIONS 

Certain limitations both on the scope of design intent and its representation have 

been found necessary for a manageable problem space and an effective solution. This 

section summarizes the scope and limitations of the research. 
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Identification of design intent involves a literature review supported by a 

knowledge elicitation task conducted with practicing architects and senior estimators. The 

identification task has been limited to the type of architectural design intent that can 

improve cost estimating and related tasks. There exists a great amount of design 

knowledge and intent related to design disciplines other than architectural design (e.g., 

mechanical, electrical, structural design) that can improve cost estimating. However, this 

research puts its emphasis on architectural design intent and considers structural and 

mechanical sub-systems (e.g., structural-frame or HVAC equipment of a building) only 

to the extent that they are affected by architectural design intent. Similarly, it is found 

beyond the scope of this research to investigate the impact of architectural design intent 

on other construction disciplines such as planning and scheduling. 

Design intent is first classified, organized, and represented in a conceptual model 

and then, in a computerized proof-of-concept prototype. The currently produced data 

structure and the computer prototype provide a template and a grammar for the design 

intent categorized in the conceptual model. Both enable the representation of: (1) 

Relations between different types of design intent; and (2) Relations between design intent 

and design objects. However, both the data structure and the computer prototype can be 

extended further and enhanced with the addition of new classes of design intent and their 

relations with design objects. Such extensions and enhancements are beyond the scope 

of this research. 

The conceptual model and the computerized prototype are used to display the 

impact of design intent on cost estimating related tasks. While the conceptual model 
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discusses the impact of design intent on clarification of specifications, material selection 

with and without a "brand-name-or-equal" clause in specifications, and value engineering 

proposals, the computerized proof-of-concept prototype focuses on the use of design 

intent in material selection, specification understanding and "brand-name-or-equal" clause 

interpretation. 

Both the conceptual model and the computer prototype emphasize the use of 

design intent as the means to make more and better quality information available for 

estimating tasks. They do not attempt to simulate the whole estimating process; neither 

do they deal with the procedural part of cost estimating. An effort is made to respond 

to the needs of the heuristic part of estimating which requires some knowledge about 

design in general and a lot of experience about interpreting the meaning of different types 

of designs from design drawings and specifications. 

Currently, the proof-of-concept computer prototype is a stand alone knowledge- 

based system that reasons with design intent given a logical representation of building 

elements. As it is, the proof-of-concept prototype is not integrated with a CAD system. 

However, the output of an object-based CAD tool is simulated interactively with the 

designer user and fed into the prototype as incremental input. 

1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The research consists of three main tasks: 

1) Literature review and knowledge elicitation; 

2) Knowledge formalization and organization; and 
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3) Computer implementation. 

These three tasks are organized to answer the following three questions: 

1) What is architectural design intent and how can it be classified? (Chapter 

2, and Chapter 4) 

2) How can architectural design intent be represented and manipulated in an 

object-oriented structure that can improve cost estimating and related 

tasks? (Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 7) 

3) How can object-oriented and knowledge-based systems techniques bring 

efficiency to this representation and manipulation task? (Chapter 3) 

The first two tasks constitute the main work that is undertaken in this research, 

while the third task of computer implementation is only a tool to guide the first two 

processes and to represent the results in a more efficient format. Thus the third task is 

considered to be the design of a proof-of-concept prototype that can be expanded by 

others. 

1.4.1 Literature Review & Knowledge Elicitation 

The literature review and the knowledge elicitation tasks have been conducted 

keeping in mind the three subtasks listed below: 

Definition of architectural design intent. Determining the architectural design 

intent that traditionally cannot be passed on to the estimator from the architect by 

means of drawings and specifications. 
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Classification of architectural design intent. Categorizing design intent by 

understanding its nature as well as the design logic, material resource constraints 

and user requirements that cooperated in its formation. 

Analysis of the impact of architectural design intent on estimating. Analyzing 

the significance of this information for the estimator and predicting the positive 

consequences of including it explicitly in the estimating problem definition. 

The literature review and the knowledge elicitation tasks have been facilitated by 

the articulation and analysis of examples of design intent and production of new 

examples. Thus, the design intent knowledge base has been created through a define- 

Classify-replicate cycle triggered by the input from experts and literature. 

The literature review task has involved the review of publications related to design 

representation and interpretation, and to ‘the performance concept in design and 

construction. The knowledge elicitation task, on the other hand, has enabled familiarity 

with the problems in the industry via interviews conducted with architects and senior 

estimators. In this context, two Roanoke-based firms have been contacted. Smithey & 

Boynton (S & B), an architectural design firm, has cooperated in this research by 

arranging a part-time internship with an architect/ estimator working for S & B. This has 

provided on-hands experience with the problems faced in cost estimating from the 

architect’s point of view. The second firm that has participated in the design intent 

elicitation task is Lionberger Construction Co.. Interviews with the CEO of the firm, as 
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well as a meeting with a value engineer working with the firm have had a significant 

impact on placing the research in the right context from the contractor’s viewpoint. 

1.4.2 Knowledge Formalization and Organization 

The second task, that is, formalization and organization of the gathered knowledge 

has been carried out interactively with the knowledge elicitation and literature review. 

The goal of this task has been to organize design intent in an explicit format which 

reflects the interaction of different types of design intent and their impact on cost 

estimating. Formalization and organization of design intent has also been supported by 

the computer implementation process which serves as a skeleton for a large-scale 

computer model using KBS and CAD technologies. 

The formalization and organization task along with conceptualization of the 

computer prototype can be summarized under three headings: 

Structuring of design intent. A data structure that can reflect the relations 

between different kinds of architectural design intent at different levels of design 

detail has been developed. This serves as a template on which to attach and 

organize the gathered design knowledge. A hierarchical semantic building 

representation is also developed at this stage to depict different levels of building 

detail. 

Representation of the structured design intent. Design intent is represented at 

various levels of abstraction embedded in the building system hierarchy. That is, 

each element in the building is related to one or more levels of design intent (e.g., 
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function, performance) via its attributes which are named after these types of 

design intent. 

Manipulation of the represented design intent. Effective reasoning strategies 

that can also be implemented in a computer model are proposed to show the 

impact of design intent on cost estimating and related tasks (e.g., value 

engineering, specification organization). 

1.4.3 Computer Implementation 

Although the three headings described above mainly refer to the knowledge 

formalization and organization task, the same methodology has been applied to the 

computer implementation task interactively with the knowledge organization process. 

Computer implementation has been realized in the development of the proof-of- 

concept prototype that consists of Skull Object Space (SOS) and the Material Application 

Module that is built on top of SOS. The proof-of-concept prototype is structured to: (1) 

Enable externalization of design intent by the designer; (2) Assist the contractor in 

specification interpretation and material selection; and (3) Resolve problems usually 

encountered in material substitution in cases where a "brand-name-or-equal" clause is 

applicable. 

The SOS prototype is built on a frame-based data structure that consists of six 

libraries and object-oriented and rule-based reasoning schemes. The six libraries describe 

various types of buildings, spaces, building assemblies and parts as well as specifications 

and available materials in the market. Design intent is embedded in the building and 
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specification library objects and in their instances as attribute value pairs and in relational 

rules within SOS as procedures. 

The Material Application Module, on the other hand, is built on top of SOS and 

uses the SOS externalized design intent information to make material brand selections and 

substitutions for the contractor. As of the writing of this thesis, the Material Application 

Module is a small scale proof-of-concept prototype that illustrates the use of design intent 

in cost estimating related applications. 

The proof-of-concept-prototype is developed to explore the validity and potential 

use of design intent in construction activities. It can be expanded to include more 

libraries and design intent information, and its scope can be widened to include other 

potential application areas such as value engineering and shop-drawing preparation 

assistance. 

1.5 THESIS ORGANIZATION 

The thesis consists of eight chapters. The first chapter introduces the research 

objectives, the scope limitations and the research methodology. It describes the problems 

encountered in the AEC industry due to fragile communications between design and 

construction. 

Chapter two provides background information on the fragmentation in the AEC 

industry. It provides an overview of the literature on issues about design, design 

knowledge, design intent, design typologies and the performance concept in design. It 
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discusses the overall structure of the cost estimating process and its varying information 

needs depending on the specific task being performed in the process. 

Chapter three is a technology review chapter. The reader is introduced to the 

Knowledge Based Systems (KBS) technology and terminology. This chapter also 

discusses the various capabilities of KBS that are utilized within the context of this 

research. 

Chapter four describes design intent as it is defined in this research and provides 

four classification schemes that can enhance our understanding of design intent. It 

discusses the potential use of design intent in cost estimating, and value engineering. 

Chapter five introduces the computer implementation process by describing the 

SOS design object libraries, as well as material and specification libraries. Examples of 

design objects within these libraries are provided along with information as to how they 

store design intent knowledge. 

Chapter six and seven describe in detail the two programs developed in this 

research. The Skull Object Space which is used in the externalization and representation 

of design intent is described in Chapter six, while the Material Application Module which 

is developed for material selection and substitution is described in Chapter seven. 

Finally, Chapter eight summarizes the whole thesis, presents conclusions, and 

provides some recommendations as to future enhancements and extensions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW: 

THE AEC INDUSTRY, DESIGN & COST ESTIMATING 

This chapter provides background information about the research conducted to 

reveal and represent design intent that can improve cost estimating and related tasks. The 

chapter starts with a section that presents an overall description of the reasons for the 

fragmentation in the AEC industry and some of its negative impacts on the industry itself. 

The sections following this introduction are organized to: (1) Describe the design 

process and the nature of the design information used and generated during this process 

(i.e., design knowledge, design intent, design typologies, and design performance); and 

(2) Present an overview of the cost estimating process at different stages of project 

development along with the changing information incorporated in the process. The 

sections are structured so as to emphasize the importance and potential use of design 

knowledge in construction within the context of this research. 

13



2.1 FRAGMENTATION IN THE AEC INDUSTRY: 

There is a great amount of fragmentation in the AEC industry resulting in fragile 

communications between design and construction. Negative impacts of this fragmentation 

can be observed in construction activities such as, planning, scheduling and cost 

estimating. Lack of coordination between design and construction creates constructability 

and quality problems, increases rework and cost, and ultimately reduces the 

competitiveness of U.S. firms in the world market. 

There are two types of fragmentation observed in the AEC industry (Howard et 

al. 1989): (1) Horizontal Fragmentation: This type of fragmentation occurs between 

specialists of different fields at the same phase of project development (e.g., structural and 

architectural design at the initial design stage); and (2) Vertical Fragmentation: This type 

of fragmentation occurs between different phases of project development which are 

separated by organizational and structural boundaries (e.g., planning, design and 

construction). The subject of this research centers around the existing vertical 

fragmentation between architectural design and construction cost estimating. 

The main reason for vertical fragmentation is the structure of the industry where 

different functions of the same project are performed by different parties. Each 

participant in this multi-disciplinary environment uses different tools and produces outputs 

which are not consistent with a standard format. Data generated in one stage of the 

project development (e.g., design) can be subject to unsystematic handling and 

misinterpretation while being converted into a suitable format at a succeeding stage (e.g., 
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estimating). The AEC industry lacks common data structures that related parties can 

access, expand and modify. 

An ever increasing inclination towards specialization in the AEC industry also 

fosters the fragmentation. Despite the flexibility offered through specialization, separation 

of responsibility has not been coupled with effective knowledge and data sharing. 

Specialization brings an enormous amount of detail to each phase of the project. 

Transferring data and knowledge from one phase of the project to another at the level of 

detail they were generated creates interfacing problems. Usually, most of the detailed 

data and knowledge remain trapped at the phase in which they were generated. 

In the context of vertical fragmentation between design and construction, 

implicitness of design intent for the contractor presents another problem. Construction 

people who lack access to the design process, beyond specifications and drawings, do not 

have a sufficient understanding of the designer’s intent. This creates problems during 

construction in identifying critical issues and in bringing effective solutions which require 

certain trade-offs. The constructor who follows a different logic from the designer can 

not be expected to make the right trade-offs without having a thorough understanding of 

the designer’s intent. Traditional information sharing methods (i.e., paper drawings and 

specifications) have not proven useful in transferring design intent from design to 

construction. Neither have computer applications been sufficient in providing the 

construction people with a better understanding of design. 

Until recently, the majority of computer applications in design and construction 

have revolved around the representation of product knowledge rather than process 
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knowledge. Most of the engineering and construction databases serve this purpose. Thus, 

process knowledge related to each phase of design remains implicit in the product 

description obtained at the end of each phase. However, this process knowledge, part of 

which is design intent, can improve the constructor’s understanding of design and design- 

related decisions, if expressed explicitly. 

All the above issues can actually be combined and attacked in a common context. 

Improving the constructor’s understanding of the design logic and intent, and finding 

effective representation methods for design knowledge can help solve the problems related 

to data exchange. A better understanding of design knowledge by all parties can increase 

their involvement in design and construction decisions. At a global level, a computer- 

based representation of design and design intent, and computer-based communication 

based on this representation can help reduce the problems due to fragmentation between 

design and construction. In the context of this research, such an effort is made at the 

interface between architectural design and construction cost estimating. 

2.2 DESIGN 

Design is an ill-structured activity that can not be formalized easily. The 

following section discusses two formalized approaches to design that can be used to 

automate the process of design creation and representation. The two descriptions of 

design mentioned here are based on similar approaches, but they attack the problem using 

different terminology and slightly different breakdown structures. It is thought to be 

useful to include both approaches in this section, as both breakdown structures have 
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influenced the work that will be described in the following chapters. The succeeding 

three sections are on design knowledge, design intent and design typologies which 

constitute an important part of design processes. Finally, a section on the performance 

concept in design concludes the discussion on design in this chapter. 

2.2.1 Design as a Process 

2.2.1.1 A View on Design According to John Gero 

Gero describes design as the transformation of function into a physical description 

which he calls a "structure". He analyzes design as a series of mappings between 

"function", "expected-behavior", "structure-behavior" and "structure" (Gero 1990). 

Function in this discussion relates the user requirements to the behavior of the 

structure. It is a user requirement translated into a functional expression which is closer 

to the structure. Behavior, on the other hand, refines the design problem one more level 

and refers to the capabilities of the structure to achieve a desired function. There are two 

types of behavior in Gero’s design model: (1) Expected behavior which is dependent on 

and derived from the required functions the structure needs to serve; and (2) Structure 

behavior which is dependent on the actual constituent elements of the structure and their 

arrangement. These two types of behavior are abstract expressions. However, they are 

measured by variables which provide them with a more physical context. Design aims 

to match the structure behavior of a design description to the expected behavior 

formulated at the beginning of the design process. This is accomplished by comparing 
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the two types of behavior on the basis of behavior variable values by which they can be 

measured. 

The above described concepts can be illustrated using a simple window design 

example. Air-purity is one of the typical user requirements for a classroom space. The 

Satisfaction of this user requirement is dependent on the amount of ventilation the 

classroom windows enable. Thus, the air-purity user requirement can be translated into 

the ventilation control function of the window in the classroom. This function of the 

window can be measured by its ventilation restriction behavior. The ventilation restriction 

behavior which is an abstract expression can be measured using a behavior variable like 

ventilation rate allowed through the window. Window dimensions are structure variables 

that can be used to find the ventilation rate through the window. A desirable range for 

the expected ventilation rate through the window can be determined at the beginning of 

the design. This would represent the expected behavior of the window. As the design 

proceeds, the alternative window types can be evaluated based on their dimensions, that 

is their structure variables which provide different ventilation rates. The window whose 

structure variables give a ventilation rate within the range of the expected ventilation rates 

would be chosen. Thus, the ventilation rates enabled by alternative windows (1.e., their 

structure behaviors) are compared to the initially expected ventilation rate (i.e., expected 

behavior) from the window. 

Gero’s description of design is a transformation of abstract functions into physical 

properties of structures. Such an analysis of design and the recording of its evolution can 

help reveal the reasons behind design decisions. The concept of transformation described 
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by Gero has influenced the partitioning of design intent at different levels of refinement 

in this research. 

Gero has formalized his analysis of design into six stages: (1) Formulation & 

Specification: At this stage the functions that the artifact needs to serve are mapped onto 

expected behaviors and ranges for their variables are determined; (2) Synthesis: Expected 

behaviors formulated in the first stage are used to construct a structure from basic 

elementary structures whose behaviors are known; (3) Analysis: The behavior of the 

synthesized structure is derived from its configuration; (4) Evaluation: The behavior of 

the currently considered structure is compared to the initially formulated expected 

behavior for the structure; (5) Reformulation: Due to differences between expected and 

actual behaviors of the structure the expected behavior is either modified or its scope is 

changed; (6) Production: Finally, all the structures of the artifact are produced going 

through the above five stages and represented in a design description. 

The first and third stages in this model; namely, the formulation/specification stage 

and the analysis stage are found to be relevant to this research because they investigate 

the relation between design intent and design description. 

2.2.1.2 A View on Design According to Coyne et al. 

Coyne refers to design as a search from an initial state to a goal state (Coyne et 

al. 1990). The initial state consists of a set of user objectives or user requirements for 

the use of an artifact, as in Gero’s expected behaviors. The goal state consists of the final 

description of the artifact and is very vague at the beginning. The intermediate states 
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involve partial, incomplete and alternative design descriptions with more refined design 

requirements. The initial state objectives (e.g., lighting) are refined into a set of 

performance variables (e.g., lighting level) by the designer. The satisfaction of the 

intended performances depends on the designed artifact’s physical properties. These 

properties are evaluated using a set of design parameters (e.g., glazing area). The design 

process involves checking the satisfaction of design objectives by determining values for 

the design parameters and tracing them back to the intended performances (e.g., the 

lighting level value for a specific design) at each state leading to the solution. Causal 

relations (e.g., lighting level = f(glazing area)) between design parameters and 

performance variables which are defined by design knowledge enable such a tracing. 

The sphere in Fig. 2.1 has been constructed after reviewing Coyne’s approach to 

design to depict the partitioning of their design model in the context of this research. 

Each layer (e.g., design parameters, performance variables) match one level of 

information described in Coyne’s model. As one goes from the core of the sphere to its 

surface, that is as design proceeds, an increase in the total amount of information is 

observed. However, each layer of information is thinner and more compiled than the 

previous layer. Finally the surface layer that is the design description is the thinnest of 

all although it covers a large surface. All the information layers are accessible and usable 

by the designer who can move between different layers of this sphere. 

The contractor sees only the shallow surface layer of information as it is provided 

in the drawings and specifications. The information inside the sphere is implied in the 

drawings and specifications, however is not seen explicitly by the contractor. This 
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research is attempting to find a mechanism to make the information at each layer of this 

sphere accessible by the estimator. 

2.2.2 Design Knowledge 

2.2.2.1 Design Knowledge According to Coyne et al. 

There are three types of design knowledge according to Coyne (Coyne et al. 

1990): (1) Meta knowledge; (2) Generative knowledge; and (3) Interpretive knowledge. 

Meta knowledge is referred to as knowledge that deals with the methodology of design. 

It controls, selects and orders design actions on design objects. It determines the time and 

order of using different elements of generative and interpretive knowledge during the 

search for optimum design form. Since meta knowledge is not directly related to this 

research, it is not discussed in any further detail in this section. 
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Generative knowledge uses design objects or parts as its basic building blocks. 

They constitute the vocabulary for the design process. The objects refer to certain design 

types at different levels of abstraction (e.g., a beam, a kitchen, an office building). 

Generative knowledge uses these building blocks and their generic relations with each 

other to perform actions on them (e.g., place beam.1 on column.1 and column.2). These 

actions put together the design objects in the most optimum configuration. The legal 

relations that a certain type of design object can have with other design objects are 

defined by the generative knowledge that belongs to that object. For example, the wood 

plating finish on a column generically can not support the beam above it, while the 

column that the wood plating encloses does. Generative knowledge can also be more 

global as in the case of physical laws that affect all design object types in an artifact. In 

the context of this research, generative knowledge is used to represent topological and 

typological relations between design objects. Thus, it is used as a data bank of legal 

configurations for design objects. 

Interpretive knowledge deals with meanings and performances (e.g., sound- 

transmission) implied by individual objects (e.g., door, wall) as well as different 

combinations of objects (e.g., a wall with a door). It provides design objects with 

attributes and values that relate to their implicit performances. Interpretive knowledge 

is important in design evaluation, and code and user requirements checking at 

intermediate stages of design as well as after the design is complete. 

At the end of the design process a set of drawings describe the form of the 

designed artifact along with a set of specifications that partially describe intended 
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performances. However, the specifications are not comprehensive enough to justify all 

the decisions made during the design process. Parties other than the designer (e.g., 

contractor) still require interpretive knowledge to derive the intended performances of 

design elements from graphical description of designs. Similarly, understanding of basic 

design element configurations depends on familiarity with generative design knowledge 

(e.g., two columns are placed under a beam since columns behave as supporters for 

beams). Thus, design representation and interpretation models like the one developed in 

this research need to use both generative and interpretive knowledge to fully describe a 

design in terms of structure, function and performance. 

2.2.2.2 Design Knowledge According to John Gero 

Gero views design knowledge in the context of schemas and design prototypes. 

The term schema refers to chunks of knowledge that is generalized from a set of similar 

design cases (Gero 1990). It presents the designer with information about classes of 

design from which instances can be inferred. Schemas contain information on function, 

behavior, structure and description of design classes and their constituent elements. A 

design prototype is a conceptual schema which forms the basis for a design. It 

incorporates all the required knowledge related to that design class and its constituent 

elements that may be required to initiate and develop a new instance of that class. 

Function, structure and behavior of the class as well as the relations between these 

concepts are captured in a "design prototype”. 
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There are five types of knowledge represented in a design prototype according to 

Gero (Gero 1990): (1) Relational knowledge: It involves relations between function, and 

behavior of a design element. This is achieved by function and behavior variables 

mentioned in the previous section; (2) Qualitative knowledge: Qualitative knowledge is 

used to define the structure variables that affect the values of behavior variables and the 

function. It also includes normally accepted values for these variables; (3) Context 

knowledge: Context knowledge incorporates the external factors that affect the values of 

behavior and structure variables; (4) Computational knowledge: Computational 

knowledge quantifies the qualitative dependencies represented by qualitative knowledge 

and calculates values for structure and behavior variables; and (5) Constraints: 

Constraints are part of both qualitative and computational knowledge by limiting expected 

behaviors and structures. 

The application of design knowledge as classified above to the design of a window 

can be illustrated as seen in Fig. 2.2. The figure shows the various types of design 

knowledge mapping function onto behavior, behavior onto behavior variables and 

behavior variables onto structure variables. For example, relational knowledge maps or 

relates the provide-daylighting function onto light-transmission behavior and the light- 

flux-transmittance behavior variable. Qualitative knowledge on the other hand relates 

Structure variables such as glazing-area and glazing-visible-light-transmittance to the 

amount of light-flux-transmitted. While this relation is non-quantitative, the 

computational knowledge brings a more quantitative approach to this relation in the form 
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WINDOW 
functions: provide-daylighting, ventilation-control 

behaviors: light-transmission, ventilation-restriction 
behavior-variables: light-flux-transmitted, ventilation-rate 

structure-variables: window-orientation, windowlength, window-height 

structure-elements: glazing, frame 
structure-element-variables: glazing-area, glazing-thickness, frame-area, frame-thickness 

structure-element-behavior-variables: glazing-visible-light-transmittance, frame-thermal-conductiviy 
  

RELATIONAL KNOWLEDGE: 

FUNCTION = BEHAVIOR = BEHAVIOR-VARIABLES 

provide-daylighting : light-transmission : _ light-flux-transmitted 

ventilation-control : ventilation-restriction : ventilation-rate 
  

QUALITATIVE KNOWLEDGE: 

light-flux-transmitted : glazing-area, glazing-visiblelight-transmittance 

ventilation-rate : window-length, window-height 
  

COMPUTATIONAL KNOWLEDGE: 

light-flux-transmitted : f(glazing-area, average-sky-illuminance, glazing-visible-light-transmittance) 
ventilation-rate : f(glazing-area, external-wind-pressure, internal-wind-pressure) 
  

CONTEXTUAL KNOWLEDGE: 

light-flux-transmitted : average-sky~illuminance 
ventilation-rate : external-wind-pressure, internal-wind-pressure     
  

Figure 2.2 - Design knowledge according to Gero (adapted from Gero 1990) 

of a numerical function. Substitution of numerical values into this relation can result in 

a structure description expressed in terms of its structure variables. The concepts that 

define Gero’s relational, qualitative and contextual knowledge have been incorporated in 

this research in a broader sense; however, not structured into these distinct categories. 

2.2.2.3 Design Knowledge According to Craig Howard 

Howard considers design knowledge as a part of project knowledge which he calls 

project-specific-knowledge (Howard 1991). He views design knowledge as closely related 
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to design data and project information which are both project dependent. Thus, the 

umbrella term project-specific-knowledge covers all three (i.e., design knowledge, design 

data, and project information). The spectrum of project-specific-knowledge ranges from 

very specific details about the current design to global and abstract general principles 

applicable to most of the designs. Howard partitions the spectrum into six sections: (1) 

Basic data: Basic data is known before the project starts. It is usually represented in 

handbooks and catalogs (e.g., description of standard components, unit costs); (2) 

General knowledge: General knowledge is principles of science and problem solving that 

is common to many different domains (e.g., physical laws, problem solving strategies); 

(3) Design derived data: Design data is data generated by the design processes including 

final data and intermediate calculations (e.g., attribute values for specific object instances, 

relationships between object instances); (4) Domain knowledge: Consists of constraints 

and heuristic applicable to a profession e.g., building codes, manuals, rules of thumb); 

(5) Project specifications: Project dependent information that define the purpose, 

function, and performance of the facility being constructed. Project specifications are 

expressed at increasing level of detail as the project proceeds from conceptual design to 

detailed design. They may be explicit as on drawings and specifications or implicit 

trapped at intermediate stages of design in the designer’s mind or documents that are not 

transmitted to succeeding stages; and (6) Design decisions: They are a combination 

of knowledge and data that produce design data and project specifications. They 

represent synthesis of various specifications and derived design data. 
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Howard views design knowledge within the context of a project and considers it 

intermingled with various types of information and knowledge required at different stages 

of the project. This view of combining design knowledge and other project activities has 

been found relevant to this research which attempts to use design knowledge for 

estimating purposes. The design intent model developed in this research synthesizes 

domain knowledge, design data and project specifications to make the implicit project 

specifications explicit. 

2.2.3 Design Intent 

In the preceding sections design and design knowledge were discussed in detail. 

This section deals with design intent which is a more specific form of design knowledge. 

It has been used in different contexts by various researchers. Generally, design intent can 

be defined as the refined knowledge or information generated during the production of 

a design that describes the reasons behind design decisions. It is usually trapped in the 

design stage of the project and not transferred to other stages. In fact, in some cases even 

within the design stage successive iterations of a design do not have access to the design 

intent of previous iterations. Design intent is never lost, however it is implicit within the 

description of design (i.e., design drawings and specifications). It can be filtered out by 

a designer and used productively. However, for people other than the designer it is hard 

to extract and use it. For example, construction processes like cost estimating which can 

use design intent for better estimates, traditionally do not have access to this type of 

information. This will be discussed in section 2.3 in detail. If made explicit, design 
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intent can help to improve construction processes (e.g., estimates, schedules, shop- 

drawings) and eventually the final product, with a better understanding of its purpose; 

namely, function, performance and quality. 

Having emphasized the importance of design intent in the success of a project, the 

following paragraphs describe design intent based on the ideas of various researchers. 

Howard lists design intent as one of the factors that influence design decisions. 

He describes intentions as the intended functionality of each system component and its 

functional relations with other components (Howard 1991). In his definition, "intentions 

involve an intersection of the domain knowledge about basic functions, the project 

specifications, and the design data to produce new project specifications" (Howard 1991 

pp. 31). Thus, the formulation of design intent at a certain point in the design is 

dependent on: (1) The design knowledge which determines the boundaries within which 

design intent needs to stay; and (2) The project information and design data that have 

been generated until that point which determine the context and the background that leads 

to a design intent. Each formulated design intent in turn leads to the production of a new 

design specification and triggers the above process again. Design intents are different 

than design knowledge in that they are project dependent and dynamic even within the 

same project. 

Coyne defines design intent as the intended or desired performances that should 

be considered in the creation of a design description. (Coyne et al. 1990). Design intent 

can be a global user requirement, a function of a design element or space, or a required 

performance characteristic to satisfy the function and purpose of design. 
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Usually design intents that are abstract and stated at early stages of design 

development are lost by the time the design description is complete. They are actually 

embedded in the properties of design elements and their relations with each other. 

However, they are implicit and hard to detect by parties other than the designer. 

There are different levels of design intent. Coyne describes this as a goal- 

hierarchy. The lowest level in this hierarchy is the design specification or required 

performance. Behind every design specification, there is a higher order design intent for 

which the specification is only a means. In turn, each design intent is a means to satisfy 

another higher order design intent (Kim 1987). Designers synthesize design intentions 

and available design knowledge to come up with a description of design. The final 

product is actually a set of specifications which do not explicitly reflect their intentions. 

Ganeshan refers to "[design] intent for a design decision” as "the history of the 

design, including all the objectives, decisions and activities, from the start until the time 

of that decision" (Ganeshan et al. 1991 pp.1). They recognize the need to articulate 

design intent to use it at various stages within the design, and to understand or modify 

a previous design. Their description of design intent involves the refinement of high level 

design objectives, their interactions and resolution to arrive at the final design. Ganeshan 

discusses the use of this information mainly to understand, explain and modify previous 

designs. They propose computer-based articulation and explanation mechanisms for 

design intent while it is being generated during design. In this context, design intent is 

used within the design domain to improve design decisions. 
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The type of design intent referred to in this research is architectural design intent 

that can improve cost estimating. Howard’s definition of intersection, and Coyne’s and 

Kim’s view of goal-hierarchy are found relevant to the type of design intent organization 

this research is pursuing. Ganeshan’s articulation of design intent refinement is 

considered to be applicable in the architectural design / cost estimating interface as well, 

to make intent available for the estimator. Further discussions can be found in Chapter 

4. 

2.2.4 Design Typologies 

A typology refers to the systematic classification of any physical object or non- 

physical concept into categories with well defined common characteristics. In design, "a 

major part of design solution is accomplished by reference to prior solutions, sometimes 

in their parts and sometimes in their entirety” (Wade 1977 pp. 95). It is very rare that 

a design description is generated completely from scratch. These prior solutions that are 

commonly referenced are organized into classes of design descriptions called design types 

or design typologies. The descriptions represent a final state of solution, but they are 

results of cumulative design efforts. When the designer uses a design typology for 

example, one about school buildings in creating a design for a new school building, along 

with the descriptive information, a significant amount of distilled knowledge is transferred 

to the current design to build on and to expand. The descriptive information would 

include typical layout, types of spaces included in the school, and required square feet 
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areas for activities whereas distilled knowledge would consist of typological user 

requirements and functions for various spaces and systems. 

Coyne refers to design types as systems of abstractions that form classes of design 

descriptions (Coyne et al. 1990). Design types include information about overall form, 

geometry as well as information about constituent elements that form the design type. 

They are accessed by their function, performance, form, or constituent elements. They 

form parts of prototypes that help production of design descriptions (Gero 1990). 

Wade refers to four typologies used in design and construction: (1) Building 

typology according to occupancy and usage; (2) Room typology by usage; (3) Element 

or component typology by position in building; and (4) Element categories by 

manufacturing source (Wade 1992). 

These typologies are consistent with various sources of information available in 

the AEC industry (e.g., standards organizations, material catalogues). The Instant Data 

Access Control (DAC) Division of the National Design Center provides information on 

categories of buildings (e.g., hospital, school), their rooms (e.g., laboratory, operating 

room, Classroom, office) as well as necessary equipment in these rooms, materials to be 

used and manufacturers (IDAC 1969). 

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) uses a similar typology 

based on uses and function for both buildings and spaces in the buildings. In this 

typology, some of the possible uses of buildings and spaces are transport, industry, 

culture, recreation, and circulation (ISO 1984). 
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As far as building elements or components are concerned, SfB and CI/SfB provide 

a system for categorizing building components, construction material forms, and a listing 

of materials (Wade 1992). 

Finally, a widely used typology, the Construction Specification Institute’s (CSD 

MASTERFORMAT categorizes design descriptions according to type of work (e.g., 

concrete, masonry, doors, windows & glass). It is used by Means Building Construction 

Cost Data book and by many other manufacturers catalogues (e.g., Sweets Catalogue). 

With this characteristic, MASTERFORMAT also forms basis for "element categorization 

by manufacturing source", the fourth typology mentioned by Wade (Wade 1992). 

In the context of this research, typologies are used to classify design elements, 

spaces and buildings based on their typical characteristics as well as to store relevant 

function, performance, and physical property information related to them. Most of the 

typologies described in this section have been incorporated at different levels of detail 

within the design intent model developed in this research. These typologies will be 

discussed in chapters 4 and 5. 

2.2.5 Performance Concept in Design 

Performance of a building or a building element can be defined as the required 

means for that building or building component to perform its user or architect defined 

functions. With this definition, performance of a building element is similar to the 

behavior of a structure as described in Gero’s model of design (Gero 1990). 
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The ISO Standard 6241-1984(E) USO 1984) defines performance as user 

requirements expressed in terms of behavior of a product. The product in this definition 

may be a building as a whole or any part of it. The standard suggests principles for 

preparation of performance standards, based on user requirements, uses of buildings and 

spaces, and classification of subsystems in buildings. Its classification of buildings and 

spaces based on use and its classification of subsystems based on structure have been 

incorporated in this research. 

The following paragraphs present a review of various papers submitted to the Joint 

RILEM-ASTM-CIB Symposium on "Performance Concept in Buildings” in 1972. 

Cronberg considers building as an interface between environmental conditions 

required by the user, and the given conditions of the existing environment (Cronberg 

1972). All building components should have functions to take care of the differences 

between these two sets of conditions. They should respond to the needs of the user by 

providing stimuli and shelter for user activities; by filtering internal and external 

distractions and stimuli whether human produced or environmental; and by supplying 

channels for supply and waste for the user activities. These functions are defined as 

"source" for stimuli, "enclosure" for shelter, "filter in / out", and "channel in / out". All 

will be further discussed in Chapter 4. Hence, all the building components have physical 

properties that satisfy these functions. Stating these functions along with the internal and 

external distractions and stimuli that they deal with (e.g., filter-in air, filter-out odor, 

source light, enclosure space, channel-in heat, channel-out waste), results in the 
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formulation of performance requirements. In this sense, function and performance are 

very Closely related. 

Cronberg considers performance as a bridge between user requirements and 

physical properties of building components. For example, filtering of light (i.e., filter-in 

light) is a performance requirement satisfied by a window. In turn, physical properties 

of building components (e.g., the light transmission coefficient of the window glazing) 

can be used to measure the satisfaction of these requirements. Cronberg’s classification 

of component performance and functions have been incorporated in this research in 

representing design intent. 

Sneck’s view of performance analysis involves comparison of internal factors of 

the object (e.g., physical properties) and external factors it has to withstand (e.g., human- 

goals, environmental factors) (Sneck et al. 1972). As an output of this comparison the 

desired performance requirements for the object are stated in terms of physical properties 

of the object. An interesting aspect of Sneck’s view of performance analysis is that he 

does the analysis at different levels of abstraction. Some of the levels at which the 

analysis is conducted are, building, space, part of building, building element combinations, 

building elements and material. He also considers stages of application within a 

building’s life cycle like "before-end-use” (e.g., storage, construction), "after-end-use" 

(e.g., operation, maintenance, repair), and "demolition". Sneck’s use of various levels of 

detail in analyzing performances of a building have been found relevant to the research 

described herein. A similar breakdown structure that consists of the building, the space, 
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the building assembly and the building assembly part levels has been adopted for the 

design intent analysis in this research. 

Brill discusses a two dimensional matrix representation of environmental 

characteristics - the first dimension (e.g., illumination) versus building subsystems - the 

second dimension (e.g., luminaries) for developing performance specifications. In his 

method each intercept in the matrix is evaluated based on: (1) The user requirements that 

are imposed on it (e.g., type of illumination required); (2) A set of criteria to measure 

acceptable range of solution (e.g., illuminance level); and (3) A test method that is a 

mechanism by which the satisfaction of the requirements can be measured (Brill 1972). 

In this context, Brill recognizes the user needs as the driving force in the generation of 

information for design and manufacturing, however, emphasizes the importance of 

formatting these needs to fit manufacturer’s information templates. Stating performance 

requirements in terms of criteria and test methods enable measurement of user 

requirements and their translation into scientific expressions. 

Bring has a paper called "Performance Requirements for Floors", where he 

introduces a scale from 0 to 4 for quality classes relating them to required performance 

levels (Bring 1972). 0 in this scale means no performance requirement in the considered 

area, while 4 represents highest level of performance requirements. Bring recognizes the 

fact that satisfaction of one performance requirement at a high level may mean the 

Satisfaction of another at a very low level. For instance, with regard to cleanliness, 

surface evenness may be a requirement imposed on a floor, while with regard to rolling 

resistance a relatively rough surface may be required. He determines various levels of 
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requirement satisfaction or quality based on physical properties and deals with conflicting 

Situations by choosing optimum levels of satisfaction for both conflicting requirements. 

Parsons uses two correlations in performance analysis of a design (Parsons 1972). 

One is "performance to benefit ratio" based on user needs, the other is “cost to benefit 

ratio" based on the product. The first relation is independent of cost while the second one 

is independent of benefit. These two ratios; however, can be used together to find an 

optimum performance level for the building or building element under consideration. In 

this analysis, the level of performance after which the marginal benefits are low compared 

to increasing costs can be chosen as an optimum performance level. Although it is 

usually hard to quantify these relations practically, the analysis represents an interesting 

perspective on cost - performance - benefit relation. 

In summary, most of the papers that were reviewed in this section, consider 

performance within the context of: (1) User requirements; (2) Environmental 

characteristics; (3) Building and building element functions; (4) Building element 

properties; and (4) Quality. These various contexts imply that performance can take 

various forms during design most of which are abstract and dependent on each other. 

2.3 COST ESTIMATING 

Cost estimating is considered both a science and an art (Carr 1983). Although 

each project is unique in itself, it is usually made up of components that are similar to 

components in past projects. Thus, the science of estimating tells the cost of past work, 

while the art of estimating is in visualizing a project and the construction of each detail, 
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selecting comparative costs from past projects and adjusting them to anticipated new 

conditions (Carr 1983). While the procedural estimating process can be fairly well 

organized, the visualization of the project details and their comparison to past projects 

requires experience and judgement. In an environment of poor project information even 

these skills may not be sufficient enough for precise cost estimates. 

This section describes the information needs of cost estimates prepared at different 

stages of the project. It then discusses the contractor’s cost estimate and the problems 

encountered during its preparation due to insufficient information. 

Estimates are needed at all stages of the project. However, the extent of available 

project information at these different stages and its accessibility by the estimator change. 

Fig. 2.3 is generated to show the various types of cost estimates and the type of 

information incorporated in their preparation. The left vertical axis in the figure depicts 

the project development based on knowledge and data generation (Dean 1983). Each 

Station (e.g., required functions & quality, specifications) refers to the knowledge or data 

generated at various stages of project development. The horizontal axis shows the static 

and project independent data and knowledge to which different parties have access. The 

Stations on this axis (e.g., historical design database, square foot cost information) depict 

data banks that are accessible by the architect, value engineer and the contractor 

independent of the project development stage. The right vertical axis in the figure 

displays the different types of estimates and their estimators (i.e., contractor, architect and 

value engineer). The lines show the data flow into each estimate from the project-specific 

information and the static data banks. For example, a conceptual estimate is prepared by 
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the architect using information related to the schematic design, basic component designs, 

required functions and quality, project scope and parameters, site information, and owner 

user requirements. The conceptual estimate of the architect can also make use of static 

knowledge and information about design typologies and square foot costs. The figure 

also shows that the least information is made available, for the contractor’s bid estimate. 

Although drawings and specifications are products of all previous design efforts, they do 

not cover all the design information generated up to this stage. Most of the information 

seen on the left vertical axis is implied rather than explicitly represented in the drawings 

and specifications. 

At this point in the discussion it is found useful to review the cost estimating 

process more closely. It consists of three stages (Birrell 1980): 1) Preliminary 

Investigation, 2) Data Gathering and Formulation; and 3) Forming the estimate. The first 

two stages involve the analysis of project and cost data and the structuring of the cost 

estimate. In these stages, the design is partitioned into design elements and zones which 

are then analyzed and organized according to their attributes (e.g., specifications, material, 

function, performance). Simultaneously, available cost data related to similar projects and 

design elements are analyzed and compared to the current project data. Thus, a cost 

estimate structure and a convention (e.g., cost per unit area of functional zone, cost per 

unit area of design element) to attach costs to design elements and zones are chosen. The 

explicitness of the design drawings and specifications, their level of detail, the available 

historic project data and project specific experience of the estimator are the main factors 

that affect this structuring process. 
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Once this structure is developed, the third stage which is purely procedural involves 

interpolation of cost and project data and calculation of the final estimate. However, the 

accuracy Of the results at this third stage is highly dependent on the initial two stages. 

Although a well organized historic project and cost database is a valuable asset 

for the contractor, its effective use is dependent on finding the right matches between the 

current projects and similar past ones. This process requires a thorough understanding 

of the design with its physical and semantic similarities and differences from past designs 

encountered. 

Understanding the design is also important in incorporating material and 

equipment information in the estimate. The choice of material for the building elements, 

and the choice of mechanical and electrical equipment for building sub-systems are at 

times left to the estimator or limited with a "brand name or equal" clause. In the first 

case, the choice of the right material that suits the purpose of the design and also meets 

cost Criteria is a major task for the estimator. With limited information as to the purpose 

of the building element or equipment, a misjudgment may result in an inadequate proposal 

or a high bid price. Thus, there is a thin margin between the assumed requirements for 

the material or equipment and its actual characteristics, with cost being the major concern 

(Ibbs 1985). In the second case of "brand name or equal" clause, finding the reasons that 

led to the choice of a specific brand is purely based on assumptions, past experiences and 

educated guesses, unless performance specifications for the building element or equipment 

are provided. Thus, the possibility of proposing an "equal" material brand to replace the 
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specified one is really low. This reduces the contractor proposals and the purpose of 

having the clause, that is free competition of manufacturer products, is defeated. 

This research deals with making most of the data on the left vertical axis of Fig. 

2.3 along with design typologies on the horizontal axis, available for the contractor to 

make effective material and equipment choices and compare the current project to past 

projects. This information involves some of the types of information discussed in 

previous sections i.e., design knowledge, design intent, design typologies and performance 

requirements. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TECHNOLOGY REVIEW: 

KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS & THEIR APPLICATIONS 

This chapter provides an overview of the Knowledge-Based System (KBS) 

technology and some of the research applications that are making use of it. The chapter 

includes: (1) A brief discussion on general KBS concepts (i.e., KBS architecture and 

problem solving in KBS); (2) A detailed description of methods used in the organization 

of knowledge-bases and the control strategies employed by these methodologies (.e., rule- 

based representation and frame-based representation); (3) A discussion on the use of 

hybrid programming techniques in KBS and its applicability to this research; (4) An 

overview of Automated Reasoning Tool (ART), a hybrid programming environment used 

in the development of the proof-of-concept computer prototype for this research; and (5) 

A review of the current research being conducted in the field of design and construction 

using KBS technologies with their impact on the research described herein. Overall, the 
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chapter provides the reader with some KBS terminology that will frequently be used in 

the succeeding chapters. Throughout the chapter, connections are made as to the 

relevance of this KBS discussion to the design intent representation and manipulation 

problem as well as the proof-of-concept prototype being developed in this research. 

3.1 KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS 

Computers have traditionally been used to solve engineering problems that are 

easily formalized and analytical in nature (Maher 1986). Conventional programming 

techniques require the breakdown of the problem into detailed and sequential steps. This 

type of breakdown demands a deep understanding of the problem domain along with well- 

defined and structured procedural methods that lead to solutions. 

Some of the engineering and design problems evade the above requirements. 

Problem-solving in engineering and design involves more than basic principles and laws 

of nature. It incorporates human expertise which tends to be narrow and highly 

specialized. It requires the ability to rapidly recognize patterns which direct the use of 

domain knowledge to narrow the search for a solution (Dym and Levitt 1991). The 

distillation of basic domain knowledge and its various applications to specific problems 

are parts of an expert behavior which can not be simulated by conventional programming 

techniques alone. 

There is a need to computerize human expertise kept in the form of heuristics, to 

supplement conventional programs, to make expert experience available to all engineering 

personnel, and to establish communication between various disciplines of engineering. 
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KBS have emerged to satisfy similar needs initially in business and medicine, and more 

recently in engineering. A standard definition of KBS is given by (Gasching 1981 pp. 

31): 

Knowledge-based expert systems are interactive computer programs 
incorporating judgement, experience, rules of thumb, intuition, and other 

expertise to provide knowledgeable advice about a variety of tasks. 

Interpretation, representation, and reasoning with design intent can not be 

Structured to fit in algorithmic programming techniques. The interpretation and 

representation tasks require heuristic and non-numerical knowledge representation tools. 

A KBS provides a flexible computing environment for the representation of knowledge 

related to design and design intent. Thus, a KBS environment has been chosen for the 

computer implementation task in this research. Also, the knowledge representation 

techniques that support object-oriented programming make the representation of building 

and building objects, which is a substantial part of the proof-of-concept prototype, 

relatively easy. These issues will further be discussed in the following sections. 

3.1.1 KBS Architecture 

A KBS is built on a domain independent architecture which hosts domain 

dependent knowledge to be used for problem solving. A typical KBS architecture is seen 

in Fig. 3.1. It consists of: (1) Input/Output facilities to communicate with the user and 

to get information to use in the system; (2) A working memory sometimes referred to as 

"context" (Fenves and Rehak 1984) that contains the problem description with initial data, 

and intermediate and final solutions; (3) An inference engine that controls the use of 
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Figure 31 - Basic KBS Architecture (adopted from Dym and Levitt 1991 ppl5) 

knowledge embedded in the KBS and its interaction with the data about the current 

problem; (4) A knowledge base that contains the basic knowledge about the problem 

domain; and (5) A knowledge acquisition facility that builds up the KBS by adding 

knowledge from experts, libraries and/or databases (Dym and Levitt 1991). 

The main difference of such an architecture from a conventional programming 

framework is the separation of knowledge about domain and control. This feature enables 

modification and expansion of knowledge without changing the control strategy. It is also 

Suitable for representing and reasoning in problem domains where the solutions do not 

follow a sequence of operations. 
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3.1.2. Problem Solving In KBS 

Problem solving is the process of starting at an initial state and searching through 

a problem space in order to identify the sequence of operations or actions that will lead 

to a desired goal. The solution space consists of all states that lead from the initial state 

to the goal state. 

In KBS, problems are often solved making use of a set of [if conditions then 

actions] rules and/or procedures executed in an order determined by the problem solving 

control strategy, rather than a fixed algorithm. A control strategy is a higher level 

program used by the inference engine to manage the use of knowledge embedded in "if 

then" rules. There are several control strategies that the inference engine may use. The 

strategy to be employed depends on the type of problem, the nature of the domain 

knowledge and the input data. There are, however, basically two approaches to problem 

solving in KBS: (1) Formation approach; and (2) Derivation approach. Each require the 

use of different control strategies. 

The formation approach uses information about the current state to propagate more 

information to form higher level solutions. In the formation approach, conditions or 

constraints are given in the form of properties that the solution as a whole must satisfy. 

The implementation of this approach involves the identification of parts of the solution 

from the eligible solution components and a strategy and heuristic for combining the 

parts. The parts of the solution are organized into a hierarchy of decisions or sub- 

systems. Once the candidate solutions are generated, they are tested against the specified 

constraints. 
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The formation approach uses the plan-generate-test and the blackboard model 

control strategies for problem solving. It is suitable for planning and design creation type 

of problems. The control strategies employed by this approach are not discussed in this 

thesis as they are not used in the proof-of-concept-prototype. 

The derivation approach involves inferring a solution that is most appropriate for 

the problem at hand. This is done from a list of predefined solutions in the knowledge 

base of the KBS. In derivation problems, the problem conditions and description are 

given as part of a solution description. The KBS completes the solution description by 

applying available rules and knowledge, such that the initial state data conditions are well 

integrated into the solution. Before implementing this approach, an inference network is 

Clearly developed to display the relation between predefined solutions and the possible 

input data. An inference network (Fig. 3.2) is a road map that connects: (1) Initial data 

(i.e., facts) with partial solutions that are conditions for each solution; and (2) The partial 

solutions with the complete solution descriptions (i.e., hypothesis). It can be considered 

as a problem description tree with several optional branches that can be traversed in any 

order. 

The derivation approach uses data-driven and goal-driven control strategies which 

will be discussed in Section 3.1.3.1. It is suitable for problems of diagnosis and 

interpretation. 

The derivation approach has been chosen as the problem solving approach for the 

Skull Object Space (SOS) proof-of-concept prototype for the following reasons: (1) The 

problem addressed in this thesis involves interpretation of design intent from the design 
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Figure 32 - An Inference Network for Derivation Approach 
(adopted from Maher 1986 pp. 8) 

data made available at various levels of detail and at various stages of the program; (2) 

The problem enables the construction of an inference network with initial stations 

representing basic design data and abstract design intent information, intermediate stations 

representing more refined types of design intent information, and the goal stations 

representing construction information related to material selection and application that can 

be derived from design intent; and (3) There exists a great amount of default initial and 

intermediate state data about various types of design that can be stored in typological 

design object libraries. The incorporation of such libraries supports the input information 

needs of the derivation approach. 
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3.1.3. Knowledge Base Representation In KBS 

The following sections discuss two fundamental representation schemes for domain 

knowledge embedded in the knowledge base along with control strategies that manipulate 

the knowledge: (1) Rule-Based Representation; and (2) Frame-Based Representation. 

3.1.3.1 Rule-Based Representation 

In rule-based representation, knowledge is expressed as relations in the form of: 

[if (conditions), then (actions)]. The application of the rule to the current problem is 

triggered by the match of its conditions (1.e., left-hand side patterns of the rule) to the 

current problem’s data patterns in the working memory or context. 

Rule-based representation brings modularity and extensibility to the program (Dym 

and Levitt 1991). It supports the separation of knowledge from control. Knowledge is 

embedded in these rules with no priori information of its order of application to the 

current problem. This is controlled by the inference engine, depending on the control 

Strategies employed. There are basically two control strategies in rule-based 

representation using the derivation approach: (1) Data-driven strategy; and (2) Goal- 

driven strategy. 

The data-driven control strategy is synonymous to forward chaining or bottom-up 

control strategies. It starts from an initial state of known facts without any priori 

knowledge of the solution. It uses the information input by the user to evaluate the tree 

of possibilities, as it progresses through the solution space. 
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In a data-driven control strategy, the goals or possible solutions need to be 

assembled. First, provided the initial state data, the premises of the rules in the static 

knowledge base are examined to see whether they are true or not. This procedure is 

called pattern matching. Then, all those rules whose patterns have been matched are sent 

to queue of rules or to the agenda waiting to be fired. The KBS inference engine chooses 

the rule to be fired among those activated rules in the agenda. When a rule is fired, the 

corresponding actions are asserted in the context, or the present data are modified. Upon 

completion of one cycle, the same process is repeated based on the new data in the 

context derived from the previous cycle of inferences (Fig. 3.3). This continues until a 

desired goal state is reached or no rule is left to be fired. 
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Figure 33 - Data-Driven Control Strategy (adopted from Coyne et al. 1990 pp. 164) 

The data-driven control strategy is advantageous if there are enough constraints 

about the required data. The main drawback of this strategy is that the search can be 

wasteful if all the possible facts for all rule conditions are required as input. In fact, 

some values may be unknown or irrelevant to the current problem at hand. 
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The goal-driven control strategy is synonymous to backward chaining and top- 

down control strategies in KBS. The goal-driven control strategy tries to support a goal 

state or hypothesis by checking the current known facts. If the known facts do not 

support the chosen hypothesis, then the preconditions that are needed for that hypothesis 

are set up as subgoals. This process continues until the original hypothesis is either 

supported or proved not to be true by known facts. In the latter case, the inference 

proceeds with another hypothesis in the knowledge base until a hypothesis is proved or 

no hypothesis is left. The goal-driven control strategy goes form the goal state to the 

initial state making use of inverse operators until a rule whose premises are satisfied is 

found (Fig. 3.4). 
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Figure 34 - Goal-Driven Control Strategy (adopted from Coyne et al. 1990 pp. 165) 
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The goal-driven control strategy (Fig. 3.5) is considered to be more suitable for 

a system where there are few possible goals or solutions, but many facts. For a system 

for which there are many goals, but relatively less facts that lead to those goals, data- 

driven control strategy is found to be more appropriate. 
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Figure 3.5 - Problems that favor data-driven and goal-driven control 

The proof-of-concept prototype SOS uses rules to represent some of the knowledge 

about design intent and its implications on material selection and substitution. The rules 

are manipulated by a data-driven control strategy. In this research, the representation of 

design intent and its manipulation involve interpretation of design intent from design 
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| typologies and their properties. Typological information about various design objects as 

well as the designer’s input about the design intents of the current project in its whole or 

in its parts, constitute the initial data that is available. What is expected from the proof- 

of-concept prototype is to predict the existence of more refined types of design intent than 

the available ones and to guide the designer in externalizing this information. Thus, the 

initial data triggers the use of design knowledge embedded in the rules of SOS and the 

generation of new design intent data by queries and simple inferences. Every piece of 

new design intent data triggers a new rule and the generation of additional data until very 

specific design intent information is obtained. In turn, this new intent information is used 

to make material selection and substitution enabled by the inferences made by the rules 

that know about materials, their properties and their relations with design intent. The 

amount of initial and intermediate state data far exceeds the final solution data. The final 

findings are not that numerous, however, the intermediate inferences are as important and 

sometimes even more important than the final findings. SOS is an information oriented 

program rather than a solution oriented one. Thus, a data-driven control strategy is 

Suitable for its purposes. 

The main disadvantage of rule-based representation is that it is much harder to 

follow actual behavior flow here than in conventional programs. The rules do not interact 

with each other, but are selected and fired by the inference engine. As the knowledge 

base gets larger it is harder to organize, manage and maintain (Dym and Levitt 1991). 

Also, rules are not enough by themselves to express and reason about complex 

engineering problems because they can not store information about discrete objects and 
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. concepts efficiently and in a modular fashion. In the SOS case, such a problem has been 

encountered in storing and manipulating data related to several distinct building objects. 

Creation of libraries that consist of several classes of design objects and storage of 

information related to each one of them presented themselves as basic requirements for 

SOS knowledge representation. The rule base required to get data from a more structured 

data structure like that in frame-based representation. Also, some of the knowledge 

manipulation necessitated the use of frame-based and object-oriented reasoning schemes. 

The next section discusses frame-based representation and object-oriented programming. 

3.1.3.2 Frame-Based Representation and Object-Oriented Programming 

Frame-based representation of knowledge and data uses discrete data templates as 

its basic data storage entity. These templates are called frames or schemata. Frames 

encapsulate information about themselves, about relations with other frames and about 

their behavior upon change of stored information. 

Frame-based representation and object-oriented programming have evolved as a 

tool to build and manipulate semantic nets in computing environments. A semantic net 

is described as "...a formal graphic language for representing facts about entities in some 

world about which we wish to reason..." by Dym and Levitt (Dym and Levitt 1991 pp. 

129). It is drawn as a labeled, directed graph that consists of nodes connected by arrows 

(Fig. 3.6). Labels on nodes correspond to physical or abstract objects and their properties. 

The labels on arrows denote the relationship between the two objects that they connect 

or between the object and its properties. 
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Figure 36 - A semantic net for windows 

Nodes in a semantic net may represent one of the following: (1) Classes of 

entities; (2) Subclasses of entities; and (3) Instances of the entity subclasses. The arrows 

may represent member-to-class, class-to-member relations as well as member-to-member 

and class-to-class relations between two objects in the semantic net. 

When nodes are organized as classes, subclasses and instances with class-to- 

member relations, they form abstraction hierarchies (Fig. 3.7). Abstraction hierarchies 
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BUILDING.ASSEMBL’ 

  

  

  

      

Figure 3.7 - An Abstraction Hierarchy for Building Assemblies 

enable inheritance of properties from classes to subclasses, and from classes or subclasses 

to instances. Thus, every object in the hierarchy resembles its parent classes in terms of 

properties. However, it can also have some additional properties different than its parents. 

This characteristic of semantic nets enables specialization of objects as one traverses an 

abstraction hierarchy from the root parent class to the leaf instances or subclasses. 
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Semantic nets can also be used to represent part-of hierarchies (Fig. 3.8) where 

objects (i.e., nodes) are related to each other via has-part or part-of relations. There is 

no inheritance mechanism in part-of hierarchies. Part-of hierarchies enable separate 

Storage of properties that belong to different parts of a composite object. In turn, the 

composite object combines these parts in one object that stores all the properties coming 

  

Figure 38 - A Part-of Hierarchy for External Envelope Building Assemblies 

from various parts. Part-of hierarchies can also be considered in combination with 

abstraction hierarchies (Fig. 3.9). In such a case, an object (e.g., Basement.Wall.1) that 

belongs to both types of hierarchies can acquire additional properties due to its part-of 

relations with certain objects (e.g., External.Envelope) in the part-of-hierarchy. These 

may be different than those properties that it has inherited from its parents (e.g., 

Structural.Building.Assembly) in the abstraction hierarchy. Such a configuration can also 

result in modification or deletion of existing properties of an object that belongs to both 

hierarchies at the same time. 
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Abstraction hierarchies and part-of hierarchies have been abundantly used in the 

data structures for representation of design objects in this research. Thus, various 

examples of both hierarchies will be seen in Chapter 5. Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 show 

only two of these hierarchies. 

Frame-based reasoning places data templates at the nodes of semantic nets. Each 

node corresponds to a frame which can represent a class, a subclass or an instance. The 

following discussion on frames and object-oriented programming draws heavily on the 

work by Dym and Levitt 1991, Fikes and Kehler 1985 and Stefik and Bobrow 1984. 

Frames represent objects or entities as lists of attribute-value pairs. Attributes of 

frames are Called slots. Slots may store data about the object represented by the frame 

or relations that the frame has with other frames. Slots in most systems have multiple 

values and properties called facets. Some examples of such facets are: (1) Cardinality 

facet which is used to constrain the number of values a slot may store; (2) Value class 

facet which controls the type of data that can be stored in a slot as well as its value 

range; and (3) Demons which are special facets that initiate some procedure any time the 

value of a slot is accessed or changed. 

Frames which are part of an abstraction hierarchy, inherit slots with or without 

values as well as procedures or methods which instruct the objects how to change their 

States. The involvement of control and manipulation of the data represented by frames 

introduces the concept of object-oriented programming. All of the action in object- 

oriented programming comes from sending messages between objects. Message sending 

is a form of indirect procedure call. Instead of naming a procedure to perform an 
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| Operation on an object, one sends the object a message. The message specifies the kind 

operation to be performed. Objects respond to messages using their own procedures 

called methods for performing actions. Methods are stored in the slots of frames and are 

executed by the object holding them or by objects lower in the abstraction hierarchy. A 

method executes when the slot in the object containing the method is sent a message to 

be executed. 

Frame-based representation and object-oriented programming bring modularity to 

the representation of problems. Inheritance of slots and methods reduces the redundant 

information that would otherwise be repeatedly stored at subclass and instance levels. 

3.1.4 Hybrid Programming for Building Representation and 

Design Intent Interpretation 

Most KBS environments make use of both rule-based and frame-based 

representation simultaneously to solve problems. Most of the formation tasks such as 

planning and design as well as large and complex derivation and interpretation tasks 

require implementation of rules, frames and object-oriented programming. 

The proof-of-concept computer prototype, SOS, being developed to represent and 

reason with architectural design intent in this research, is an example of hybrid 

programming. SOS consists of a frame-based data structure manipulated by rules and 

object-oriented programming techniques to make design intent explicit and applicable to 

construction activities. 
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SOS requires frame-based representation for: (1) The semantic representation of 

buildings, spaces, building assemblies, and their parts along with their relations with each 

other; (2) The storage of various design and design intent knowledge and data related to 

these objects in attribute slots; (3) The creation of libraries of objects (i.e., building, 

space, building assembly, building assembly part) to store typological design information; 

(4) The construction of abstraction hierarchies (e.g., Fig. 3.8) in these libraries that enable 

efficient data storage and inheritance of common attributes between subclasses and classes 

of objects; (5) The construction of part-of hierarchies among building assemblies (Fig. 

3.9) that belong to the same library and building assemblies and their parts that belong 

to different libraries; and (6) The instantiation of library objects to include default 

information about them in the current project with which SOS is dealing. 

Design intent can be considered as an independent refinement hierarchy, embedded 

in the building object hierarchies as attributes. Different refinements of architectural 

design intent (i.e., user requirements, function, performance requirements, and physical 

properties) can be attached to building objects at different levels of detail (i.e., building, 

space, building element, building component) as attributes. The values of a design intent 

attribute for a design object can be derived based on the value of a higher level of design 

intent attribute stored in another related design object. 

Manipulation of design intent embedded in the attributes of these building object 

frames require rules and object-oriented programming techniques. SOS uses object- 

oriented programming techniques to manipulate some of the design intent data stored in 

building object attributes via messages. It also uses rules to manipulate the design intent 
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data stored in frames and to infer new types of design intent. Rules also help to refine 

the existing design intent information, create new attribute slots, and query the designer 

to get missing design intent information. 

3.2. ART (AUTOMATED REASONING TOOL) 

ART (The Automated Reasoning Tool) of Inference Corporation is an hybrid 

knowledge-based programming environment that runs on engineering workstations. ART- 

IM is ART’s PC version. Both environments support rapid prototyping and debugging 

of KBS programs with a large library of enhanced user-interface functions. ART-IM has 

been chosen as the programming environment for the implementation of a proof-of- 

concept prototype that displays the findings of this research. 

ART-IM’s inference engine is designed essentially to support data-driven 

computation, although it is possible to structure a goal-driven computation environment 

as well. ART-IM supports: (1) Procedural programming; (2) Rule-based programming; 

and (3) Object-oriented programming (Clyton 1987). 

3.3. CURRENT RESEARCH USING KBS 

KBS technologies have been used by many researchers in the field of design and 

construction for data and knowledge representation and manipulation. Building design, 

project management, construction planning, cost estimating and control, and scheduling 

are some of the areas where research is being conducted. In this section, some of the 

recent works will be reviewed to the extent that they are relevant to this research. 
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Jae-Jun Kim from the Department of Civil Engineering, at the University of 

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is working on an Object-Oriented Database Management 

System to improve project planning and control in the context of cost and schedule 

generation (Kim 1989). In this model, all conceptual and physical entities are represented 

as objects (e.g., room, wall, cost account, activity) carrying their own characteristics and 

behavior. Objects relate to classes through hierarchical relations (e.g., instance-of, is-a) 

and to each other by semantic constraints (e.g., beam supported-by column). This 

semantic representation is a very effective method of representing design and maintaining 

its integrity. 

The purpose of J.J. Kim’s research is to find an efficient way of relating cost 

accounts with schedule activities of a project to provide effective cost and schedule 

control. Kim proposes to achieve this by generating typical construction objects called 

BOD’s (Basic Construction Operations Required by a Design Object) for each design 

element. Each BOD then generates a link to a single cost account and a single schedule 

activity. Thus, a BOD serves as a linking element between design objects, cost accounts, 

and schedule activities. Thus, it provides a link between design, cost control and planning 

activities. This configuration eliminates inconsistency that may arise due to different 

partitioning of design elements for cost control and scheduling purposes. 

His model consists of an object-oriented representation template for design objects, 

BOD’s and CWP’s (Construction Work Packages), a knowledge base which supports the 

generation of BOD’s and CWP’s, and a database manager to implement the system. 

Kim’s approach of using design objects as a reference for construction functions and his 
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. semantic representation of design objects and their relations have had major influences 

on the research proposed herein. Most of SOS objects are design objects like buildings, 

spaces, building assemblies and their parts that are related to each other via semantic 

links. SOS makes use of design intent that is attached to these design objects as 

attributes. It searches physical design objects for design intent information to be used in 

various inferences and attaches the newly generated information to these physical objects. 

This helps maintain a well organized and consistent database as in Kim’s model. 

Jonathan Cherneff from the Department of Civil Engineering at M.I.T. has been 

building a prototype system called BUILDER using object-oriented programming 

techniques (Cherneff et al. 1990). The objective of his research is to represent 

architectural drawings graphically and semantically in a KBS system and interpret them 

to generate construction schedules. His model consists of 2 main modules: 1) DRAW, 

a knowledge-based CAD system implemented in KEE (Knowledge Engineering 

Environment) and, 2) PLANNER, a KBS module to produce schedules from interpreted 

drawings. 

The knowledge module DRAW has had a significant impact on this rescarch. On 

the outlook, it has the graphical capability of representing design, like a simple CAD 

system. However, more effective than a CAD system, it has the capability of representing 

these graphic objects as semantic entities in a Semantic Network Representation (SNR). 

The SNR consists of objects, their attributes and relations to other objects. The expected 

behavior of the objects in the SNR are represented through procedures attached to them. 

This representation scheme provides a realistic configuration of design and an extensive 
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| capability to represent and manipulate knowledge about design objects that are shown 

graphically on the computer screen. DRAW’s semantic design representation concepts 

have had a significant impact on this research. 

Another object-oriented building project model has been developed by Kenji Ito 

at CIFE (Center for Integrated Facility Engineering) of Stanford University (Ito et al. 

1989). The model aims to serve as a tool to share product information across a range of 

computer applications in the AEC product life cycle. 

Ito’s "Object-Oriented-Project-Model for the AEC Process" (PMAP) extracts 

graphical and non-graphical data from an intelligent CAD system built on top of 

AutoCAD and uses this data in various knowledge-based system application in the AEC 

process. Thus, the model links CAD to KBS. 

Although on the outlook this object-oriented-project-model looks similar to 

Cherneff’s BUILDER, it is different in one main principle. Ito does not attempt to create 

an intelligent CAD system within an AI environment. Instead, he enhances the 

capabilities of a commercially available CAD tool, AutoCAD, to store non-graphical 

building component data related to graphical building components represented in an 

AutoCAD drawing. AutoCAD is no longer just a drafting tool in its new enhanced 

software form called CIFECAD. A highly interactive user-interface queries the user about 

building components, while the BLOCK data storage facility of AutoCAD stores the input 

information. Some of the information stored in blocks are client, site, cost, functional, 

geometry, location and attribute information about building elements as well as 

construction duration and budget. Then all this information stored in CIFECAD blocks 
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“are transformed into PMAP where they are reorganized to generate input files for 

knowledge-based planning systems like OARPLAN and SIPEC both developed at 

Stanford University. 

Both CIFECAD and PMAP are under further development. CIFECAD is 

expanding to store more project information and to manipulate non-graphical data 

simultaneously with graphical data. PMAP, which is a prototype model, is growing to 

incorporate more complex relations between objects as well as additional project attributes 

like soil conditions and client requirements. 

CIFECAD and PMAP have been found interesting and relevant to the proof-of- 

concept computer prototype developed in this research, which aims to be interfaced to an 

intelligent CAD system in the future. Hence, an object-oriented CAD front-end can 

reduce the burden of storing extra information which is presently embedded in the object- 

oriented data-structure of SOS prototype being developed in this research. 

Jim Garrett Jr. from the Department of Civil Engineering at Carnegie Mellon 

University is working on an object-oriented model for representing building design data 

(Garrett 1989). In contrast to other works in this area, he puts great emphasis on 

Capturing the "abstract" as well as "detailed descriptions" of the building and "the intent 

behind [design] decisions". 

His model consists of functional and spatial systems, physical and material objects 

and relations, and constraints that integrate them to form a building description. His 

building description includes functional and spatial compositions in addition to physical 

objects which he says, confirms Eastman’s theory (Eastman 1978). According to 
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. Eastman, individual parts of a system can not represent all the attributes of the 

composition due to the existence of "emergent properties". Eastman defines "emergent 

properties" as properties that do not exist in the components, but occur when subsystems 

or primitives are combined to form the composition. 

In Garrett’s model, a functional system consists of a hierarchy of functional 

subsystems and primitives (e.g., a plumbing system consists of a water-supply system, 

fixtures and a waste-water disposal system). A spatial system consists of 3-D building 

spaces which may be represented as solid volumes (e.g., column), enclosed spaces (e.g., 

room), or abstract spaces (e.g., work area for a crew). A physical object in this model, 

represents a combination of functional, spatial and material descriptions of an object 

within a building. It inherits attributes from functional primitives and spatial descriptions 

which are parts of functional and spatial systems, respectively. In addition to functional 

and spatial links to systems, the objects are related to each other by constraints and 

relations. The model, once completely developed, aims at enhancing the integration of 

various agents in the AEC industry by providing a better understanding of design 

intentions and representations of building semantics. 

Garrett’s model is significant in this research because it analyzes the building not 

only as a collection objects, but also as an interaction of functional and spatial properties. 

By relating physical objects to functional and spatial systems, he attaches meanings to 

building components and provides them with a context in which to appear. This is one 

of the main concerns of this research, as well. His idea of incorporating intentional and 
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"abstract knowledge about design decisions and constraints is also relevant to this 

research’s objective of representing implicit design knowledge on physical objects. 

OARPLAN, a blackboard architecture implementation of the object-oriented 

paradigm, is another model developed in (CIFE) at Stanford University (Darwiche et al. 

1989). It is a prototype planning system to generate construction project plans from a 

description of building objects. The objective of OARPLAN is to provide a powerful 

constraint language to express knowledge about construction planning and to generate a 

construction plan that satisfies the represented constraints. The model uses objects, 

actions and resources as its basic data entities and combines them using constraints to 

compose activities. Constraints are represented by spatial, topological, temporal and other 

relations that exist between the objects. The knowledge required for planning is extracted 

from a CAD database and represented in frames. Currently, this is done manually. 

However, an interfacing system is also being developed to bring efficiency to the model. 

The object-oriented facility representation in OARPLAN consists of component 

classes (e.g., floors, columns, walls) and relations (e.g., enclosed-by, adjacent-to) of 

components with each other. Planning knowledge modules reason about these relations 

and other constraints to generate a construction plan for the facility. The facility 

representation of OARPLAN with semantic relations among design objects is found 

relevant to the SOS’s frame-based knowledge representation. 

The works discussed in this section are applications of object-oriented paradigm 

in mostly the scheduling and planning domain. Yet, their data representation schemes 

prove to be useful in establishing a computer-based communication link between design 
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and construction. Thus, it is this common characteristic of all the researches in this 

section that makes them relevant and influential for this work. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN INTENT: CLASSIFICATION AND USE 

This chapter answers the question: "what is architectural design intent and how can 

it be classified?" previously stated in Chapter 1. It serves as an introduction for the next 

chapter which provides computerized representation and reasoning schemes for design 

intent that can improve cost estimating tasks. The chapter presents: (1) An overview of 

the knowledge elicitation process conducted for this research; (2) Four classification 

schemes for design intent (i.e., attributive, relational, explicit/implicit, and priority 

Classification); and (3) A discussion on the use of design intent in cost estimating, 

material selection and substitution, and value engineering. 
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4.1 OVERVIEW OF KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION TASK 

At early stages of the research the rather broadly defined research objective was 

to make the implicit or missing design information in the drawings and specifications 

available to the estimator. Thus, first task of the research was to clarify the form of 

missing information, set its boundaries, and investigate its implications in a practical 

sense. Knowledge elicitation task was conducted to achieve this goal. It was directed 

by the input of practicing architects and engineers. Each new fact led to the exploration 

of new examples that are similar in nature to the one elicited from the experts. Such a 

process, greatly supported by the literature review, led to the definition of the implicit 

design information as "design intent". It also provided a better understanding of the 

potential use of design intent in construction cost estimating tasks. 

Three experts participated in the knowledge elicitation task. These are: (1) A 

senior architect-estimator at Smithey & Boynton, a Roanoke based design firm; (2) A 

contractor who was the CEO of Lionberger Construction Co., a Roanoke based 

construction firm; and (3) A value engineer who works with MarshWitt Associates, P.C., 

a Roanoke based value engineering firm. 

4.1.1 Smithey & Boynton 

The knowledge elicitation task at Smithey & Boynton was conducted within the 

scope of a part-time internship. The author had the opportunity to work with a senior 

architect-estimator for two months on a part-time basis. The contribution of this work 

to the thesis can be summarized under three points: (1) Design drawings and 
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specifications produced at different stages of design were analyzed and the variations in 

the type and amount of design information were noted; (2) Discussions were made with 

the architect-estimator learning about the sources of information other than drawings and 

specifications to which he has access, when he prepares his estimate, and about the 

problems he encounters in preparing various estimates; and (3) Some small exercises 

where the author would analyze the drawings and specifications to come up with an 

estimate would lead to discussions about the missing information on the project 

documents. 

4.1.2 Lionberger Construction Co. 

The knowledge elicitation task conducted at Lionberger Construction was in the 

form of three two hour interviews with the CEO of the company. In these interviews, the 

expert described the bid preparation process as it is conducted in his company. The 

discussions about the problems they encounter in reading and interpreting design drawings 

and specifications, and how they handle these problems led to a better understanding of 

the contractor’s point of view. This thesis’s focus on the "brand name or equal” clause 

and the material selection process was first broadly defined in the S&B internship and 

then was supported by the interviews at Lionberger Construction Co. Interview with the 

CEO of the company also provided useful insight as to the art of estimating and as to 

possible improvements from a contractor’s perspective. 
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4.1.3 Interview with the Value Engineer 

A single interview was held with a value engineer working with a value 

engineering firm. The interview proved beneficial in terms of providing an overview of 

the value engineering process and learning about Functional Analysis Technique (FAST) 

which will be discussed in the following sections. After some literature review, FAST 

was evaluated to be a value engineering application area that can benefit from the use of 

design intent as it is categorized in this thesis. 

4.2 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN INTENT 

The following points summarize the deductions made based on the literature 

review discussed in Chapter 2. They were also confirmed by the knowledge elicitation 

that was conducted to understand the nature of design and design intent. It is found 

appropriate to summarize them here since the following discussion is built on these main 

points. 

° Design can be defined as the transformation of abstract user requirements into 

descriptive physical properties of an artifact and its components. 

° The transformation of user requirements of an artifact into physical properties of 

its Components involves a series of mappings. These mappings are made between 

user requirements, function, behavior, performance variables, and design 

parameters of the artifact’s spaces, building assemblies, and building assembly 

parts. These attributes represent different forms of design intent. 
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° The derivation of each attribute value based on a more abstract attribute value in 

some predefined order suggests the existence of a goal hierarchy between these 

attributes. For example, the dimensions of a window may be defined based on 

the ventilation restriction the window is expected to provide. 

° Design knowledge provides links between design information attributes in order 

to traverse the above mentioned goal hierarchy. Design knowledge defines: (1) 

The range of all possible values for a given attribute (1.e., generative knowledge); 

and (ii) The legal inferences that can be used in the derivation of an attribute 

value based on other attribute values and external factors (i.e., interpretive 

knowledge). 

° The attributive design intent information that is related to design objects can be 

stored at different levels of detail (e.g., building, space, building assembly) 

associated with these objects. This enables a structured analysis of the design 

process. 

° The final product specifications include only some of the attributive information 

about design objects explicitly. Most of the attributes that store the information 

about intermediate inferences of design are implicit in either the drawings or the 

specifications. Thus, the information related to the design attributes located at 

high levels in the design intent goal hierarchy is not accessible by parties other 

than the designer. 
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° The design information stored in these attributes at different levels of detail can 

improve design and construction tasks such as redesign, design modification, 

construction cost estimating, and value engineering. 

° Design intent can be recorded by computer based tools while it is generated, and 

can be used in design and construction tasks that can benefit from its use. 

The above summarized points constitute the primary motivations that directed the 

organization of design intent and the use of design knowledge for this organization. The 

various levels of design information described above (labeled user requirements, function, 

performance, behavior, design derived data, and design parameters by different 

researchers) have been collected under the umbrella term "architectural design intent" in 

this research. In this context, architectural design intent can be defined as the dynamic 

motivations behind design decisions made at various levels of design detail and at various 

Stages of design. At low levels of design detail, design intent is general and abstract. At 

higher levels of design detail, it is more specific and descriptive. Figure 4.1 describes 

design as the process of creating a design description for an artifact that satisfies certain 

user requirements. User requirements are translated into different levels of design intent 

by the designer. Then, the formulated design intents interact and gradually refine into 

design objects and their descriptive attributes via design knowledge. The final output is 

a set of drawings that represent the design form accompanied by specifications. These 

two products do not necessarily include all the reasons behind design decisions. 
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Figure 4.1 - Design Intent as a Goal Hierarchy 

4.3. CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGN INTENT 

Development of certain classification schemes was found necessary to incorporate 

and manage different types of design intent in a computerized model. Three 

considerations influenced the classification of design intent. The first consideration was 

to capture design intent in a format that is compatible with the way designers formulate 

and reason with it. The second consideration was to predict the suitability of the chosen 

Classification schemes in the proof-of-concept computer prototype. The designer is 

considered to be the initial user of the computer prototype, explaining the design intent 

and design considerations that were involved in the artifact’s design. Keeping this in 
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mind, the classification of design intent and its implementation in the computer prototype 

had to supplement and direct the designer’s explanation process. The third and final 

consideration was to classify design intent at a level of detail necessary and usable for 

value engineers, and the contractor’s personnel; namely the estimator. 

Built on these three considerations, the variations in the nature of design intent, 

its derivation, its relative importance in the project, and its traditional form of presentation 

to the contractor were chosen as factors determining the definition of the classification 

schemes. While others have classified design intent as strategic and tactical in different 

contexts (Songer et al. 1991), design intent has been classified under four classification 

schemes in this research: (1) Attributive classification of architectural design intent; (2) 

Relational classification of architectural design intent; (3) Priority classification of 

architectural design intent; and 

(4) Explicit and Implicit classification of architectural design intent. The following 

sections describe each of them. 

4.3.1 Attributive Classification of Architectural Design Intent 

Architectural design intent can be classified under four attributive classes: (1) User 

requirements; (2) Function; (3) Performance; and (4) Physical Properties. These four 

classes of design intent can describe both abstract and concrete attributes of design 

objects. In this classification, user requirements represent the most abstract attributive 

class, while function, performance, and physical properties represent classes that involve 

more refined and descriptive forms of user requirements. User requirements, functions, 
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performances, and physical properties of design objects can be derived based on one 

another depending on the level of detail with which the design object is associated. For 

example, the sound transmission coefficient required for an interior wall can be derived 

from its essential performance requirements. If the interior wall’s essential performance 

requirement is to filter external sound, then a low sound transmission coefficient may be 

required. However; if the wall’s essential performance requirement is only to enclose a 

space, then the sound transmission property of the wall is not important. The 

performance requirements of the wall are dependent on the expected functions of the 

space. For example, a conference room requires its walls to filter sound, while a book- 

shop needs walls only for enclosure. The next four sections discuss design intent within 

the context of user requirements, function, performance and physical properties of 

building objects. 

4.3.1.1 User Requirements 

The term user requirement can be defined as a statement of need to be fulfilled 

by a building in its whole or in its parts. The need in this definition refers to a desired 

environmental condition or an environmental consideration that influences the activities 

of the user living in the building. For example, a corridor typically has dynamic user 

requirements which are related to the permitted maneuverability in the corridor based on 

its dimensions. 

In this research the set of user requirements that a building or a space may need 

to satisfy has been categorized under 15 headings mostly based on ISO 1984. Table 4.1 
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shows these requirements and the considerations with which they are associated. For 

example, tightness user requirement takes into consideration water, air and gas, snow, and 

dust tightness at the joints of various building assemblies usually located on the external 

envelope. User requirements, in the sense they are used in this research, are translations 

of user expressed needs into semi-technical design terms by designers. 

Table 4.2 and 4.3 has been constructed based in this research to display typical 

user requirements for certain classes of buildings and spaces, respectively. For example, 

a medical-care building has fire-safety and safety in use user requirements since the 

residents will mostly be patients. A lobby would have acoustical user requirements since 

it is Supposed to serve several number of people who may cause a lot of noise. There can 

always be additions or deletions from these sets of user requirements defined for each 

building or space type, depending on the needs of a specific project. It should be noted 

that the user requirements listed in these two tables are the minimum and typical user 

requirements that are expected from these types of buildings and spaces. Thus, the user 

requirements in Table 4.2 and 4.3 are referred to as typological user requirements. 

Typological user requirements are used as basic information in this research to reason 

about design intent in cases of limited information and to remind the designer of possible 

considerations s/he may have in doing the design. 

The general characteristics of the user requirements listed in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, 

their potential use in estimating related tasks and their implementation in the proof-of- 

concept prototype can be described as follows: 
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Table 42 - Typological User Requirements for Basic Types of Buildings 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

TYPE OF BUILDING TYPOLOGICAL USER REQUIREMENTS 

Transportation Bldg, Stability, Fire-Safety, Dynamic 

Fire-Safety, Safety In Use, Air Purity, Visual 
Industrial Bldg, y satety mess 

Durability, Economic 

Safety In Use, Air Purity, Visual, Tightness, Acousti Office-Commerce Bldg | Lightness, cal, 
Hygrothermal, Durability, Economic, Security 

Fire-Safety, Safety In U: amic, Air Purity, 
Medical-Care Bldg. y se, Dynamic, ¥ 

Visual, Tightness, Hygrothermal, Hygiene 

ae ity, Ti 
R tional Bldg Safety In Use, Dynamic, Air Purity, Tightness, 

Hygrothermal, Hygiene 

Residential Bldg. Air-Purity, Tightness, Hygrothermal 

Catering Bldg Dynamic, Air Purity, Tightness, Hygrothermal, 

Hygiene, Tactile 

Storage Bldg Fire-Safety, Dynamic, Tightness, ygrothermal, 

Tactile, Durability, Economic 

Fire-Safety, amic, Air Purity, Visual, Tightn 
Cultural-Activities Bldg, ety, Dynamic uy Tightness 

Hygrothermal, Tactile, Acoustical, Durability   
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Table 43 - Typological User Requirements for Certain Classes of Spaces 

SPACE NAME TYPOLOGICAL USER REQUIREMENTS 

Elevator space Air purity, Dynamic 

Workshop Fire-safety, Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air purity, Visual, Dynamic, Hygiene 

Office Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air purity, Visual 

Clinic Fire-safety, Safety in use, Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air purity, Visual, Dynamic, Hygiene 

Gymnasium Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air purity, Tactile, Dynamic, Hygiene 

Hotel room Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air purity, Hygiene, Acoustical, Aesthetic 

Kitchen Fire-safety, Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air purity, Visual, Tactile, Dynamic, Hygiene 

Cafeteria Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air purity, Visual, Dynamic, Hygiene 

Lockers Air purity, Dynamic 

Storage room Tightness, Dynamic, Hygiene 

Classroom Fire-safety, Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air purity, Acoustical, Visual, Dynamic, Hygiene 

Auditorium Fire-safety, Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air purity, Acoustical, Visual, Dynamic 
  

Conference room Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air purity, Acoustical, Visual 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
Vestibule Tightness, Dynamic, Hygiene 

Waiting room _| Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air-purity, Dynamic 

Lobby Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air-purity, Acoustical, Visual, Tactile, Dynamic 

Maintenance room| Acoustical, Visual, Dynamic 

Laundry room | Air-purity, Acoustical, Dynamic, Hygiene 
Corridor Dynamic 

Stairway Dynamic 

Restroom Air-purity, Dynamic, Hygiene 

wc Air-purity, Tactile, Hygiene 

Bathroom Air-purity, Tactile, Hygiene 

Showers Tightness, Hygrothermal, Air-purity, Tactile, Hygiene     
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° User requirements are abstract and general expressions stated at the early stages 

of design. They are translations of non-technical user needs into semi-technical 

expressions Closer to the architectural design language. 

° A user requirement is one type of design intent that can exist without any 

predecessor design intent. That is, user requirements are not dependent on the 

artifact’s design and its components, but are dependent on user’s expectations of 

the artifact. They represent the initial purpose of design. This changes only in 

the case of typological user requirements which can be derived based on the 

function of a space or building and the typical considerations of past designs. 

° Knowledge about user requirements is valuable for the value engineer who tries 

to come up with new designs that are more economical than the existing design, 

but still in accordance with user needs, and quality requirements. 

° The user requirements of buildings and Spaces are satisfied by the performances 

and thereby the physical properties of building assemblies. 

. In a computerized design model, user requirements can be used to derive more 

specific and descriptive types of design intent (i.e., function, performance, physical 

properties) related to a design object. These more specific types of design intent 

can be organized under groups that refer to the distinct user requirements from 

which they evolved. This type of an organization can enhance the designer’s 

explanation process and the contractor’s vision of the artifact’s design intent. 

° In this research, buildings and spaces are described in terms of their user 

requirements. 
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4.3.1.2. Function 

Function is a more focused type of design intent than user requirements. It refers 

to the purpose a building or a space serves. Function is different than user requirements 

in that, it is related to the use of a space or a building rather than to the conditions 

necessary for that use. For example, a building which is referred to as a cultural type of 

building implies that there may be conferences, or educational activities held within the 

building. The cultural function is not a type of condition that the building needs to 

Satisfy. It is just a descriptive term that summarizes the possible uses of that building. 

In this research, buildings and spaces are classified in terms of their functions. 

Buildings and spaces have been classified based on use in ISO 1984. The uses defined 

in ISO 1984 have been adopted as functions in this research (Table 4.4a). Table 4.4b 

displays classes of functions on the first column and types of buildings and spaces that 

serve these functions in the second and third columns, respectively. These basic functions 

related to types of buildings and spaces are referred to as typological functions in this 

research because they are typical functions expected from the buildings and spaces listed 

in Table 4.4b. It should be noted that a space or a building may serve more than one 

function at a time. For example, a high-rise building with offices on the first few floors 

and apartments on the upper floors has both office and residential functions. Similarly, 

an office space that is also used as a conference room satisfies both office and cultural 

activities functions. 

General characteristics of building and space functions can be described as 

follows: 
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Table 4.4a - Building and Space Functions (adopted from ISO 1984) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Function Function explanation 

TRANSPORTATION for people and goods 

INDUSTRIAL manual work, production, experimentation 

OFFICE - COMMERCE) study, writing, drawing, sale, book-keeping 

MEDICAL CARE examination, treatment, operations 

RECREATIONAL gymnastics, swimming, play, dance 

CULTURAL worship, education , meeting 

RESIDENTIAL sleeping, dwelling 

CIRCULATION for people and vehicles 

CATERING cooking, consumption 

HYGIENE —— 

SERVICE oO 

STORAGE —— 

ENTRANCE ——   
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Table 4.4b - Typological Functions for Buildings and Spaces (adopted from ISO 1984) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Function Building Space 

TRANSPORTATION railway station, bus terminal garage, elevator 

INDUSTRIAL factory workshop, laboratory 

OFFICE - COMMERCE) office-building, super-market, bank| office, shop, computer center 

MEDICAL CARE hospital, nursing home sick room, clinic, operating room 

RECREATIONAL sports centre gymnasium, swimming pool, 

CULTURAL school, library classroom,auditorium,conference-room 

RESIDENTIAL hotel, apartment building hotel room, lounge 

CIRCULATION ——_ corridor, stairway 

CATERING restaurant building kitchen, cafeteria, restaurant space 

HYGIENE — restroom, showers, WC, bathroom 

SERVICE —— maintenance room, laundary room 

STORAGE warehouse lockers, storage space 

ENTRANCE ___ lobby, vestibule   
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° Generically, user needs govern the choice of functions for a building or spaces of 

a building. For example, the user need for a place to have meetings and lectures 

results in the inclusion of a conference room in a building. There are typical user 

requirements (referred to as typological user requirements in the previous section) 

that the designer recalls accompanying the need for a conference room (e.g., 

acoustical and air purity requirements). The typical coupling of user requirements 

with space and building functions is a valuable knowledge source for the designer 

in designing. It is also valuable for the estimator in interpreting the design intent 

when there is not enough information. For example, knowing the function of a 

building or a space may help derive some typological user requirements for it. 

° Within the context of the proof-of-concept prototype, functions are used to classify 

spaces and buildings. This classification enables the storage of relevant 

information about each functional class, and the creation of instances from these 

classes. Typological user requirements that are based on function are one type of 

information stored under various library objects. They are useful as default data 

in cases where there is limited amount of information as mentioned above. 

° User requirements of a building or a space, in general, influence the performance 

requirements of the building assemblies that belong to that building or space. 

Function of a building or a space brings with it certain typological user 

requirements, which in turn map onto certain performances for building 

assemblies. Thus, function is a selection criteria for the selection of user 

requirements that are typical for a building or space from a larger set of possible 
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user requirements. In this sense, function of a building or a space is also an 

indirect bridge that links a building or a space to the performance requirements 

of its building assemblies. For example, a clinic has certain typological user 

requirements (e.g., safety-in-use, hygiene) because it is a medical care space. 

These typological user requirements, no matter for which space they are, 

necessitate certain performances in building assemblies. The safety-in-use 

requirement, for example, necessitates rough floors to avoid slipping in those 

Spaces. Thus, the performance requirement and the user requirement meet through 

the function in that specific space. 

° Use of essential function, secondary function and typological function for spaces 

and buildings can help give priority to design considerations and user requirements 

related to these considerations. Knowledge about building and space functions 

and their priorities can improve the estimator’s understanding of design and design 

details as well as the reasons behind material choices. When conflicts arise in 

Satisfying various functions of a space at the same time, this type of information 

can help in making trade-off decisions. For example, if a lobby functions as an 

entrance as part of a clinic space, the resulting space has both safety-in-use and 

tactile user requirements. These two conflict because safety-in-use requirement 

necessitates rough floors, while tactile requirements impose smoothness on 

surfaces. However, in case of a clinic, the medical care function is the essential 

function while entrance function is a secondary one. Thus the requirements 

imposed by these functions are ranked accordingly. 
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4.3.1.3 Performance 

Performance is a more precise and refined way of expressing user requirements. 

It is the well-defined service a building assembly provides for its surroundings (e.g., 

environment, building, space). Building assembly performance requirements help satisfy 

the user requirements for the building and the space that they belong to. For example, 

the "tightness" user requirement for a building can be expressed in and satisfied by the 

performance of its external envelope. The visual user requirement for a space may be 

refined into performance requirements for its windows. In turn, the performance 

requirements for building assemblies (e.g., windows) may be satisfied by either their own 

physical properties or their parts’ physical properties. 

Performance requirements for building assemblies are defined in this research 

partly based on Cronberg’s views of performance introduced in Chapter 2 section 2.2.3. 

Cronberg considers the building as a transition medium between given environmental 

conditions and the user’s environmental requirements. In his view, all building objects 

should perform to take care of the differences between the actual environment and the 

user-desired environment. 

Built on Cronberg’s perspective of building performance, the building assemblies 

in this research serve the following abstract performances: (1) Source; (2) Filter; (3) 

Channel in/out; and (4) Enclosure. Figure 4.2 shows these performances of building 

assemblies graphically. The following paragraphs discuss the four building assembly 

performances in detail as they have been used in this research. 
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Enclosure 

Barrier Filter out 

    
    

      
Figure 4.2 - Graphical Representation of Building Assembly Performances 

(adopted from Cronberg 1972) 

A building assembly acts as a source when it initiates some kind of a stimuli for 

the user. For example, the walls of a theater can serve as a source of sound as sound hits 

the walls and reverberates. The walls need to be designed considering their physical 

properties that keep the reverberation at a desired level. Similarly, glass surfaces in a 

gallery can act as a source of light as light hits the glass and reflects back into the space. 

In such a case, the light reflection coefficient of the glass is a major consideration in the 

design of the space. In these examples, the acoustical user requirements of the theater 

and the visual user requirements of the gallery necessitate the elimination or reduction of 

the source-sound and source-light behaviors. These two cases described under the source 
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performance requirement are examples of design intent where the performance objective 

is to create a user desired environment by eliminating undesirable conditions. In these 

cases, being a source for light or sound is a performance that needs to be controlled. 

A simpler example of the source performance is in the case of a window which 

is used for ventilation. A window that enables ventilation is a source for air to enter the 

space, therefore, it is given dimension considering this performance. A building assembly 

may also have aesthetic user requirements that involves color or shape desired by the user 

and designed by the architect. In such a case, the building assembly acts as a source of 

visual effect. 

A building assembly acts as a filter when it provides a transition between two 

environments. These two environments may be two adjacent interior spaces, or the 

interior of a building space and the outside environment. Filter performance represents 

decisions about how much or what kind of external and internal factors will be admitted 

in and out of the space to which the building assembly belongs. In this context, traffic 

noise is an external factor, while music noise generated in a building space is an internal 

factor. 

There are four levels of filter performance: (1) Barrier; (2) Filter-in/out; (3) 

Switch; and (4) Resistance. These four levels of filter performance refer to changing 

amounts of control over various environmental factors. A barrier needs to separate the 

two previously mentioned environments by not transferring any environmental factor 

whether internal or external, to pass through the building assembly. For example, a 

totally sound proof wall would be a barrier for sound in this definition. Filter-in/out 
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performances refer to a restricted amount of environmental factor transfer through the 

building assembly. A tinted window in this sense can be a filter for light. The filter 

performance can be expressed in two forms, that is, filter-in and filter-out. Filter-in refers 

to filtering of external environmental factors, while filter-out refers to filtering of internal 

factors generated in a building in order to provide privacy. A switch is an operable filter 

or barrier. It filters or blocks environmental factors, as needed. For example, a blind is 

a switch for light, an operable window is a switch for air, and a door is a switch for 

space. Finally, resistance is a building assembly performance that is independent of the 

other three performances. It is related to the capacity of the building assembly to resist 

or withstand a certain amount of external or internal factors. Resistance is measured in 

terms of the building assembly’s physical properties and the amount of internal or 

external destructive factors it is subject to. In this case, avoiding a damage to the 

building assembly is the main concern. For example, a floor that is subject to heat of 

friction needs to be designed for a material that resists heat without deforming. Those 

building assemblies that are evaluated based on their resistance to some environmental 

factor can also act as a barrier, filter or switch. For example the floor that has resistance 

to heat can also filter sound. 

Some building assemblies behave as channels. Channel performance of building 

assemblies is associated with the transportation of air/gas, water/liquid, light, sound, 

energy, people etc. in and out of the building or in between spaces. Thus, an elevator, 

a staircase, an HVAC duct, a water or waste water pipe are examples of building 

assemblies that serve as a channel in or out of the building. Channel performance is 
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expressed along with the expected capacity of the channel to be functional. The number 

of people an elevator needs to carry or the flow rate of water in a pipe determine the 

choice of elevator or pipe material for these building assemblies to be functional. 

Enclosure is another type of performance requirement that building assemblies 

Satisfy. Practically, all the building assemblies that divide spaces serve the basic 

enclosure performance. Some of the building assemblies that act as dividers are walls, 

floors, roofs, doors and windows. Building assemblies serve the enclosure performance 

by delineating the boundaries of spaces to which they belong. Thus, the enclosure 

performance is closely related to the dimensions, and shape of the building assemblies as 

well as the relations that they have with each other. For example, two parallel interior 

walls that enclose a corridor need to be considered with their relative distance to each 

other and the dimensions of the openings that they have for access into adjacent spaces. 

The walls serve purposes of enclosure, also taking into consideration the fact that they 

should not be barriers against easy circulation in the corridor. Another example of a 

building assembly with enclosure performance is a window which provides enclosure for 

a space. If the same window is required to provide view for the space to which it 

belongs, then its enclosure function should be redefined taking into consideration the 

optimum window shape and dimensions that will provide the best viewing conditions. 

All of the four types of performance requirements for building assemblies 

discussed above deal with physical control within the building. They control and regulate 

the relations between the user and the user’s environment. Some of the environmental 

factors considered in this context are heat, light, odors, sound, humidity/water, surface 
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Characteristics and fire. These environmental factors are independent of the building 

assemblies. The dimensions, proportionality and shape of building assemblies and their 

relations with each other, on the other hand, provide another set of factors that involve 

the characteristics of the building and that affect the user’s perception of a space. 

Table 4.5 summarizes the building assembly performances (i.e., source, filter, 

channel in/out, enclosure) along with the environmental stimuli they deal with. For 

example a window which filters light is considered to have a filter-light performance. 

Table 4.5 - Performance and Performance Factors for Building Assemblies 

  

  

Performance Factors 

heat, light, odours, 

SOURCE sound, humidity/water 

texture, visual effect 
  

L FILTER IN/OUT force, heat, light, air/gas, sound 

FILTER 2. BARRIER humidity/water, fire, radiation, 

3, RESISTANCE magnetic forces, electricity, 

4, SWITCH flying/splash/sticking matter 
  

dimensions, shape, relations 
ENCLOSURE intrusion 

  

air/gas, light, sound, energy 

water/liquid, goods, people 
CHANNEL IN/OUT       
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Table 4.6 summarizes the various types of environmental stimuli grouped under headings 

such as light, sound, water. For example musical sound and dispensable external sound 

are two types of sound stored under the sound heading. 

Table 4.6 - Factors and Subfactors of Performance 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Performance Factors Performance Sub-factors 

Own weight, Movable load, Impulsive load, Vibration, 

FORCE Seismic force, Wind force, Water pressure, Earth pressure 

LIGHT Infrared ray, Ultraviolet ray, Iluminating light, 

Indispensible exterior sound, Dispensible exterior sound, 
SOUND Voice, Musical sound, Tapping sound, 

Solar heat, Cooking heat, Heat of friction, Heat of 
HEAT industrial production, Cyclic heating, Freezing & thawing 

FIRE Spontaneous combustion, Indoor fire, Outdoor fire 

Outdoor moisture, Indoor moisture, Dew condensation, 
WATER / HUMIDITY Splash, Rain water, Underground water, Ocean water 
FLYING / SPLASH/ . ; ; 
STICKING MATTER Dust, Smoke, Oils, Harmful Gases, Salts, Acids, Alkalis 

ELECTRICITY Lightning, Static electricity, Indirect current     
  

Table 4.7 displays various building assemblies and some of their possible 

performances. It should be noted that a building assembly may serve two or more 

different performances at the same time. For example, a wall can be a filter for sound, 

a resistance object for heat and an enclosure for a space at the same time. This table can 

further be expanded and elaborated in the future. 
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Table 4.7 - Possible Typological Performances for Some of the Building Assemblies 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

BUILDING ASSEMBLIES POSSIBLE TYPOLOGICAL PERFORMANCES 

External-wall resistance-water, resistance-humidity 

External-envelope-wall filter~in-heat, filter-in-sound, filter-in-air 

Curtain-wall resistance-force 

Basement-wall | resistance Dumucity, resistance-water, barrier-humidity, 

Parttion-wall filter-in/ont sound, tilter-in/out-odours, 

External-door switch-space, filter-in-heat, filter-in-air 

Internal-door switch-space, enclosure-relations, filter-in/out-sound 

Internal-floor filter-in/out-sound, filter-in/out-heat 

Basement-floor celeeure dimensizas baron humidity, barrier-water 

Beam resistance-force 

Roof filter-in-heat, barrier-water, barrier-humidity, filter-in-air 

Porch-roof Tesistance-water, enclesure'damensions, ‘Snclosure-relations 
Window filter-in-light, filter-in-heat, filter-in-sound, 

source-light, source-air, switch-air, enclosure-dimensions 

Blinds switch-light, resistance-light, resistance-heat 

Balcony resistance-water, resistance-humidity, resistance-force 

Balustrade enclosure-dimensions, enclosure-relations, resistance-force     
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General characteristics of building assembly performances that are shown in Table 

4.7, their importance for cost estimating and related tasks and their implementation in the 

proof-of-concept prototype can be summarized as follows: 

° Performance is a more refined form of user requirements. It is closer to the 

artifact and more technical than user requirements. Deriving performances from 

user requirements is the architect’s task which requires architectural design 

knowledge. 

° The user requirements imposed on a space are transferred to the building 

assemblies that actually make up that abstract space. For example, a space with 

acoustical user requirements may need sound-proof walls that filter sound. Hence, 

there is a semantic relation, in addition to topology, between a space and its 

building assemblies induced by the relation between the user requirements of the 

space and the performances of its building assemblies. Similarly, such a relation 

exists between a building and its building assemblies induced by the relation 

between the user requirements of the building and the performances of its building 

assemblies. 

° The representation of building assembly performances in the proof-of-concept 

prototype, brings an intermediate level of refinement between the user 

requirements a building serves and the physical properties of its building 

assemblies. This organization guides the architect in explaining the design intent 

that motivated the design process by narrowing the scope of focus gradually from 

abstract user requirements to concrete physical properties. In this context, it 
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should be noted that relating user requirements to physical properties through 

performance is easier than relating user requirements to physical properties 

directly. 

° Making performances of building assemblies available to the estimator improves 

the estimator’s understanding of material choices and design considerations. 

Knowing the performance of a building assembly helps the contractor estimator 

to come up with a construction method or a new material brand different than the 

one determined by the designer that still serves the intended performances but 

perhaps at a better price. 

4.3.1.4 Physical Properties 

Physical properties are quantifiable characteristics of building assemblies, building 

assembly parts, and materials to measure their performances. They represent the most 

tangible class of design intent under the attributive classification scheme of design intent. 

Each performance requirement can be expressed in terms of at least one or more physical 

properties. Thus, the relevant physical properties of building assemblies can be derived 

based on their performances. For example, filter-in/out light performance of a window 

can be measured in terms of the daylight transmittance value of its glazing. Similarly, 

the filter-in/out sound performance of a partition wall can be expressed in terms of its 

sound transmission class. All material catalogues list material brands in terms of their 

physical properties. Thus, physical properties form a bridge between the performances 

of a building assembly and the appropriate materials that need to be used in its 
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Table 48 - Physical properties that match various performances 
  

PERFORMANCE RELATED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
  

source-absorb-heat specific-heat-capacity, thermal-transmittance, 
thermal-conductivity, relative-heat-gain. 
  

filter-in-out-heat thermal-conductivity, thermal-resistance, 
thickness, thermal-transmittance, 
relative-heat-gain, condensation. 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

resistance-heat thermal-resistance 

filter-in-out-light daylight-transmittance, daylight-reflectance, 
glazing-index, shading-coefficient. 

barrier-light area 

switch-light area 

source-absorb-light —_|daylight-transmittance, daylight-reflectance, 
shading-coefficient. 

barrier-humidity diffusion-resistance-factor, thermal-resistance 

filter-in-out-humidity |diffusion-resistance-factor, thermal-resistance 

source-absorb-sound |sound-absorption-alfa, noise-reduction-class, 
porosity, thickness, rigidity. 

filter-in-out-sound sound-transmission-class, transmission-loss, 
noise-reduction, rigidity, mass, porosity. 

fire-resistance fire-resistance-rating, flame-spread, 
smoke-developed, fuel-contribution, 
flammability, combustability. 

source-absorb-radiation solar-energy-transmittance, relative-heat-gain, 
solar-energy-teflectance, thermal-transmittance. 
  

filter-in-out-radiation solar-energy-transmittance, relative-heat-gain, 
solar-energy-reflectance, thermal-transmittance. 
  

filter-in-out-air density, air-infiltration. 
  

filter-in-out-water water-penetration 
  

source-absorb-water     water-absorption, density.     
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construction. Table 4.8 is constructed to provide sets of physical properties versus the 

performance requirements that they can measure. 

4.3.2 Relational Classification of Architectural Design Intent. 

The relational classification of design intent refers to how attributive design intent 

(i.e., user requirements, function, performance requirements, physical properties) in a 

design object (i.e., building, space, building assembly, building assembly part) is derived. 

The classes under this classification scheme are: (1) Independent Design Intent; (2) 

Dependent Design Intent; and (3) Global Design Intent. The relational classification of 

design intent is mainly established as a concept to structure the representation of design 

intent in the proof-of-concept prototype. Also, this classification of design intent supports 

the use of design intent in value engineering as discussed in Section 4.3.2. 

4.3.2.1 Independent Design Intent 

Independent design intent involves user requirements, function, and performance 

requirements that a specific design object needs to satisfy irrespective of other design 

objects to which it is related, and of the various design intents that those objects serve. 

Functions for buildings and spaces are independent design intents. The industrial 

function of a factory, or the recreational function of a gymnasium are examples of this 

type of independent design intent. 

User requirements that are additional to the typological user requirements for a 

building or a space are another type of independent design intent. For example, a storage 
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area that is designed with extra care to consider tactile user requirements (e.g., smooth 

even finishes on the walls and the floor) is influenced by independent design intent 

because tactile user requirement is not a typological user requirement for a storage space. 

Independent user requirements are thus, project specific, user controlled and can not be 

formulated within typical design knowledge. 

Typological performances of building assemblies can also be considered as 

independent design intent. The enclosure performance of a wall or the channel 

performance of an HVAC duct are examples of independent design intent that involve 

typological performances of building assemblies. These performances are not dependent 

on any other type of design intent, but only on the typical shape and construction of the 

building assembly. 

4.3.2.2 Dependent Design Intent 

Dependent design intent deals with: (1) The relations between the design intent 

of two different design objects (e.g., a space and a building assembly); and (2) The 

relations between different types of design intent for the same design object (e.g., 

performance and physical properties of a building assembly). 

As for the first type of relation, the derivation of attributive design intent for 

design objects at high levels of detail in the building hierarchy (i.e., building assembly, 

building assembly part) based on the attributive design intent of design objects at lower 

levels of detail (i.e., building, space) results in the creation of dependent design intent. 

In this sense, a performance requirement for a building assembly that is derived based on 
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the user requirements of the space or the building to which it belongs is one type of 

dependent design intent. Similarly, the physical property of a building assembly part that 

is derived based on the performance requirements of the building assembly to which it 

belongs is considered to be dependent design intent. For example, the performance 

requirement of filtering radiation for a window is derived based on the existence of a 

hygrothermal user requirement for the space to which it belongs. In turn, the 

consideration for the heat transmission coefficient of the window glass (i.e., a building 

assembly part) is dependent on the existence of filter-radiation performance requirement 

for that window. 

Within the context of the second type of relation, that is the relation between 

different types of design intent for the same design object, the initially defined typological 

user requirements for a building or a space are considered as dependent design intent. 

This is because they are based on the functions of the building or the space in 

consideration. Physical properties of a building assembly that are derived based on the 

assembly’s performance requirements are considered to be a type of dependent design 

intent as well. These all involve the derivation of an attributive design intent for a design 

object based on its other design intent attributes. For example, the hygiene user 

requirement for a clinic area is typologically derived from its medical care function. 

Similarly, the decision to consider the sound transmission coefficient of a wall is based 

on the fact that it has a filter sound performance. 

Dependent design intent revolves around the fact that the attributive design intent 

of building assemblies and building assembly parts are most of the time dependent on the 
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space or the building that they belong to. The main idea in design is to make the space 

or the building efficient and usable. Thus, characteristics of the building assemblies that 

belong to the building or the space can be derived based on what the user expects from 

the building or the space. In this context, the dependent design intent is also important 

in ranking various functions or performance requirements of a building assembly based 

on the space to which it belongs. For example, a window could have the following three 

different performances: provide light for a space (i.e., source-light), provide view (i.e., 

enclosure dimensions), and enable air circulation (i.e., source-air). Depending on the type 

of space the window is positioned, one of these performances may be relatively dominant 

while another may not be even required. If, for example, enabling air circulation is not 

a required performance, the type of window used and therefore its cost will change 

significantly. In this case, the type of space in which the window is located, imposes a 

dependent design intent on the window, thus, refining the scope of its performance 

requirements. This refinement in the performance requirements focuses attention on the 

physical properties of the window’s building assembly part that provides the primary 

performance (i.e., window glass). 

In the context of the proof-of-concept prototype, the fact that each user 

requirement of a building or a space imposes certain performance requirements on certain 

types of building assemblies that belong to that building or space, reduces the tedious 

input of performances for each building assembly that belongs to a specific building or 

space with known user requirements. That is, all building assemblies that belong to that 

building or space, that can satisfy a specific user requirement get related performance 
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requirements attached to them. If a space has "acoustic" user requirements for privacy 

in that space, then unless specified otherwise, all its walls should have the filter-sound 

performance. 

The formulation of design knowledge about the relation between user requirements 

of a building or a space and the performances of its building assemblies in the proof-of- 

concept prototype enables the prototype to derive performances of building assemblies 

given the user requirements of the spaces. Table 4.9 shows various user requirements for 

buildings and spaces satisfied by various performances of building assemblies. For 

example, the visual user requirement of a space results in source-light, filter-light, or 

barrier-light performances of the windows and blinds that belong to that space. The table 

can be expanded with the addition of new relations and design objects. Some of the 

dependencies shown in the table have also been implemented in the proof-of-concept 

prototype and will be discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 

Figure 4.3 shows the dependencies between: (1) The design intent of design 

objects at different levels of detail; and (2) Different types of design intent of the same 

object. The horizontal axis depicts the various levels of detail that a design intent can be 

associated with (e.g., building, space). The vertical axis displays various attributive 

Classes of design intent (e.g., user requirements, performance). The white boxes represent 

the set of typological values that a class of attributive design intent (i.e., user 

requirements, function, performance, physical properties) may have for a specific class 

of buildings, spaces, building assemblies or building assembly parts. The black boxes 

show the project specific set of design attribute values for the same object. The set of 
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Table 49 - Performances of Building Assemblies Related to 

Building and Space User Requirements 

  

User Requirements Related Performances 
  

STABILITY resistance-force 
  

FIRE SAFETY resistance-fire, barrier-fire, enclosure-relation 
  

SAFETY IN USE barrier-electricity, source-texture 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

TIGHTNESS filter-air, filter-water, filter-humidity, filter-gas 

HYGROTHERMAL | filter-heat, barrier-heat, source-heat(#), source-humidity(*) 

AIR PURITY source-air, source-odours*), filter-air 

ACOUSTICAL source-sound(*), filter-sound, barrier-sound, enclosure-relations 

VISUAL source-light, filter-light, barrier-light, switch-light, 
enclosure-dimensions, enclosure-relations 

TACTILE source-texture, barrier-magnetic-forces, barrier-electricity 

DYNAMIC enclosure-dimensions, enclosure-relations, channel-people 

HYGIENE —_| fhanucbwast, channg- wae, source textur 
puRABILirY _ | fiance fos, stares, stance humid. 
ECONOMIC NA. 

AESTHETIC source-texture, source-visual-effect 

SECURITY enclosure-dimensions, enclosure-relations, enclosure-intrusion(*) 
  

(*) Performances that need to be controlled 
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Figure 4.3 - Dependencies Between Attributive Design Intent Classes 
at Different Levels of Design Detail 

project specific attributes can overlap with the typological set totally or partially as shown 

in the figure. The project specific set for a certain design intent type is constructed based 

on its dependencies either on other sets of design intent at the same level of detail or 

different levels of detail, or based on the independent user needs where shown. The 

arrows that link the boxes show the dependencies between different types of attributive 

design intent within the same level of detail or different levels of detail. Those sets that 

have a dependency arrow pointing at them are dependent design intents, while those 
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without any arrows are independent design intents. For example, the project specific set 

of performance requirements for a building assembly is dependent on the project specific 

user requirements sets of the space and the building to which it is related. The 

performances derived based on those sets overlap with the set of typological performances 

for the building assembly totally or partially as seen in the figure. 

4.3.2.3 Global Design Intent 

The third class of design intent in the relational classification scheme is global 

design intent. This class of intent affects certain classes of elements or in some cases all 

the design elements in the artifact. Global design intent can also be a dependent or 

independent design intent. User requirements for a building are expressions of global 

design intent, since they affect all the building assemblies or spaces within the building. 

If the user requirements are typological, that is they are dependent on the function of the 

building, then they represent dependent global design intent. If, however, they are project 

specific user needs, then they are independent global design intent. Durability, aesthetics 

or economy are examples of user requirements for buildings, that are global and 

independent. Typological user requirement of hygiene for a medical care building, or the 

typological user requirement of fire safety for a school are examples of dependent global 

design intent. 

Knowledge about global design intent is valuable to both the estimator and the 

value engineer. It gives a feeling about the whole project and enables project wide design 
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considerations to enhance the estimator’s interpretation of design and the value engineer’s 

creation of new alternative designs. 

For the proof-of-concept prototype, the global design intent of a project can be 

represented initially as global information that is accessible by all the building assemblies 

or spaces that are related to this design intent. In such a representation, the recurrent 

request for input of attributive design intent for all the spaces and building assemblies of 

the building can be avoided. This information can also be bridged to the building 

assemblies that satisfy the global user requirements by their various performances, based 

on the relations shown in Table 4.7 and 4.9. 

4.3.3. Priority Classification of Architectural Design Intent 

Priority classification of design intent refers to the ranking of various attributive 

design intent values. The classes in this classification are: (1) Essential; and 

(2) Secondary. Essential user requirements, functions, and performances of buildings, 

spaces, and building assemblies refer to the basic intentions that have to be satisfied by 

design. The secondary user requirements, functions, and performances, on the other hand, 

are those design intentions that do need to be satisfied, but are not influencing the 

functionality of the building, space, or building assembly. The essential and secondary 

design intents change depending on the project and the user, thus, they can not be 

formulated within design knowledge. However, it is most likely that the typological 

design intents (i.e., user requirements, functions, and performances) would constitute a set 

from which the essential design intents would be chosen. 
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4.3.4 Explicit and Implicit Classification of Architectural Design Intent 

Design intent can be characterized as a goal hierarchy (Kim 1987). The lowest 

level in this hierarchy is the design specification, which is referred to as explicit design 

intent in this research. Behind every specification there is a higher order design intent 

for which the specification is only a means. In turn, design intent at each level is only 

a means to satisfy a higher order design intent. Since the levels of design intent higher 

than the specifications are not readily available for parties other than the designer, they 

are referred to as implicit design intent in this research. 

What specifications and drawings describe explicitly are the final decisions that 

were made as a result of the interaction of various design intents. This information 

involves material brands, dimensions, and topology of design objects, and their 

installation. The types of design intent that are usually described in the specifications for 

a design are physical properties of building assemblies and their values. There is very 

little information about the performance requirements of the building unless there is a 

performance specification accompanying the project documents. Thus, most of the design 

intent described in the classification schemes of this chapter are considered to be implicit 

design intent. It should be noted however, that categorization of design intent as implicit 

or explicit changes depending on the project. What is implicit in one project may be 

fairly explicit in another. 

Figure 4.4 shows the possible combinations of design intent classes to which an 

expression of design intent may belong. The lines that connect different classes of design 
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intent form the links within these combinations. Let’s consider the example about the 

source performance in Section 4.2.1.3 where the glass walls in the gallery act as sources 

of light. The source-light expression for the glass wall surfaces in the space is a 

performance that needs to be controlled. It is dependent on the visual user requirements 

of the space in which the glass wall is located. It is implicit because this performance 

is neither mentioned in the specifications nor explicitly shown on the drawings. 

DESIGN 

User Requirements Function Performance Physical Propertice 

Figure 4.4 - Possible Combinations of Design Intent Classes 

It should be noted that function is not linked to the dependent class of design 

intent because function always appears independent of the user requirements or any other 

class of design intent as they are defined in this thesis. It should also be noted that some 

design intents, although not shown by the figure, can be both dependent and global, or 

independent and global at the same time. For example, typological user requirements for 

buildings or certain groups of spaces are global design intents, that are dependent on 

function, while additional user requirements specified by the designer based on specific 

user needs are global design intents that are independent. 
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4.4. USING DESIGN INTENT IN COST ESTIMATING & 

VALUE ENGINEERING 

The previous sections described design intent and its classification in this research 

along with some key points as to its use in construction estimating and related tasks. This 

section discusses the use of design intent in value engineering and construction cost 

estimating tasks namely, historic database comparison, material substitution and selection, 

and shop drawing preparation. 

4.4.1 Construction Cost Estimating 

Construction decisions made at the cost estimating stage are decisions that greatly 

influences the project throughout its life cycle. They initially determine the acceptance 

of the contractor’s bid. Once the bid is won, these decisions affect the final profit of the 

contractor, the number of change orders, the functionality and quality of the built artifact, 

and the satisfaction of owner needs. The importance of these decisions is mainly due to 

the fact that the projects are constrained by initially defined budgets. For contractors, this 

budget is defined at the bidding stage by the preparation of the cost estimate. Thus, the 

chosen construction methods, material brands and equipment which are all cost dependent, 

and the details in the shop drawings are major constraints that direct the execution of the 

project. The success of the project is dependent on their effectiveness. 

The effectiveness of cost estimating decisions is dependent on the estimator’s 

understanding of the artifact design via drawings and specifications, the estimator’s 

experience with similar types of designs, with the specific designer and the designer’s 
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way of expression. Most of this understanding can be established by having access to the 

design intent along with design drawings and specifications. 

One of the first tasks performed by the estimator is the review of specifications 

and the drawings. This involves the visualization of the project and mental notes about 

its peculiarities. It is again at this stage that the estimator partitions the design description 

into logical units, based on their functional or physical similarities as spaces, systems, 

and building assemblies. 

The drawings represent the design only physically. The specifications provide 

very little information about each and every detail of each space, or building assembly. 

The information that is provided is usually related to the physical properties of the design 

objects, their installation methods, and proposed material brands rather than their user 

requirements, functions and performances. One may think that these attributes belong to 

the design phase and that they are resolved by the time estimator receives the drawings 

and specifications. However, this information is necessary for the estimator for the 

following subtasks: (1) To provide more criteria for comparison of the current project to 

past projects; (2) To propose and substitute an "equal" material brand in response to a 

"propriety brand name or equal" specification ; (3) To make appropriate material 

selections when there are no performance specifications; and (4) To prepare shop 

drawings that are consistent with the original design when a detailed design does not 

exist. The following paragraphs discuss how each of these subtasks can benefit from 

design intent as it is defined and structured in this thesis. Detailed examples about the 
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material selection and substitution subtasks’ use of design intent can be found in Chapter 

7. 

4.4.1.1 Historic Database Comparison 

AS it was mentioned in Chapter 2, the contractor’ cost estimating process involves 

the comparison of the current project to past ones. If matches are found between certain 

parts of a project and the past projects then, the materials, the construction methods and 

the equipments that were used in that past project are adapted with a fair idea about their 

costs. Knowing, (1) The user requirements and functions expected from the building and 

its spaces; and (2) The performance requirements and physical properties that are imposed 

on building assemblies and their parts due to these expectations, can all be comparison 

criteria helping the contractor make closer matches. Knowing the interdependencies 

between the design intent of different design objects, as described in the relational 

Classification of design intent, can also feed into the comparison process assuming that 

the previous projects have their design intents explicitly recorded as well. Thus, a historic 

database can be built of projects which have their design intent explicitly stated along 

with their construction related information. 

4.4.1.2 Material Substitution 

Almost all the tasks that revolve around cost estimating involve three active 

players (i.e., the Architect/Engineer, the Contractor, and the Manufacturers) and a passive 

player (i.e., the Owner) who is affected by the decisions of the other three. The 
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contractor who receives the drawings and specifications contacts various manufacturers 

for the selection of materials and equipment necessary for the construction of the artifact. 

The selection of materials that meet the design requirements is highly dependent on three 

factors: (1) The presence of a "propriety brand name or equal" clause in the specifications 

for that material; (2) The explicitness of the performance requirements for the material, 

if provided, versus the performance specifications provided for various products by their 

manufacturers; and (3) The cost of alternative products versus the competitiveness of the 

bid process. 

Due to the competitive nature of the industry, the tendered materials tend to meet 

the requirements by the thinnest of margins (Ibbs 1985). Thus, the less explicit the 

performance criteria for the material in a "propriety brand name or equal" clause and the 

less explicit the reasons for its selection within the context of the whole design, the more 

likely it is that a material substitution made by the estimator will not be the best. This 

scenario, however, does not usually happen until the bid is won and the shop drawings 

or value engineering proposals are submitted. In cases of unacceptable materials, there 

are two alternatives: (1) The contractor comes up with a new material brand that meets 

the requirements, but is usually more expensive; and/or (2) The manufacturer markets its 

product well and persuades the architect that the material brand tendered is the 

appropriate one. In the first case, the contractor looses profit, while in the second case, 

the owner probably pays for an artifact which does not meet the originally defined needs. 

If the contractor has access to the performance requirements or the material properties of 

the building assembly where the material is going to be used, then the material 
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substitution can be more appropriate for the design and can increase the possibility of 

winning the bid and satisfying the user requirements. Furthermore, having the reasons 

that led to the selection of the "brand name or equal" material explicit for all parties, can 

give the contractor grounds to defend his/her material substitution based on these reasons. 

4.4.1.3 Material Selection 

In cases when there are no materials or finishes specified by the designer for 

certain building assemblies or their parts, it is the contractor’s job to come up with an 

appropriate material that the designer will approve. Assuming that the estimator has 

access to all types of information related to the physical properties, availability, 

installation, labor requirements and cost of different material brands, a comparison has 

to be made between the required performances of building assemblies and the alternative 

material brands with various characteristics. The way to measure the performance of 

building assemblies and materials is through their physical properties. Thus, the 

contractor needs performance specifications to refer to in making material selections. 

Most of the projects do not have performance specifications. However, a computer 

database where most of the design intent is recorded by the designer along with the 

creation of design can serve as a performance specification. The contractor can learn the 

physical property values for various building assemblies and parts, and the performance 

requirements that they serve from such a database. Knowledge about required physical 

properties and performances for building assemblies and their parts can focus the search 
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for a material only to those that have a bigger chance of serving the performance 

requirements. 

4.4.1.4 Shop Drawings 

Shop drawings are prepared for structural building assembly parts (e.g., steel, 

concrete, wood) and their connections, manufactured structural building assemblies (e.g., 

skylights, roof trusses, wood floors, curtain walls), mechanical and electrical building 

assemblies (e.g., piping, HVAC ducts) and equipments (e.g., pumps, electric motors) to 

be used in the project. Shop drawings are detailed designs that are based on the limited 

amount of information provided by the designer as to the basic requirements of the 

building assembly or equipment. The contractor’s access to the design intent is 

traditionally limited to drawings and specifications. This type of an environment results 

in miscommunication of most of the requirements and several iterations of the shop 

drawing between the contractor and the designer. However, if the contractor has access 

to the same type of information, especially design intent that the designer has in mind 

while specifying certain requirements, then these iterations can be reduced to a great 

extent. Attributive design intent can serve this purpose. Another aspect that needs to be 

emphasized here is the compatibility of the building assemblies in shop drawings with 

other building objects and their design intents. The relational classification of design 

intent described in this chapter can make these type of dependencies explicit for the 

contractor to consider. The type of design intent this thesis is focused on, that is 

architectural design intent, may not be as necessary as structural design intent in shop 
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drawing preparation. However, the classification schemes proposed here can be applied 

to the structural and mechanical design intent as well using different vocabularies. Thus, 

it is the structuring of design intent in this thesis that is found relevant to the 

enhancement of the shop drawing preparation process rather than the used vocabularies. 

4.5.2 Value Engineering 

Value engineering is a systematized approach to seek out the best functional 

balance between the cost, reliability, and performance of a design (Zimmerman and Hart 

1982). Itis widely performed in the manufacturing and construction industry. The value 

engineering job team is usually made up of experienced designers and engineers who are 

specialized in certain types of projects. Value engineering can be performed on the 

complete project as well as parts of a project. Value engineers identify and remove 

unnecessary costs in coming up with a more cost effective design. 

A value engineering job plan brings structure to the process. The job plan consists 

of: (1) Information phase; (2) Creative phase; (3) Judgement phase; (4) Development 

phase; and (5) Recommendation phase. Phases other than the first one involve the 

creation, evaluation and final presentation of the alternative design prepared by the value 

engineers. The first phase which deals with the gathering of project and design 

information is the phase which would benefit from the work described in this thesis. 

Thus, only the information phase of the job plan is discussed here in detail with the 

potential benefits it can gain from incorporating the design intent structured in this 

research. 
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The information phase constitutes the foundation of the value engineering process. 

It bridges the designer’s project design and the value engineer’s alternative design 

development efforts. The information phase of the value engineering job plan involves 

defining the project, obtaining background information that led to the project design, and 

the cost implications of various aspects of the project. At this stage the value engineer 

needs to know the information that went into the development of the design, the design 

rationale and the assumptions used by the designer in establishing the design criteria, 

Selecting the materials and equipment, to perform the required functions. 

Function analysis is one of the main tasks performed in the information phase. 

It is found to be a potential application area for the design intent structured in this 

research. The purpose of this task is to separate those parts of the project that are 

essential for the satisfaction of user requirements and those areas that are of 

supplementary nature. In this context function is defined as the basic purpose of an item 

or the characteristics of the item that make it work. According to Zimmerman and Hart, 

functions are defined using two word phrases: an action verb and a measurable noun. For 

example, the function of a foundation is to "support load" and the function of a light bulb 

is to “produce light". In function analysis the functions of the buildings, spaces or 

systems that are value engineered are first analyzed as basic, and secondary functions. 

Then these functions are considered in terms of their worth (i.e., the least cost that would 

perform the same function) and actual costs (1.e., what is currently paid for the item). 

Establishing cost to worth ratios for all the functions of the value engineered design 

provides a clearer view of unnecessary costs incurred in the project. 
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The function analysis of a design also enables its evaluation in terms of value. 

Value, in this context, refers to the worth or the significance of a product. It can be the 

functional significance, actual construction cost, market price or the esteem value of a 

product. Some of the factors that influence the value of a product (i.e., design or a design 

part) are its cost, functional performance, maintainability, quality, regard for aesthetics, 

and user requirements. 

The Functional Analysis System Technique (FAST) is a widely used and accepted 

tool for the function analysis task in value engineering. It enables the analysis of various 

functions of a product in relation to each other. It is a graphical representation of various 

types of functions in relation to each other. In addition to basic, and secondary functions, 

FAST deals with higher level, lower level, unnecessary, and critical path functions 

(Zimmerman and Hart 1982). Higher level functions are abstract, while lower level 

functions are more specific. Higher and lower level functions are such termed based on 

their relations to each other. A lower level function describes means to satisfy a higher 

level function, while a higher level function explains reasons for a lower level function 

to be performed. For example, the higher level "purify water" function for a wastewater 

plant can be refined into a lower level "remove pollutants" function. Unnecessary 

function refers to those characteristics of a product that are not required for its utilization. 

Critical path functions, on the other hand, are those functions that explain or describe at 

least one other function. Thus, their existence is essential. 

FAST helps envision the various functions of a product in relation to each other 

and provides a logical breakdown of the whole process of design and its objectives. It 
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is used to differentiate between those functions that are essential and those that are of 

only cost incurring nature. 

Design intent, as described and structured in this research, can be of significant 

benefit to the value engineer during the information phase of the value engineering job 

plan, especially, in performing function analysis and using FAST. Since value 

engineering deals more with structural, mechanical systems and energy conservation, 

architectural design intent, that is the type of design intent described in this thesis may 

be limited in scope for enhancing the value engineering task. However, the classification 

schemes for design intent described here, can also be applied to other domains of design 

(e.g., structural, mechanical) with different vocabulary for design intent attribute values 

(e.g., user requirement values, performance values). In that case, they can be useful in 

providing structured information to the value engineer about the current design. 

One of the main characteristics of the value engineering process is that, the value 

engineer needs to communicate with all parties involved in the creation of an artifact (1.e., 

user / owner, designer, contractor). Hence s/he needs to have information about the user’s 

needs, the designer’s intentions, and the contractor’s resources. The design intent 

Classification schemes discussed in this chapter take into consideration the concerns of the 

user aS well as the rationale of the designer. The use of design intent in value 

engineering as it is presented in this thesis can be summarized as follows: 

° User requirements classified under attributive classification of design intent 

provides the value engineer with actual requirements that the design is expected 

to satisfy. Knowledge about user requirements, gives the value engineer the 
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opportunity to start the alternative design based on the needs of the user rather 

than by interpreting the proposed solutions of the designer to satisfy the user 

needs. 

° Although value engineering is not a process of design modification, it requires a 

deep understanding of the current design, and the rationale and assumptions that 

led to the choice of materials and equipments used, in order to evaluate its 

appropriateness. The functions, performance requirements, and the physical 

properties of design objects help to convey this type of information to the value 

engineer. 

° The term performance used in the attributive classification of design intent in this 

research is synonymous to the term function traditionally used in value 

engineering. The vocabulary for performance in this thesis has been structured 

similar to the vocabulary for function in value engineering. That is most of the 

performances are expressed with an action verb or noun followed by a measurable 

noun. Although the type of performances that building assemblies serve are 

limited to variations of four action words (i.e., source, filter, enclosure, channel) 

in this research, it can be expanded to cover the needs of a value engineering 

process. 

° The concept behind relational classification of design intent, that is analysis of the 

derivation of attributive design intent, can be thought of as parallel to the concept 

behind FAST. The interdependencies shown in the relational classification of 

design intent can be used in preparing a FAST diagram, too. 
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° The existence of essential, secondary, and typological functions and user 

requirements for spaces and buildings; and essential, and secondary performances 

for building assemblies in the structuring of design intent can also help the value 

engineer in analyzing the user’s and designer’s priorities. 

AS a conclusion, the design intent as described and classified in this chapter, and 

as implemented in the proof-of-concept prototype, can reduce the problems due to lack 

of communication between the value engineer, and the owner and the designer. It will 

bring efficiency to the value engineering process, by providing most of the design 

information in a format that can be easily analyzed by the value engineer. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SKULL-OBJECT-SPACE DATA STRUCTURE AND LIBRARIES 

This chapter describes the data-structure chosen for the representation of design 

intent which was classified in Chapter 4. A frame-based building representation model 

is used as a template to attach various levels of design intent information on design 

objects along with relevant project information. The chapter introduces four design object 

libraries and two project information libraries organized at different levels of detail, 

namely; (1) Building Typology Library, (2) Space Typology Library, (3) Building 

Assembly Typology Library, (4) Building Assembly Part Library, (5) Specifications 

Library; and (6) Materials and Equipment Library. The libraries support the Skull Object 

Space (SOS) data structure and supply SOS with information to produce an enhanced 

design description. All this introductory information is necessary in understanding the 

reasoning of SOS prototype system which will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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5.1 AN OVERVIEW OF THE COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 

Four design intent classification schemes have been introduced in Chapter 4 along 

with their potential use in cost estimating, material selection and substitution, and value 

engineering. A computer implementation that would reflect the dependencies between 

different types of design intent and their relations with design objects required: (1) A 

frame-based semantic building design description capable of hosting design intent and 

project information; (2) A rule-base that can enable the creation of a semantic design 

description and that can interpret and enhance such a description by adding design intent 

information based on its knowledge about attributive, relational, and priority 

Classifications of design intent; and (3) An additional rule-base which has knowledge as 

to how it can use this enhanced design representation for material selection and 

substitution which is the chosen cost estimating application for this thesis. 

Hence, this chapter and the following two chapters will discuss three tasks, 

namely; (1) Creation of six design object and project information libraries (Chapter 5); 

(2) The SOS rule-base that reasons using information from these six libraries and its own 

knowledge on design intent (Chapter 6); and (3) Material selection and substitution 

application rule-base that relates this whole process to the cost estimating application 

(Chapter 7). 

5.2 BUILDING OBJECT AND PROJECT INFORMATION LIBRARIES 

As it was discussed in Chapter 3, frame-based representation with its semantic 

knowledge representation capabilities has been found to be suitable for representing the 
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building design description and the project information necessary for the SOS prototype 

system. The library objects created for the SOS prototype libraries parallel and expand 

those typologies already proposed conceptually by ISO 1984, and Wade 1992 as was 

mentioned in Chapter 4. The SOS prototype data structure consists of six libraries 

Organized in abstraction and part-of hierarchies. The design intent information of the 

libraries comes from the discussion on design intent in Chapter 4. Material and 

Specification information is obtained from the Sweets Catalogue and _ the 

MASTERFORMAT specification system, respectively. The objects are organized such 

that they have basic topological relation slots essential for a building design description 

and design intent attribute slots that clarify their meaning and reason of existence. The 

libraries are: (1) Building Typology Library; (2) Space Typology Library; (3) Building 

Assembly Typology Library; (4) Building Assembly Parts Library; (5) Specifications 

Library; and (6) Material and Equipment Library. Each will be discussed in the following 

sections with examples of objects that belong to them with the notations shown in Fig. 

5.0. 

  

OBJECT-FRAME-NAME 

attribute-or-relation-slot :  slot-value 

      
Figure 50 - Legend figure for the object-oriented discussions 

5.2.1 Building Typology Library 

The Building Typology Library consists of building types categorized according 

to their function as listed in Chapter 4, Fig. 4.4b. The library is organized in an 
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abstraction hierarchy. Fig. 5.1 shows the general organization of the Building Typology 

Library. For example, the OFFICE-BUILDING class in this library inherits attribute and 

relation slots and values from both the OFFICE-COMMERCE-BUILDING and the 

BUILDING object classes. In turn, all instances of the OFFICE-BUILDING class 

created during a SOS session will inherit information from the OFFICE-BUILDING 

class object. 

Fig. 5.2 shows the generic attributes for all building classes tracing them from the 

root to the leaves. Office buildings have been chosen as an example to show the various 

possible values for attribute and relation slots. For explanation purposes, the building 

instance objects will be referred to as XYZ.Building here, and in discussions that will 

follow. 

BUILDING is the root object class in Fig. 5.2. It has four relation attributes that 

can relate any building to its constituent building elements and one descriptive attribute 

slot. The relation attributes are has-space-classes, has-spaces, has-building-assembly- 

classes, and has-building-assemblies all of which are multiple cardinality slots which get 

runtime values. Thus, they are empty at the BUILDING level. The Has-space-classes 

relation relates the XYZ.Building instance to its space classes, for example, 

XYZ.OFFICES. The hkas-spaces relation slot, on the other hand, relates the 

XYZ.Building to any space instance that is within that building, for example, OFFICE.1. 

Similarly, the relation slot has-building-assembly-classes relates XYZ.Building to its 

building assembly classes, for example, XYZ.WINDOWS, while the has-building- 

assemblies relation forms a relation between the XYZ.Building and the WINDOW.1 
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BUILDING 

has-space-types : 
has-space-classes : 
has-spaces : 
has-building-assembly-classes : 
has-building-assemblies : 

* typological-user-requirements : 
* typological-function : 
* use uirements : 
* essential-function : 
* secondary-typological-user-requirements :     

  

* secon -functions : 

lire 
  

OFFICE-COMMERCE-BUILDING 

has-space-types : 
has-space-classes : 
has-spaces : 
has-building-assembly-classes : 
has-building-assemblies : 

* typological-user-requirements : airpurity visual tightness hygrothermal_ 
* typological-function :  office-commerce 
* user-requirements : 
* essential-function : 
* secondary-typological-user-requirements : 

      

  

  

* secondary-functions : 

| ie 
OFFICE-BUILDING 

has-space-types : office conference-room corridor lobby maintenance-room — 

has-space-classes : 
has-spaces : 
has-building-assembly-classes : 
has-building-assemblies : 

* typological-user-requirements :  air-purity visual tightness hygrothermal_ 
* typological-function :  office-commerce 
* user-requirements : 
* essential-function : 
* secondary-ty pological-user-requirements : 
*secondary-functions :     * Design intent attributes 
Figure 5.2 - Sample Objects from Building Typology Library 
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runtime instance object. The explicit differentiations between has-space-classes and has- 

Spaces relation slots, and has-building-assembly-classes and has-building-assemblies 

relation slots were found appropriate for two reasons: (1) To distribute information that 

is valid for all instances of a space or assembly class of a building more efficiently by 

referring to the class objects that are related to the building instance by relational 

attributes; and (2) To keep the integrity of the design description by associating the 

building assembly and space instances with the specific building to which they belong. 

The BUILDING object has one descriptive attribute slot, has-space-types, which 

Carries information about the space types that are generally included in a certain class of 

building. It is filled at the lowest possible building class in the library, that is OFFICE- 

BUILDING level in this case, because the space types included in a building vary to a 

great extent based on the type of building. For example, the OFFICE-BUILDING object 

has-space-types conference-room, office, lobby, etc., while the HOSPITAL-BUILDING 

building class has-space-types clinic, waiting-room, sick-room, etc. 

The root BUILDING object also has a number of design intent attributes some 

of which have static values and some of which get runtime values during a SOS session. 

The design intent attributes are marked with an asterisks next to them. Typological- 

function and typological-user-requirements are two of these attribute slots that have static 

values depending on the specific class of building to which they are attached. Thus, they 

are filled with values at the OFFICE-COMMERCE-BUILDING level in the example 

shown in Fig. 5.2. The values are determined based on Table 4.4b and Table 4.2 in 

Chapter 4. The other design intent attributes are essential-function, secondary-functions, 
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secondary-typological-user-requirements, and user-requirements. All these design intent 

attribute slots are filled with runtime values at the instance level, that is XYZ.Building. 

The essential-function slot gets the value of the typological-function slot, while the 

secondary-functions slot is filled based on the existence of any secondary functions for 

the building. The secondary-typological-user-requirements slot gets derived values based 

on the secondary function of the building, if there is any. The user-requirements slot is 

filled based on the interaction with the designer. All the design intent attributes discussed 

in this paragraph are global design intent attributes and their values influence the design 

intent attribute values of space and building assembly instances that are related to the 

XYZ.Building during an SOS session. 

This section has introduced the readers to the vocabulary for attribute and relation 

slots for buildings that will be used in the following chapters. The methods that created 

the slots and derive the slot values will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

5.2.2 Space Typology Library 

The Space Typology Library is organized in an abstraction hierarchy which is 

similar to the Building Typology Library. Fig. 5.3 provides a general picture of the Space 

Typology Library. The objects in this library are organized based on their functions 

shown in Table 4.4b in Chapter 4. For example, the CLASS-ROOM, AUDITORIUM, 

and CONFERENCE-ROOM space sub-classes are all kinds of CULTURAL- 

ACTIVITIES-SPACE with the so called cultural activities function. 
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Fig. 5.4 shows a sample branch from the library with all the attribute and relation 

Slots that a space class object in the library or a space instance created during a SOS 

session may have. The office spaces branch has been chosen for illustration purposes. 

SPACE is the root object class with five relation slots and one attribute slot. The space- 

of relation slot attaches the space instance to the building to which it belongs. Thus, it 

is filled at the instance level. For example, OFFICE.1 is space-of XYZ.Building. The 

space-of relation is the inverse of the has-spaces relation that belongs to the building 

instance object discussed in section 5.2.1. The has-building-assemblies relation relates 

the OFFICE.1 space instance to its building assembly instances. For example, 

OFFICE.1 has-building-assemblies WINDOW.1. The other three relation slots which 

carry topological information are, above-space, below-space, and adjacent-to-space. They 

relate the space instance to its surrounding spaces with the topologies implied in their 

names. The existence of these topological relations is important for the interpretation of 

relational design intent. These topological relations determine the scope of influence of 

certain user requirements such as acoustical and hygrothermal as these requirements affect 

not only the space in which they appear, but also, surrounding spaces. All these 

topological relation slots are filled at the instance level during runtime. 

The has-building-assembly-classes is an attribute slot, which keeps record of the 

types of building assemblies that are included in a space instance. Thus, it is filled at 

instance level during run, as well. For example, OFFICE.1 has-building-assembly- 

classes window. 
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below-space : 
adjacent-to-space : 

* typologica-function : 
* essentialfunction : 

user-requirements 
* scoondary-typological-user-requirements: 

  

* user-requirements : 

hay isa     

OFFICE-COMMERCE'SPACE 

toe puilding-assembly-classes: 
has-building-assemblies : 
above-space : 
below-space : 
adjacent-to-space : 

*% typologica-function : office-commerce 
# essentialfunction : 
#% secondary-function : 
»% typological-user-requirements : 
* secondary-typological-user-requirements : 
# user-requirements : 

  

    

t-to-space : 
# typologicalfunction : office-commerce 
% essential-function : 
* secondary-function : 
# typological-user-requirements : tightness hygrothermal air-purity visual 
# secondary-typological-user-requirements : 
#% user-fequirements : 

  

  

y~< instance-of 
OFFICE1 
space-of: XYZBuilding 
has-building-assembly-classes : window — 
has-building-assemblies : WINDOW] — 
above-space : OFFICE2 
below-space : 
adjacent-to-space : 

* typological-function : _office-commerce 
#% essential-function : office-commerce 
* secondary-function : lobby 
% typologicar-user-requirements : tightness hygrothermal air-purity visual 

dary-typological-user-requirements :__     
  

Figure 5.4 - Sample Objects from Space Typology Library Design Intent acres 
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The SPACE root object has six design intent attributes marked with asterisks in 

Fig. 5.4. These are typological-function, essential-function, secondary-function, 

typological-user-requirements, secondary-typological-user-requirements, and wuser- 

requirements. They work in the same way as the same named design intent attribute 

Slots described for the Building Typology Library. Some examples of their possible 

values are given in Fig. 5.4. These design intent attributes are; however, not global as 

their counterparts in the building typology library. They only influence the building 

assembly instances that belong to the space to which they are attached. 

Different from a building instance created from the Building Typology Library, 

a space instance created from the Space Typology Library gets two additional slots. One 

of them is a design intent attribute slot, required-assembly-performances. It carries 

information about performances that match user requirements of the space instance to 

which it is attached. This dependent design intent information comes from Table 4.11 

in Chapter 4. For example, the filter-in-out-light value is derived based on the visual 

user requirement of OFFICE.1 in Fig. 5.4. The second slot that is created and filled at 

runtime is has-space-assembly-classes. It gets values based on the record kept in the 

has-building-assembly-classes slot. For example, the window value in the has-building- 

assembly-classes slot in OFFICE.1 has triggered the assertion of the OFFICE.1- 

WINDOWS value in slot has-space-assembly-classes. OFFICE.1-WINDOWS is created 

to host design intent information that is global to all the windows of OFFICE.1. 

Hence, this section summarizes all the relation and attribute slots that exist in 

space objects in the Space Typology Library and those that can be encountered during a 
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typical run of SOS. The details about the program flow and the methods of assertion will 

be discussed in Chapter 6. 

5.2.3. Building Assembly Typology Library 

The Building Assembly Typology Library consists of both abstraction and part-of 

hierarchies in interaction. Fig. 5.5 shows the Building Assembly Typology Library on 

the outlook. The library is organized based on the ISO typologies about building 

assemblies and subsystems (ISO 1984). Fig. 5.5 shows a general abstraction hierarchy 

along with an EXTERNAL-ENVELOPE part-of hierarchy embedded in it. All the 

objects that belong to the EXTERNAL-ENVELOPE part-of hierarchy also have is-a 

inheritance relations with the root object BUILDING-ASSEMBLY. For example, the 

WINDOW leaf object which is part-of ENVELOPE-ABOVE-GROUND, is-a 

BUILDING-ASSEMBLY as well, although it is not seen in Fig. 5.5. Thus, all the 

objects in the EXTERNAL-ENVELOPE part-of hierarchy inherit attributes from the 

BUILDING-ASSEMBLY root object (Fig. 5.6). The part-of relations gain more 

Significance at the instance level. During a typical run of SOS, rules form part-of 

relations between instances of objects that belong to the part-of hierarchy. For example, 

the WINDOW.1 instance in Fig. 5.6 is made part-of XYZ.ENVELOPE-ABOVE- 

GROUND by such a rule. Other rules that check the part-of dependencies between 

assembly instances attach some of the attribute values of the whole object instance to the 

part instances. The use of part-of relation enables this selective process, in contrast with 

the is-a inheritance relation that would cause inheritance of all attributes and values. The 
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BUILDING-ASSEMBLY 

building-assembly-of : 
part-of : 
has-part : 
has-specification : 
possible-typological-performances : 
required-performances : 

hy, ise 
NON-STRUCTURAL-BUILDING-ASSEMBLY 
isa: BUILDING-ASSEMBLY 
building-assembly-of : 
part-of : 
has-part: 
has-specification : 
possible-typological-performances : 

required-performances : 

______ dy, iva 
EXTERNAL-ENVELOPE . | XYZEXTERNAL-ENVELOPE 

isa: | BUILDING-ASSEMBLY b building-assembly-of : XYZBuilding 
building-assembly-of : part-of : 

part-of : : has-part : XYZENVELOPE-ABOVE-GROUND 
has-part : ENVELOPE-ABOVE-GROUND ° has-specification : 
has-specification : possible-typological-performances : 
possible-typologica-performances : q barrier-water barrier-humidity resistance-water 

barrier-water barrier-humidity resistance-water .. . required-performances : barrier-water 
required-performances : 

ta, patt-of a part-of 

ENVELOPE-ABOVE-GROUND 5 XYZENVELOPE-ABOVE-GROUND 
isa: BUILDING-ASSEMBLY ot: a: 1a: . building-assembly-of : XYZBuilding 
building-assembly-of : ] 

part-of : EXTERNAL ENVELOPE Z part-of + scien aaa 

hat soecifiontion ~ has specification : 

possible-typological performances : Peart ber mi een we 
barrier-water barrier-humidity resistance-water filter-in-out-heat filter-in-out-sound . 
filter-in-out-heat filter-in-out-sound . required-performances : 

required-performances : filter-in-out-sound 

ay, pat-of Mae, part-of 

WINDOW «3 | WINDOW1 
isa: BUILDING-ASSEMBLY B building-assembly-of : OFFICE! 

building-assembly-of : part-of : XYZENVELOPE-ABOVE-GROUND 
partof : ENVELOPE-ABOVE-GROUND : has-part :_ WINDOW-WINDOW-GLASS 
has-part : WINDOW-GLASS . has-specification : SPECI 

has-specification : q possible-typological-performances : 
possible-typological-performances : filter-in-out-sound filter-in-out-light 

filter-in-out-sound Filter-tn-out light filter-in-out-tadiation . 
filter-in-out-radiation . recommended-performances fikter-in-out-light 

required-performances : required-performances : filter “in-out sound     
Figure 5.6 - Sample part-of hierarchy branch of Bldg. Assembly Typology Library 
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process of checking part-of dependencies and attaching design intent attribute values to 

assembly instances will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

Fig. 5.6 shows all the possible attributes and some attribute values for the Building 

Assembly Typology Library objects and their instances. A part-of hierarchy branch is 

shown in the figure. The branch starts with the BUILDING-ASSEMBLY root object and 

goes through NON-STRUCTURAL-BUILDING-ASSEMBLY, EXTERNAL- 

ENVELOPE, and ENVELOPE-ABOVE-GROUND object classes to the leaf object 

WINDOW. Instances of some of these objects that can be created by SOS are also 

shown for their additional attributes at the instance level. 

Most of the relation and attribute slots are created at the root BUILDING- 

ASSEMBLY class level. There are four relations created at this level, however, they get 

their values at lower levels in the hierarchy as well as at runtime. Building-assembly-of 

is a relation slot that relates an assembly instance to the building or space instance to 

which it belongs. It is the inverse of the has-building-assemblies relation of the Space 

Typology Library objects. As seen in Fig. 5.6, the WINDOW.1 instance is the building- 

assembly-of the OFFICE.1 space instance and the XYZ.ENVELOPE-ABOVE- 

GROUND is the building-assembly-of the XYZ.Building. The building-assembly-of 

relation is significant for SOS as it is a trigger to make connections between space user 

requirements and their assemblies’ performances. Has-part and part-of are two inverse 

relations created at the root level. Other than its function as a part-of hierarchy 

connection relation within the Building Assembly Typology Library, has-part relation 

connects leaf assembly objects to their building assembly parts in the Building Assembly 
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Parts Library. For example, WINDOW is part-of ENVELOPE-ABOVE-GROUND, the 

closest higher level building assembly in the part-of hierarchy to which the WINDOW 

building assembly belongs. WINDOW also has a has-part relation with WINDOW- 

GLASS which is a Building Assembly Part object. Rules enable the instances of these 

two object classes from different libraries to be connected by a has-part / part-of relation 

as well. 

Has-specification is the final relation defined at the root BUILDING- 

ASSEMBLY level. It is to be filled at the instance level to associate an assembly 

instance to a specification instance. For example, the WINDOW.1 instance has- 

specification SPEC.1 which is created at runtime. 

The two design intent attribute slots defined at the BUILDING-ASSEMBLY root 

level are possible-typological-performances and required-performances. Possible- 

typological-performances slot gets different values at lower nodes in the library such as 

ENVELOPE-ABOVE-GROUND and WINDOW depending on the object subclass, 

while required-performances design intent attribute slot is filled at the instance level. 

The values in the possible-typological-performances slot of an assembly instance guides 

the process of selecting values for its required-performances slot. The selection is 

Supported by the values of the recommended-performances attribute slot of the assembly 

instance being analyzed. The recommended-performances slot is created and filled at the 

instance level. The values for this slot are derived based on the user requirements of the 

space or building instance to which the assembly instance belongs. For example, the 

WINDOW.1 instance has filter-in-out-sound, filter-in-out-light, and filter-in-out- 
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radiation as possible-typological-performances slot values. It is the building-assembly-of 

OFFICE.1. Based on this information and the visual user requirement of OFFICE.1 

(Fig.5.4), the filter-in-out-light value is asserted to the recommended-performances slot 

of the WINDOW.1 instance. On the other hand, WINDOW.1 is part-of 

XYZ.ENVELOPE-ABOVE-GROUND which has required-performances filter-in-out- 

sound. Thus, the required-performances slot of WINDOW.1 is filled with filter-in-out- 

sound, and filter-in-out-light performances based on the its recommended-performances 

slot value and the part-of dependency of WINDOW.1 with XYZ.ENVELOPE-ABOVE- 

GROUND, respectively. The detailed flow of SOS doing these derivations and assertions 

will be described in Chapter 6. 

5.2.4 Building Assembly Part Library 

The Building Assembly Part library is organized in an abstraction hierarchy made 

up of building assembly parts that form building assemblies. Fig. 5.7 shows the library 

abstraction hierarchy. As of the writing of this thesis, the building assembly part library 

is a very small library that only displays the purpose of considering building assembly 

parts in interpreting design intent. It can be expanded with addition of other building 

assembly parts. However, the relation and attribute slots defined for the root building 

assembly part object are comprehensive enough to enable the utilization of the current 

library objects by the SOS prototype system and to support future expansion of the 

library. The building assembly part library objects are chosen to be at a level of detail 
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that can form the link between the building assembly and the material of which the 

building assembly is made. 

Fig. 5.8 shows typical relation and attribute slots of building assembly part library 

objects using the WINDOW-GLASS class object for illustration purposes. All the 

building assembly part library objects have four basic slots, part-of, has-specification, 

related-performances, and related-material. The part-of relation links building assembly 

parts to the building assemblies to which they are related. For example, the WINDOW- 

GLASS building assembly part is part-of the WINDOW building assembly. The part-of 

relation is also formed between instances of those class objects that are related to each 

other with a part-of relation. Thus, WINDOW.1-WINDOW-GLASS is part-of 

WINDOW.1. The part-of relation has its inverse has-part in the building assembly 

objects as was discussed in the previous section. 

Specifications are normally attached to building assembly instances. However, in 

most cases many of the specification objects store names of building assembly parts to 

which they are related by default. This means that the specification is valid for that 

building assembly part of the building assembly instance to which it is linked. Based on 

this reasoning, let’s consider a building assembly part instance that is part-of a building 

assembly instance which has-specification SPEC.1. If SPEC.1 stores the name of the 

parent class of the building assembly part instance in its related-building-assembly-part 

slot, then SPEC.1 is stored in the has-specification slot of the building assembly part 

instance. For example, WINDOW.1-WINDOW-GLASS which is part-of WINDOW.1 

has-specification SPEC.1 which is same as the specification of WINDOW.1. Such 
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BUILDING-ASSEMBLY-PART 

part-of : 
has-specification : 
related-performances : 
related-material : 

  

  

WINDOW-GLASS 

part-of : WINDOW 
has-specification : 
related-performances : filter-in-out-light source-light 

filter-in-out-radiation 
related-material : GLAZING 

My, _instance-of 

WINDOW.I-WINDOW-GLASS 

part-of : WINDOW11 
has-specification : SPEC1 
related-performances : filter-in-out-light source-light 

filter-in-out-radiation 
related-material : GLAZING 

  

  

    
  

Figure 58 - Sample Building Assembly Part Library Objects 
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relations between building assembly part instances and specifications help SOS find out 

those performances and therefore physical properties that need to be considered in the 

creation of a specific specification instance. 

The building assembly part objects also store performances that they can fulfill in 

their related-performances design intent slot. Thus, a WINDOW-GLASS which has 

filter-in-out-light performance in its related-performances slot will be taking care of the 

filter-in-out-light performance of the WINDOW instance of which it is part-of. Certain 

specifications are valid only for certain building assembly parts of the building assemblies 

to which they are related. For example, a GLAZING-SPECIFICATION instance is 

valid for only the WINDOW-GLASS building assembly part of the WINDOW to which 

it is related. In such cases, the specification will consider only the performances of the 

WINDOW-GLASS and not the performances of the WINDOW-FRAME. Thus the 

specification will consider only those performances (e.g., filter-in-out-light) stored in the 

related-performances slot of WINDOW-GLASS rather than all the performances stored 

in the required-performances slot of the WINDOW object. 

5.2.5 Specification Library 

Inclusion of a specification library is found appropriate to provide effective storage 

of information related to the chosen material brands, required material properties and 

relevant descriptive information about construction of a building assembly. Specification 

objects that are related to specific building assembly instances, building assembly classes, 

and/or groups of building assemblies, store the above mentioned information separate 
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from the building assemblies to which they are related. Thus, information that is common 

for many different building assemblies can be stored in one specification object and 

retrieved and accessed by its links to the related building assembly objects. 

The Specification library consists of an abstraction hierarchy that is organized in 

accordance with the MASTERFORMAT specification system (Fig. 5.9). Each 

specification library object, seen in Fig. 5.9 refers to a MASTERFORMAT specification 

division or subdivision. Although the partitioning of the library is not identical to the 

MASTERFORMAT organization, all objects in the library have corresponding 

specification divisions or subdivisions in MASTERFORMAT. For example, the GLASS- 

SPEC. class refers to the glass subdivision of the "Doors, Windows & Glass" 

specification division of the MASTERFORMAT system. The CONCRETE-SPEC. class 

in the library, on the other hand, refers to the same named division in 

MASTERFORMAT. Specification library leaf objects are chosen at such level of detail 

that they can easily be linked to the building assemblies in the design description created 

by the prototype SOS system and that they can be compatible with the material library 

objects. Every specification object instance that is linked to a building assembly by SOS 

at runtime forms a bridge between required physical properties of that building assembly 

and the material types or brands to be used in its construction. 

Fig 5.10 shows a sample branch from the specification library. The glazing 

Specification has been chosen as the focus of analysis. Any specification instance is 

related to the building assembly instances or classes for which it is valid by its 

specification-of relation slot. This relation is the inverse of the has-specification relation 
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SPECIFICATION 
specification-of : 

typical-spec-info : 

related-building-assembly-parts : 

related-material : 

material-brand : 

or-equal-materiarbrand : 
descriptive-string : 

installation-string : 
  Aa 
    

GLASS-SPECIFICATION 

specification-of : 

typical-spec-info : 

related-building-assembly-parts : 

related-material : 
material-brand : 
or-equal-materiabbrand : 

descriptive-string : 
installation-string : 
  

hy _isa 
GLAZING-SPECIFICATION 

specification-of : 
typical-spec-info : 

related-building-assembly-parts : glass 
related-material: glazing 
material-brand : 
or-equal-material-brand : 
descriptive-string : 
installation-string : 

  

  

  

SPEC1 
specification-of : WINDOW. 
typical-spec-info : 

related-building-assembly-parts : WINDOW-GLASS 
related-material : glazing 

material-brand : — Globe-Amerads-Insulating-Glazing 

or-equal-material-brand : Es 
descriptive-string : 
installation-string :       

Figure 5.10 - Sample Objects from Specification Library 
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of the building assembly instances. In Fig. 5.10, SPEC.1 is the specification-of 

WINDOW.1. 

The typical-spec-info attribute slot stores typical considerations for a specific 

specification type. For example, for the GLAZING-SPEC object, the characteristics to 

be considered in writing a specification are the type of glass, monolithic or insulating- 

unit-combination, existence of any special-coating or special-treatment as well as the 

special-composition of the glass. Regardless of all the factors dependent on design, these 

attribute values are common considerations for all GLAZING-SPEC instances. If any 

of these considerations are valid for the specification instance created by SOS, then the 

same named attribute slot, for example special-coating, is created at the SPEC.1 instance 

level and a value is asserted at runtime based on user interaction. 

Related-building-assembly-parts and related-material slots are two attribute slots 

that are filled at the leaf level objects of the specification library. The related-building- 

assembly-parts stores the names of those building assembly parts that the specification 

can influence by default. For example, a GLAZING-SPEC can influence the 

characteristics of the WINDOW-GLASS assembly part of the building assembly to which 

it is linked. This attribute slot enables rules to associate a specification with the building 

assembly parts of the building assembly instance to which it is linked. Such an 

association brings with it additional considerations arising from the required physical 

properties of the building assembly part instance that belongs to the building assembly 

instance for which the specification is valid. 
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The related-material attribute slot stores the name of the material that the 

specification typically deals with. For example, GLAZING-SPEC has glazing as the 

value of its related-material slot. Knowledge about this material enables rules to show 

the designer available material brands from the related material class in the material 

library that can be chosen and added to the specification currently being created. 

Existence of a related-material slot value also triggers rules to check the physical 

properties of that related material and ask for values from the architect for those physical 

properties that need to be considered for the specification at hand. All this procedure will 

be discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

The material-brand attribute slot stores the material brand, if there is any, chosen 

by the designer to be used in the construction of a building assembly instance or a 

building assembly class. If a material is chosen, the existence of an or-equal-clause that 

specifies this material is checked and the yes or no value is asserted in the or-equal- 

material-brand slot of the specification instance. In our example, the designer has chosen 

material-brand Globe-Amerada-Insulating-Glass and has confirmed the existence of an 

or-equal-clause by the yes value in the or-equal-material-brand slot of SPEC.1 

(Fig.5.10). 

Finally, the two attribute slots descriptive-string and installation-string store any 

additional information related to the material or the installation of the building assembly 

to which the specification is related. They compensate for the highly structured nature 

of the computerized specifications which do not support a highly flexible input language 

by the designer. These two attribute slots can store strings of any length that provide 
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information that could not be stored by the standard slots of the specification instance. 

The details of all the assertions and derivations will be discussed in Chapter 6 and 

parts of Chapter 7. 

5.2.6 Material & Equipment Library 

The Material & equipment library is created to provide an accessible database of 

material types and material and equipment brands available in the market along with 

physical property information about their performance for various purposes. Source of 

information is the Sweets Catalogue. Such a library is necessary for two reasons: (1) For 

the designer to be able to specify a material or equipment brand if s/he chooses to during 

a typical run of SOS; and (2) For the material selection and substitution module to find 

materials that match the design requirements externalized by SOS’s enhanced design 

description. 

As of the writing of this thesis, the Material & Equipment Library consists of 

objects that represent material types and material brands organized in an abstraction 

hierarchy. Fig. 5.11 provides a general picture of the library. Objects at high levels of 

the material & equipment library abstraction refer to material type classes while objects 

at the lower leaves correspond to material brand instances. Objects in this library are 

chosen such that they are compatible with the objects in the specification library. Thus, 

many objects in the material & equipment library have the same name as the objects in 

the specification library and the MASTERFORMAT subdivisions and divisions. 
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Fig. 5.12 shows a branch of the Material & Equipment Library. MATERIAL is 

the root level object class with four attribute slots. The unit attribute slot stores the 

measuring unit for the material object to which it belongs. Some possible values are sqft, 

Ift, yard etc. The cost-per-unit slot stores the unit price of the material brand to which 

it belongs and thus, is filled at the instance level. The installation attribute slot stores a 

String that describes any installation characteristic that needs to be known. For example, 

the installation of the material instance in Fig. 5.12 is labor-intensive. The physical- 

properties attribute slot stores the names of typical physical properties of the material 

classes and subclasses. It gets values at various levels of the material & equipment 

library abstraction hierarchy. Every name in this slot is in turn asserted as an attribute 

Slot to the object class in which it first appears. For example one of the values of the 

physical-properties slot of GLASS material class is thermal-transmittance. This value 

is also an attribute name in the GLASS material class. 

The use of these attributes and information retrieval form the material & 

equipment library will be discussed in part of Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. 

5.33 SUMMARY ON LIBRARIES 

To summarize, this chapter has provided a brief introduction on the libraries that 

form the SOS data structure. The various relations and attributes of sample library 

objects have been discussed and some vocabulary which will be used in the following two 

chapters has been defined. 
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MATERIAL 
unit : 
cost-per-unit : 

installation : 
physical-properties : 

  

GLASS 
unit : 
cost-per-unit : 
installation: 
physical-properties : 

thickness color daylight-transmittance glazing~index-G sound-transmission 

special-treatment : 
thickness: 
thermal-transmittance : 
daylight-transmittance : 

  

  

GLAZING 
unit : . 
cost-per-unit : 

installation : 
physical properties : 

color thermaltransmittance daylight-transmittance glazing index-G sound transmission 
relative teat-eain solar-energy-reflectance solar-energy-transmittance . . 

ial-treatment : 
thickness : ; 
thermal-transmittance : 
daylight-transmittance : 
relative-heat-gain : 
  

fa iinstance-of 

GLOBE-AMERADA-INSULATING-GLAZING 
unit : 
cost-per-unit : $xxx.xx 
installation : _labor-intensive 
physical properties : 

thickness color thermaltransmittance daylight-transmittance gazing index-G sound-transmission 
relative-heat-gain ectance solar-energy-transmittance . . 

jal-treatment : strengthened 
t ickness: 05107510... 
thermal-transmittance: 1008 065... 
daylight-transmittance : 
relative-heat-gain : 200 150 149 120... 

        

Figure 512 - Sample Objects from Material Library 
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These libraries have been created to support the representation and interpretation 

of the various kinds of design intent discussed in Chapter 4. The design intent attribute 

slots whether they get typological or user-defined values, store information on attributive 

design intent. The semantic and topological relation slots of the objects in the design 

object libraries, on the other hand, are essential for the creation of a design description 

by SOS. These relations also enable the relational design intent knowledge embedded in 

the SOS rules to act upon the design description and interpret new forms of design intent. 

The specification and material & equipment library object instances enable storage 

of project information, separate but, still dependent on and strictly linked to the design 

description via inter object relations. The information stored in the instances of 

specification library objects is to a great extent dependent on the type of design intent 

information that has been revealed about the design description by the SOS prototype. 

Creation of a design description, and interpretation and representation of the design 

intent of this design description will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SKULL-OBJECT-SPACE (SOS) REASONING STRATEGIES 

This chapter describes the reasoning Strategies employed by the proof-of-concept 

prototype SOS in producing a design description and deriving various levels of design 

intent related to this description. It illustrates the flow of the program at different levels 

of design and design intent detail. 
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6.1 OVERVIEW OF SOS 

The Skull Object Space (SOS) prototype system is designed to create a design 

description and to interpret this description in terms of design intent interactively with the 

designer user. Inference Corporation’s ART-IM expert system shell has been used as the 

computing environment for SOS. Since ART-IM does not support an object-oriented 

graphical CAD representation, and since it does not have any direct interface to an object 

oriented CAD system, SOS creates an object oriented non-graphical, but topological and 

semantic design description interactively with the designer. This description is used for 

design intent externalization purposes. 

A typical SOS session involves various screens of questions accompanied by lists 

of possible answers about: (1) Existence of design objects such as spaces, building 

assemblies, and building assembly parts within the building that is being analyzed, (2) 

Relations of these design objects with each other, such as adjacency of spaces and 

relations between building assemblies and spaces, (3) Functions and user requirements 

of the building and the spaces of the building, and performances and physical properties 

of building assemblies and building assembly parts; and (4) Material and material brand 

information taken in the form of specifications about various components of the building 

being analyzed. 

The answers to the questions of the SOS prototype system entered by the designer 

by choosing an option and/or confirming suggested answers enable the creation of a 

design description. The final object oriented output of the SOS is a set of design object 
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frames that are semantically and/or topologically related to each other. Each design 

object frame also carries design intent information. 

6.1.1 Levels of Detail 

A typical run of the SOS prototype program can be partitioned into four levels of 

analysis with increasing level of detail. These levels are: (1) Global building level 

inquiring function and user requirement information about the building being analyzed; 

(2) Space level inquiring function and user requirement information about all the spaces 

within the building being analyzed; (3) Building assembly level inquiring performance 

information about various classes and instances of building assemblies within the building 

being analyzed; and (4) Building assembly part and material level inquiring physical 

property information in the form of specifications about various building assemblies and 

spaces. 

Analysis at each of these levels will be discussed in the following sections with 

examples. Fig. 6.1 shows the flow of SOS prototype program. The following sections 

will refer to various parts of this flowchart in detail. The various boxes of the flowchart 

will be referred to by their labels that correspond to the section numbers. 

6.2 BUILDING LEVEL 

6.2.1 Creation of the Building Instance 

A typical SOS session starts with getting the function of the building to be 

analyzed and creating the building instance XYZ.Building with that function. The 
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Figure 61 - SOS Flow Diagram (1/6) 
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designer is provided with a list of possible functions for a building. Based on his/her 

choice of function a rule asserts the XYZ.Building frame as the instance of the library 

object with the chosen function. Fig. 6.2 shows the assertion of XYZ.Building as an 

instance-of OFFICE-BUILDING library object and the assertion of the value office- 

commerce in the essential-function slot of the building instance. The same rule that 

  

    

            
  

  

  

  

        

  

  
  

    "+ recreational > XYZEnvelope-below-ground 
      

        
Figure 6.2 - Creation of the XYZBuilding Instance 

created the XYZ.Building instance creates building assembly instances that are global for 

any building. These are XYZ.Envelope-above-ground and XYZ.Envelope-below- 

ground which are instances of the Envelope-above-ground and Envelope-below-ground 

library objects. The rule also relates these building assembly instances to XYZ.Building 

via has-building-assemblies relation of XYZ.Building. 

Another rule that is activated by the existence of the XYZ.Building instance in 

the SOS database inquires the existence of any secondary building functions for the 

XYZ.Building instance. If there is any, then the designer selects the relevant functions 

from a list of possible functions provided by the rule and a call to a program function 
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asserts the chosen secondary functions as the values of the secondary-functions slot of 

the XYZ.Building instance. For example, the XYZ.Building instance in our example has 

recreational as the value of its secondary-functions slot. This can be seen in Fig. 6.2. 

The existence of a value in the secondary-functions slot of XYZ.Building 

activates a rule which checks the typological-user-requirements values of the building 

library object which is called RECREATIONAL-BUILDING. Those values in the 

typological-user-requirements slot of the RECREATIONAL-BUILDING object that are 

different from the typological-user-requirements slot values of XYZ.Building are asserted 

as the values of the secondary-typological-user-requirements slot in the XYZ.Building. 

As seen in Fig. 6.3 two user requirements dynamic and hygiene in the typological-user- 

requirements slot of the RECREATIONAL-BUILDING are different than the user 

requirement values in the typological-user-requirements slot values of XYZ.Building 

is an instance-of OFFICE-BUILDING. ‘Thus, these two values are asserted as the 

values of the secondary-typological-user-requirements slot of XYZ.Building. 

  

    

  
  

  

          Iogica-function : 
  

"stance 

  

  

          
  

Figure 63 - Derivation of secondary typological user requirements 
for the XYZ.Building instance 
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Knowing the typological user requirements of the XYZ.Building that are 

dependent on its essential function and deriving its secondary typological user 

requirements based on its secondary functions set the stage for getting information on the 

actually necessary user requirements for the building. The designer is presented with two 

lists (Fig. 6.4), one made up of values of the typological-user-requirements slot and the 

other one made up of values of the secondary-typological-user-requirements slot of the 

XYZ.Building instance. The designer may accept either one of the sets or both and a 

program function can assert the contents of the chosen set(s) as the values for the user- 

requirements slot of the XYZ.Building. In Fig. 6.4 the selection of ADD-ESSENTIALS 

option results in the addition of the values air-purity, visual, acoustical, hygrothermal, 

safety-in-use, tightness, durability, and economic which are the typological-user- 

requirements slot values of XYZ.Building, in the user-requirements slot of 

XYZ.Building. 

The designer also has the choice of specifying a set of his/her own; which is not 

necessarily identical to the ones provided typologically by the program, by choosing the 

ENTER-NEW-SET option. This option calls a function that shows a list of all possible 

user requirements that SOS knows about (Fig. 6.5) and asks for a selection. Those user 

requirements, in this case acoustical, and visual that are chosen by the designer are 

asserted as values for the user-requirements slot of XYZ.Building. For buildings which 

do not have any user requirements at such a global level which affects all the spaces of 

the building, the designer is provided with a NO-USER-REQUIREMENTS option. 
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Figure 64 - Determining user requirements for the XYZ.Building instance by 
accepting and adding typological user requirements 
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Figure 6.5 - Determining user requirements for the XYZBuilding instance 
by entering a new set 
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6.2.2 Obtaining Global Space Information 

Once the user requirements, if any, for the XYZ.Building instance are chosen and 

added to the user-requirements slot of XYZ.Building, a control attribute-value pair "get- 

space-specific-info yes" is asserted into the building instance object (Fig. 6.4 & 6.5). 

This slot with its yes value triggers the transition to the acquisition of global space 

information about the building. Thus, a rule activated by this attribute-value pair provides 

the designer with a list of space types typically included in an office building. The space 

types are the values of the has-space-types slot of XYZ.Building and have been inherited 

from the OFFICE-BUILDING library object which XYZ.Building is instance-of (Fig. 

6.6). Selection of the actual space types included in the building triggers the creation of 

runtime space classes such as XYZ.OFFICES and XYZ.LOBBYS. The runtime space 

classes are related to their parent library objects OFFICE and LOBBY, respectively by 

is-a inheritance relations. They are also related to the XYZ.Building instance with the 

has-space-classes relation of the building itself. The inverse of this relation is space- 

class-of that spaces hold themselves. These runtime space classes become holders of any 

global design intent information that will be obtained and distributed later by SOS to their 

instance spaces that exist in XYZ.Building. 

The existence of runtime space classes in the SOS database result in the activation 

of a rule that distributes the global user requirements of XYZ.Building stored in its user- 

requirements slot to these runtime space classes when relevant. Fig. 6.7 shows how the 

rule works. The runtime space classes XYZ.OFFICES and XYZ.LOBBYS have certain 

values in their typological-user-requirements slots that are inherited from their parent 
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Figure 6.6 - Selection and Creation of Runtime Space Classes for XYZ.Building 
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library objects. For each runtime space class, these values are compared to the user- 

requirements slot values of the XYZ.Building instance. Those values that match are 

asserted as the user-requirements slot values of the runtime space class being analyzed. 

The logic behind this process is that the spaces of a building are the design objects that 

need to have the user requirements that are globally specified for the building. The 

distribution of different combinations of the global building user requirements based on 

typological user requirements of the runtime space class is done to make sure that the 

combinations are typical for the space classes and not overspecified. For example, in Fig. 

6.7 XYZ.Building has global user requirements hygrothermal and acoustical stored in 

its user-requirements slot. A typical OFFICE has typological-user-requirements slot 

values tightness, air-purity, hygrothermal and visual. Then, the offices that belong to 

XYZ.Building may need to satisfy hygrothermal user requirement, since this is typical, 

however they are not expected by default to satisfy acoustical user requirement since it 

is not a typical user requirement for office spaces in SOS. 

6.3 SPACE LEVEL 

6.3.1 Determining Global User Requirements for Runtime Space Classes 

After all the global building information is obtained, and runtime space classes are 

created, SOS can be considered to have moved to the space level of analysis. First, the 

designer is provided with a list of runtime space classes that have been created and asked 

to mark those that have any global user requirements. A program function asserts the 

control attribute-value pair "global-space-info yes" into those runtime space class frames 
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Figure 6.7 - Derivation of global user requirements for runtime space classes 

that were chosen by the designer to have global user requirements (Fig. 6.8). Then, for 

each runtime space class that has such an attribute-value pair, a rule fires and shows the 

designer various sets of user requirements to choose from. By default the rule provides 

the list of typological user requirements for the runtime space class being analyzed. The 

list consists of the typological-user-requirements slot values of the runtime space class 

that were inherited from its parent library class object (Fig. 6.8). At this point it should 
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Figure 68 - Determining user requirements for runtime space classes 

be noted that there might be certain user requirements specified at the global building 

level and distributed to the runtime space class being analyzed by a derivation discussed 

previously. Thus, if the user-requirements slot of the runtime space class being analyzed 

has any values, then these values are also listed as user defined global user requirements 

for the designer to view. In the case of Fig. 6.8, this corresponds to the value 
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hygrothermal in the user-defined-globals box. The options are to either add the whole 

set of typological user requirements as the values of the user-requirements slot values, 

or to specify a new set from a list of all possible user requirements that SOS knows. In 

both cases, related program functions assert the chosen list of values into the user- 

requirements slot of the runtime space class. In Fig. 6.8 visual user requirement has 

been chosen by the designer for XYZ.OFFICES runtime space class and has been added 

to the already existing value hygrothermal. Selection of global user requirements at this 

level is important so that the designer will not have to enter those user requirements that 

are true for all instances of a class individually at each instance level. 

6.3.2 Creation of Space Instances and Determining their Adjacencies 

After the global user requirements information, if there is any, is obtained for a 

runtime space class, a rule asks the designer to enter the names of the instances of this 

runtime space class. As the names are entered by the designer, the same named frames 

are created with an instance-of relation to the runtime space class (Fig. 6.9). For 

example, OFFICE.1 and OFFICE.2 are both related to XYZ.OFFICES with an 

instance-of relation. The space instances are also related to the XYZ.Building instance 

with space-of relation that they hold in themselves. The inverse of this relation is the 

XYZ.Building’s has-spaces relation. Along with the name of the space instance the user 

is asked to specify the existence of any secondary function of the space other than the one 

implied in its name, by turning on a YES/NO toggle. In our example in Fig. 6.9, 
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Figure 6.9 - Creation of space instances 
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OFFICE.1 has a secondary function and thus, a control attribute value pair "has-secon- 

fun yes". 

Once all the space instances of the runtime space class are obtained, then the SOS 

rules proceed to get information about each of these space instances. If the designer has 

previously specified the existence of a secondary function, then an attribute-value pair 

“has-secon-fun yes" has been already asserted in the space instance frame as mentioned 

above. A rule triggered by this attribute-value pair provides a list of possible secondary 

functions from which the designer chooses the appropriate one and a call to a function 

asserts this value in the secondary-function slot of the space instance. For OFFICE.1 

the secondary-function slot value is conference-room. 

After this process, a SOS rule asks for adjacent spaces to the space instance being 

analyzed (Fig. 6.10). The designer is asked to enter the names of those spaces that are 

adjacent to, above or below the space instance being analyzed. The names of the space 

instances that have these topological relations with the current space instance are entered 

in the adjacent-to-space, below-space, and above-space slots of the space instance. The 

rule also reverses the relation and enters the name of the current space instance as the 

value of relevant inverse topological relations of the space instances with which it is 

contact. For example, the adjacent-to-space slot value of OFFICE.1 is OFFICE.2 and 

the above-space relation slot value of OFFICE.1 is LOBBY.1. In turn, LOBBY.1 is 

related to OFFICE.1 with its below-space relation that is inverse of above-space relation. 

These relations will be significant in deriving the impacts of user requirements of a space 

On adjacent spaces and their building assemblies. 
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Figure 6.10 - Determinig adjacencies of space instances 
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6.3.3, Determining Space Instance User Requirements 

Continuing at the space analysis level, SOS rules work to obtain user requirements 

for each space instance. The designer is provided with: (1) A list of typological user 

requirements for the space instance; (2) A list of any secondary typological user 

requirements that were derived from its secondary function if there is any; and (3) A list 

of global user requirements inherited form its parent runtime space class. Options are 

either to continue with the globals, or to add a new set(s). This process is shown in Fig. 

6.11. The selection of ADD-SECONDARIES option results in the assertion of the value 

acoustical in the user-requirements slot of OFFICE.1. 

As the user-requirements slot of a space instance is filled, the values of the slot 

activate rules that ask for more information on user requirement considerations. For 

example in Fig. 6.12, the value acoustical in the user-requirements slot of OFFICE.1 

triggers a rule that asks for the type of acoustical considerations relevant to OFFICE.1 

space instance. 

6.3.4 Determining Building Assembly Types of Space Instances 

After the details of all the user requirements of a space instance are obtained, the 

SOS database is ready to get the types of building assemblies that belong to the space 

instance. A rule provides a list of building assembly classes that SOS knows about and 

asks the designer to specify those building assembly types that exist in the space instance 

being analyzed (Fig. 6.13). As the designer chooses the building assembly types that 

belong to the space instance, a program function creates runtime building assembly 
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Figure 6.11 - Determining space instance user requirements 
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Figure 6.12 - Determining details of acoustical user requirement 
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Figure 6.13 - Creation of runtime building assembly classes 
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Classes that are related to the selected building assembly classes with is-a relations. The 

runtime building assembly classes are related to the XYZ.Building instance with the 

building-assembly-class-of relation that they hold in themselves and with the has- 

building-assembly-classes inverse relation of XYZ.Building. Also the names of the 

building assembly types that belong to the space instance are asserted as the values for 

the has-building-assembly-classes slot of the space instance. Fig. 6.13 shows the creation 

of runtime building assembly classes KXYZ.WINDOWS, XYZ.PARTITION-WALLS, 

and XYZ.INTERNAL-FLOORS. 

6.3.5 Determining Relevant Building Assembly Performances for 

Space Instances 

Each building assembly type in the has-building-assembly-classes slot of the space 

instance is an object in the Building Assembly Typology Library and has certain 

typological performance values stored in its typological-performances slot. The space 

instance being analyzed has certain user requirements defined by the designer previously. 

The building assemblies that belong to the space instance should satisfy these user 

requirements with their relevant performances. SOS libraries store a set of frames which 

hold information as to which building assembly performance can be relevant to which 

user requirement. For example, a frame called ACOUSTICAL (Fig. 6.14) has an is-a 

relation with the USER-REQUIREMENT frame and carries a slot called related- 

performances with values source-absorb-sound, filter-in-out-sound, barrier-sound, and 

enclosure-relations which are the performances that are relevant to an acoustical user 
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Figure 614 - Derivation of building assembly performances from 

space instance user requirements 
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requirement. Thus, as the user requirement of a space instance is determined, a rule in 

SOS prototype system fires and records the relevant building assembly performances for 

this user requirement. The performances are asserted as values into the required- 

assembly-performances slot of the space instance (Fig. 6.14). This slot, although not in 

use in the current SOS system, can be used to compare the final building assembly 

performances of a space instance to the values in this slot and to determine what has been 

achieved with the current design. 

The sequence of processes described in this section is repeated for every instance 

of each runtime space class. After all the instances of a runtime space class are created 

the attribute value pair "instances-created yes" is asserted in the runtime space class as 

was shown in Fig. 6.9. 

6.4 BUILDING ASSEMBLY LEVEL | 

While SOS is running at the space analysis level, a rule fires after the analysis of 

each space instance to check if the analysis at the space level has been completed or not. 

The rule iterates over each runtime space class of XYZ.Building and checks if the space 

class has the control attribute value pair "Instances-created yes". If the attribute value 

pair does not exist in all runtime space classes then, it means that there are more space 

instances to create and the space level of analysis is not complete. If the attribute value 

pair exists for all runtime space classes of XYZ.Building then, it means that all the 

instances of all the runtime space classes have been created. The rule iterates over each 

space instance of each runtime space class and checks if its has-building-assemblies slot 
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has any values. If all space instances have values in their has-building-assemblies slots 

then, it means that SOS has obtained the names of all the building assembly types that 

exist in the XYZ.Building instance. This state of the SOS database determines the 

beginning of the building assembly level of analysis. Thus, the rule discussed asserts the 

"get-global-assembly-info yes" control attribute value pair. 

6.4.1 Determining Global Performances for Runtime Building Assembly 

Classes 

First, at the building assembly level of analysis, the designer is inquired about the 

existence of any global building assembly performances for any runtime building 

assembly class of the XYZ.Building instance. A rule provides the designer with the list 

of runtime building assembly classes that have already been created. Then, for each 

building assembly class that was chosen to have global performances, a rule fires and 

shows the typological performances of that chosen runtime building assembly class (Fig. 

6.15). The values come from the possible-typological-performances slot of the runtime 

building assembly class inherited from its parent library object. The designer either 

accepts all or specifies a subset of this list. A call to a function asserts the chosen values 

as the required-performances slot values of the runtime building assembly class being 

analyzed. These required performances will be inherited by all the instances of the 

runtime building assembly class that will be created later on in the SOS session. 
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6.4.2 Creation of Building Assembly Instances 

After all the global performances for those runtime building assembly classes that 

have global performances are obtained, SOS rules iterate over each space instance of each 

runtime space class. A rule fires for each space instance to obtain the building assembly 

instances that belong to that space instance. For each building assembly type in the has- 

building-assembly-classes slot of the space instance being analyzed, the rule provides a 

template for the designer to enter the names of the building assembly instances of that 

type. As the designer enters the names of the building assembly instances a program 

function creates the same named frames and relates each instance to the relevant runtime 

building assembly class with an instance-of relation and to the space instance with 

building-assembly-of relation (Fig. 6.16). The inverse of this relation is has-building- 

assemblies. 

6.4.3 Derivation of Recommended Performances for Space Assembly Classes 

SOS derives recommended performances for building assembly instances of a 

space instance through a series of intricate operations. Once all the building assembly 

instance names are obtained for a space instance, the rule that derives recommended 

performances of building assembly instances is ready to fire. The rule fires for 

combinations: (1) Each value in the user-requirements slot of the space instance; and 

(2) Each building assembly type that belongs to the space instance. For example, in Fig. 

6.17, the rule fires for the user-requirements slot value visual and the has-building- 

assembly-classes slot value window. 
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Every time the rule fires, it creates a special runtime building assembly class if 

it has not already been created. This will be referred to as space assembly class hereafter. 

The newly created space assembly class will carry information about all the building 

assembly instances that belong to the space instance and that are of the type that activated 

the rule. The figure shows the creation of runtime space assembly class OFFICE.1- 

WINDOWS as a subclass of XYZ.WINDOWS. The runtime space assembly class is 

related to OFFICE.1 with space-assembly-class-of relation. 

Once the special runtime building assembly class of the space instance is created, 

the rule checks for its typological performances that were inherited from the library 

building assembly object. It compares these performances to the performance values 

Stored in the related-performance slot of the frame with the user requirement name that 

activated the rule. For example, in Fig. 6.17, the user requirement frame VISUAL has 

values filter-in-out-light, source-absorb-light, barrier-light, switch-light, and 

enclosure-dimensions in its related-performance slot. The OFFICE.1-WINDOWS, on 

the other hand, has values filter-in-out-light, source-absorb-light, filter-in-out- 

radiation, source-absorb-air, switch-air and filter-in-out-sound in its possible- 

typological-performances slot inherited from the same named slot in the WINDOW 

building assembly object via XYZ.WINDOWS. Those performances that match, in this 

case source-absorb-light, and filter-in-out-light, are asserted as the values in the 

recommended-performances slot of the runtime space assembly class. 

Also, the rule creates a slot called usr-req-visual named after the user requirement 

visual that activated the rule and asserts it in the runtime space assembly class with a 
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copy of the newly added values of the recommended-performances slot. Thus, the user 

requirements and performances that can satisfy them are paired in these runtime space 

assembly classes (Fig. 6.17). 

6.4.4 Selection of Required Performances for Building Assembly Instances 

After SOS derives recommended-performances for each runtime space assembly 

Class of a space instance based on some user requirement of the space instance, a rule 

fires to show these derived performances to the designer. Since the runtime space 

assembly class (i.e., OFFICE.1-WINDOWS) is-a subclass of the global runtime building 

assembly class of its kind (1.e., XYZ.WINDOWS), it inherits any required-performances 

(i.e., filter-in-out-radiation) specified by the designer globally for the runtime building 

assembly class. At this point in the program, SOS shows the designer those 

recommended-performances slot values that are different than the required-performances 

slot values of the runtime space assembly class. In our example in Fig. 6.18, both filter- 

in-out-light and source-absorb-light values in the recommended-performances slot of 

OFFICE.1-WINDOWS are different than the required-performances slot value of the 

runtime space assembly class. Thus, they are both displayed as recommended 

performances to the designer. However, if the values of these two slots had all matched 

the required performances then, a message would remind that "all recommended 

performances have already been specified as required", and a list would appear showing 

the performances that are required. If there are performances that have not yet been 

specified by the designer either globally or as a result of some other user requirement as 
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in Fig. 6.18 then, the designer is provided the option to choose one or more of those 

performances. The chosen performances are added to the required-performances slot of 

the runtime space assembly class. 

Addition of each required performance that is different than those that are 

inherited from the runtime building assembly class parent, to the required-performances 

slot of the runtime space assembly class activates a rule that displays the names of the 

specific building assembly instances that belong to the space instance and that are 

instances of the runtime building assembly class that is a super-class of the runtime space 

assembly class. The rule asks for the selection of those building assembly instances that 

need to have the required performance which activated the rule. For example, the rule 

in Fig. 6.19 fires for the filter-in-out-light value in the recommended-performances slot 

of OFFICE.1-WINDOWS and displays WINDOW.1 and WINDOW.2 as the building 

assembly instances of OFFICE.1 that may need to have that performance. Those building 

assembly instances that are chosen to have the specific performance (i.e., WINDOW.2) 

get an additional performance name as the value in their required-performances slot (Fig. 

6.19). 

6.4.5 Part-to-Whole Relations in SOS 

Part-to-whole relations implied in the kas-part and part-of relation slots of 

building assemblies and building assembly parts play a significant role in transferring 

certain design intent information, namely in terms of required performances and materials 
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from the whole to its parts. The impact of part-to-whole relations can be analyzed under 

three different headings which will be discussed in the following subsections. 

6.4.5.1 Creation of Building Assembly Part Instances 

AS it was mentioned in Chapter 5 some building assemblies can be divided into 

smaller components and can be analyzed at building assembly part level. In such cases, 

the physical properties of building assembly parts gain importance and specifications need 

to be written considering more specific requirements for those building assembly parts 

that they can influence. 

Fig. 6.20 shows the creation of a building assembly part instances during an SOS 

session. Each time a building assembly instance is created and asserted in the SOS 

database, a rule is activated if the building assembly class of the building assembly 

instance has any has-part relation with any building assembly part object in the SOS 

libraries. As the rule fires it creates an instance of the building assembly part that 

activated it and asserts its name in the has-part relation slot of the building assembly 

instance for which it fired. For example in Fig. 6.20 the rule is activated by: (1) The 

existence of the value GLASS in the has-part relation slot of the WINDOW class object; 

and (2) The existence of the WINDOW.2 instance object that is an instance-of 

WINDOW. As the rule fires it creates WINDOW.2-GLASS building assembly part 

instance as instance-of GLASS and asserts it as the value of the has-part relation slot of 

WINDOW .2 instance. Thus, the part-to-whole relation between the library objects is also 

established between their instances. This will later enable the specification rules to take 
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into consideration the possible performances of the building assembly parts to which the 

specifications are related. This will be discussed in section 6.5.3. 

6.4.5.2 Relating Building Assembly Instances to External Envelope Instances 

The above section described the part-to-whole relation between building assembly 

and building assembly part instances. Similar relations exist between building assemblies 

that are positioned on the external envelope and the external envelope as a whole. It was 

mentioned in section 6.2.1 that as the XYZ.Building instance is created two building 

assembly instances XYZ.Envelope-above-ground and XYZ.Envelope-below-ground are 

also created simultaneously. In the Building Assembly Typology Library the parent 

object for XYZ.Envelope-above-ground is ENVELOPE-ABOVE-GROUND and has- 

part relations with the Building Assembly Typology Library objects such as WINDOW, 

EXTERNAL-ENVELOPE-WALL, EXTERNAL-DOOR, etc. As the SOS rules create 

runtime building assembly classes that are subclasses of these building assembly classes, 

a rule fires and asserts the name of the runtime building assembly class as the value in 

the has-part relation slot of the relevant external envelope building assembly instance that 

is XYZ.Envelope-above-ground or XYZ.Envelope-below-ground. For example in Fig. 

6.21 the XYZ.WINDOWS runtime building assembly class is associated with the 

XYZ.Envelope-above-ground with a has-part relation. 

Has-part relations in the XYZ.Envelope-above-ground and XYZ.Envelope- 

below-ground building assembly instances are then reversed and the inverse relation part- 

of is asserted in the relevant building assembly instances. 
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6.4.5.3 Deriving Building Assembly Performances from External Envelope 

Performances 

The design requirements for a building envelope specified at that level of design 

detail should be true for all the building assembly instances that belong to that envelope. 

Fig. 6.22 shows how building assembly instances that are on the building envelope can 

get performances based on the performance requirements of the envelope. The 

information is derived at the runtime building assembly class level and then inherited by 

the building assembly instances of that runtime building assembly class. 

The rule is activated if any of the possible-typological-performances slot values 

of any runtime building assembly class matches any of the required-performances slot 

values of XYZ.Envelope-above-ground or XY Z.Envelope-below-ground. The rule fires 

for each such match and asserts the matching performance value in the required- 
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performances slot of the runtime building assembly class. Then, all the required 

performances derived this way are inherited by the instances of the runtime building 

assembly class. For example in Fig. 6.22, the value filter-in-out-sound is asserted in the 

required-performances slot of the runtime building assembly class XYZ.WINDOWS 

through such an operation. 
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6.5 BUILDING ASSEMBLY PART AND MATERIAL ANALYSIS LEVEL 

A rule determines the transition from the building assembly analysis level to the 

building assembly part and material analysis level. The rule iterates over the values of 

the has-building-assembly-classes slot of each space instance. It checks the existence of 

any building assembly instances that are instance-of the iterated building assembly class 

and that are related to the space instance with a building-assembly-of relation. If there 

exists at least one building assembly instance for each building assembly class that was 

specified by the designer to exist in each space instance then, it means that all the 

building assembly instances have been created and their performances obtained. Thus, 

the rule asserts the control attribute value pair "get-specification-info yes" in the 

XYZ.Building frame. 

6.5.1 Creation of a Specification Instance 

The existence of the control attribute value pair "get-specification-info yes" in the 

XYZ.Building instance activates a rule that provides a list of specification types that SOS 

can create. The list consists of Specification Library class objects. Selection of a 

specification class results in a call to a program function which asserts the attribute value 

pair "show-spec-subclasses yes" in the chosen specification class frame, for example, 

GLASS-SPECIFICATION (Fig. 6.23). This newly asserted attribute value pair activates 

a rule that displays the subclasses of this specification class from which the designer can 

choose one. A call to a program function asserts an attribute value pair "create-instances 

yes" into the chosen specification subclass object. A rule activated by the existence of 
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the "create-instances yes" attribute value pair in a specification subclass frame, in this 

case GLAZING-SPECIFICATION, fires and displays a template for the designer to 

create a specification instance (Fig. 6.24). The template, as seen in the figure, asks for 

information on: (1) The name of the specification instance, for example, SPEC.1; (2) The 

names of the runtime space classes that are influenced by the specification instance, for 

example, XYZ.OFFICES; (3) The names of the runtime building assembly classes that 

are influenced by the specification instance, for example, all windows in the 

XYZ.Building that is XYZ.WINDOWS; (4) The names of the runtime space assembly 

classes for which that the specification instance is valid, for example, all windows of an 

office that is OFFICE.1-WINDOWS; and (5) The names of building assembly instances 

for which the specification instance is valid, for example, WINDOW.1. 

As the designer enters the name of a specification instance, a program function 

creates a frame with that name and makes it an instance of the specification subclass that 

was chosen previously by the designer. For example in Fig. 6.24, SPEC.1 is made 

instance-of GLAZING-SPECIFICATION. The program function also asserts the 

control attribute value pair "get-spec-instance-info yes" in the specification instance frame 

which makes SOS database ready to get information on the current specification instance. 

6.5.2 Tracing Specifications to Building Assembly Instances 

SOS assumes that specifications can only be related to building assembly 

instances. However, the designer is free to specify at any level of generality making sure 
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that the specification can finally be traced to a building assembly instance in the building. 

Thus, any of the last four pairs of entries shown in Fig. 6.24 may be chosen by the 

designer to relate the specification instance to the building assemblies in the building. 

Possible scenarios are shown in figures 6.25 through 6.28 and discussed in the following 

paragraphs. 

6.5.2.1 Relating Specifications to Runtime Space Classes 

If the designer chooses to relate the specification to a space class, then s/he also 

needs to specify the related building assembly class in all spaces of that type for which 

the specification is valid. If the designer chooses to relate SPEC.1 to the runtime 

space class XYZ.OFFICES and enters WINDOW as the relevant building assembly class 

in those spaces to which SPEC.1 is related (Fig. 6.25) then, a program function relates 

the specification instance SPEC.1 to XYZ.OFFICES via the has-specification relation 

of XYZ.OFFICES. Another program function creates a slot called window-spec in 

XYZ.OFFICES frame and asserts the value SPEC.1 in there. 

Once the specification instance is related to the space class and the "window-spec 

.1" attribute value pair is asserted, a rule is activated by the existence of this attribute 

value pair in a runtime space class in this case XYZ.OFFICES. This attribute value pair 

is inherited by all the instances of XYZ.OFFICES which means all the offices in the 

XYZ.Building. As the rule fires, it breaks the slot name window-spec into the strings 

"window" and "spec", and determines the type of the building assembly to which the 

specification is related, that is WINDOW. Then, all the building assembly instances that 
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are instance-of WINDOW and that belong to the instances of XYZ.OFFICES runtime 

space class are asserted the attribute value pair "has-specification SPEC.1". Thus, 

WINDOW.1 has-specification SPEC.1. This will be useful later in determining the 

physical properties that need to be considered in the explanation of SPEC.1 based on the 

required performances of building assembly instances for which it is valid. 

6.5.2.2 Relating Specifications to Runtime Building Assembly Classes 

If the designer chooses to relate SPEC.2 to the runtime building assembly class 

XYZ.PARTITION-WALLS (Fig. 6.26) then, a program function will assert the attribute 

value pair "has-specification SPEC.2" in the object fame XYZ.PARTITION-WALLS. 

This attribute value pair will automatically be inherited from the XYZ.PARTITION- 

WALLS runtime building assembly class by all its instances that is all the partition walls 

in XYZ.Building. 

6.5.2.3 Relating Specifications to Runtime Space Assembly Classes 

If the designer chooses to relate SPEC.3 to the space assembly class OFFICE.1- 

WINDOWS (Fig. 6.27) then, a program function asserts the attribute value pair "has- 

specification SPEC.3" in the OFFICE.1-WINDOWS frame. The existence of such an 

attribute value pair in a space assembly class, in this case OFFICE.1-WINDOWS, will 

activate a rule which asserts the same attribute value pair in all the WINDOW instances 

that are building-assemblies-of OFFICE.1. 
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6.5.2.4 Relating Specifications to Building Assembly Instances 

If the designer chooses to relate SPEC.4 to the building assembly instance 

WINDOW.4 and WINDOW.5, then a program function directly relates the two building 

assembly instances to SPEC.4 the has-specification relation of SPEC.4. This is the most 

direct specification creation (Fig. 6.28). 

Every time a has-specification relation is asserted in any runtime space class, 

runtime building assembly class, runtime space assembly class or building assembly 

instance a rule fires to inverse the relation and asserts specification-of relation in the 

relevant specification instance with the runtime space class, runtime building assembly 

class, runtime space assembly class or building assembly instance name as its value. 

6.5.3 Material Information Template 

After the specification instance is created and related to the relevant building 

assembly instances, a rule fires to determine those physical properties of the relevant 

building assembly instances that the designer may want to take into consideration while 

writing the specification. 

There are two alternative rules that may fire to do this job based on the existence 

of any building assembly parts to which the specification is relevant. Fig. 6.29 shows 

how the first rule works in case of the existence of a building assembly part that belongs 

to the relevant building assembly instances and the specification instance. The rule fires 

in cases where the specification instance is by default related to a specific building 

assembly part in a building assembly rather than the building assembly in its whole. The 
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Related Space Class: 
Related Space Class: 

  

      
  

Related Building Assembly Class: 
Related Building Assembly Class: 

  

      
  

Related Runtime Space Assembly Class: 
Related Runtime Space Assembly Class: 

  

      
  

Related Building Assembly Instance: WINDOW4 
Related Building Assembly Instance: WINDOWS 

¥ 

  

        
  

  

  

  

    

      
        

    

XYZ.WINDOWS 

required-performances : [“ filter-i fiat’ 

instance-of instance-of 

WINDOW4 WINDOWS 
required-performances : required-performances : : filter-i fiati 
source ebeort light : I ification : 

has-specification : SPECA 
SPECA                   

Figure 6.28 - Relating specification instances 
to building assembly instances directly 

rule is activated by: (1) The existence of a value GLASS in the related-building- 

assembly-parts slot of SPEC.1; (2) The existence of a value, in this case WINDOW.2, 

in the specification-of slot of SPEC.1; and (3) The existence of a building assembly part 

instance WINDOW.2-GLASS as the value of the has-part relation slot of WINDOW.2. 

As the rule fires, it iterates over the values of the required-performances slot of 
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Figure 6.29 - Derivation of relevant physical properties 

for building assembly parts 
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WINDOW.2. It checks if any of the iterated performance values is also a value in the 

related-performances slot of WINDOW.2-GLASS, the building assembly part instance 

that belongs to WINDOW.2, and that is relevant to SPEC.1 by being an instance-of 

GLASS building assembly part. For each performance that exists in both slots namely 

the related-performances slot of the building assembly part instance and the reguired- 

performances slot of the building assembly instance, the rule finds the library frames that 

have names after that performance. Then, it asserts the values in the relevant-physical- 

properties slot of that performance frame (e.g., FILTER-IN-OUT-RADIATION- 

PERFORMANCE) as the values of the matl-info-temp slot of the specification instance, 

in this case, SPEC.1. The values stored in the newly created matl-info-temp slot of 

SPEC.1 refer to those physical properties that need to be considered in the preparation 

of SPEC.1. This is because of the previously required performances of building assembly 

instances for which SPEC.1 is valid. | 

The second alternative rule that finds physical properties that need to be 

considered in a specification instance is shown to work in Fig. 6.30. The rule fires when 

the specification is related to the building assembly in its whole. It is activated by the 

existence of a specification instance with a specification-of slot value that is instance-of 

BUILDING-ASSEMBLY object class and the absence of any slot called related- 

building-assembly-parts in the same specification instance. The rule iterates over the 

values of the required-performances slot of the building assembly instance to which the 

specification is related. For each performance value, it asserts in the matl-info-temp slot 
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PART-WALL1 PART-WALL2 

required-performances : required-performances : 
filter-in-out-sound filter-in-out-sound 

filter-in-out-heat           
  

    

    

                  

  

  

        

Figure 630 - Derivation of relevant physical properties 
for building assemblies 

of the specification instance, the values in the related-physical-properties slot of the 

performance frame named after that performance value. 

The attribute value pair "get-spec-instance-info yes" that was asserted during the 

initial creation of the specification instance on which SOS is working, activates a rule 

which displays a template for the designer to enter certain material brand name 

information along with some descriptive information. Fig. 6.31 shows a sample template 

displayed at a firing of this rule. The template shows a list of material brand names that 
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SPEC1 INFORMATION TEMPLATE 

MATERIAL TYPE: 
(_) Globe-Amerada-insulating-Glazing 
(X) Globe-Amerada-Acousta-Pane-Insulated-Glass 

} Globe-AmeradarSky Slope-Giazing 

( ) NO MATERIAL SPECIFIED 

BRAND-NAME-OR-EQUAL-CLAUSE (X) YES ({ ) NO 

Descriptive note (optional) : | | 

Installation note (optional) : | | 

  

  

  

OPERATIONS: 
( ) NEXT-SPEC-INSTANCE 
( ) NEXT-SPEC-CLASS 
(X) MATERIAL-ANFO-TEMPLATE 
( ) END-SPEC-INFORMATION     
Figure 631 - Specification Information Template 
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are all instance-of the related-material slot value of the specification instance that is 

being analyzed. The designer is asked to choose one of the brand names or the NO- 

MATERIAL-SPECIFIED option. If a material is chosen then, it is asserted as the value 

of the material-brand slot of the specification instance. 

The next entry in the template is to determine whether the chosen material brand 

is chosen as part of a "brand name or equal" clause. The selection of YES asserts the 

brand name as the value in the brand-name-or-equal slot of the specification instance. 

Then, the designer is provided with two entries for descriptive and if necessary 

installation information to be added to the specification. This information can be as long 

as necessary and can be in any format. Two program functions assert the text in string 

form into the descriptive-string and the installation slots of the specification instance. 

Finally, the designer is asked to choose the next operation to be performed in the 

specification level of analysis. Options are: (1) NEW-SPEC-INSTANCE to create a new 

specification instance that is instance-of the current specification subclass; (2) NEW- 

SPEC-CLASS to create a new specification instance that is instance-of a new 

specification subclass; (3) END-SPEC-INFO to end the analysis at the specification level; 

and (4) MATL-INFO-TEMP to view the list of physical properties that need to be 

considered in the creation of the current specification instance and in material selection. 

If the designer chooses the NEW-SPEC-INSTANCE option then, the SOS rule that 

first fired to create a specification instance as it was previously shown in Fig. 6.24 is 

activated and the whole procedure described up until now is repeated. 
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If the designer chooses the NEW-SPEC-CLASS option then, a list of possible 

specification classes is displayed for the designer (Fig. 6.23) to choose from and the same 

rules discussed before work to get more specification information. 

If the designer chooses the END-SPEC-INFO option then, the assertion of the 

control attribute value pair "spec-operations end-spec-info" in the XYZ.Building 

instance frame prevents any modification to the SOS database and thus, the activation of 

any other rule in the SOS program and the SOS session ends. 

If the designer chooses the MATL-INFO-TEMP option then, a control attribute 

value pair "show-matl-info-temp yes" is asserted in the specification instance. This 

control attribute value pair activates a rule which fires to display all those physical 

properties that are stored in the matl-info-temp slot of the specification instance being 

analyzed. The derivation of the matl-info-temp slot values was discussed in section 6.5.3. 

Fig 6.32 shows the physical properties template. The designer is asked to enter value for 

those physical properties that s/he would like to be considered in material selection and 

a call to a program function asserts the physical property as a slot name and the designer 

defined value as its value in the specification instance. For example, SPEC.1 is asserted 

the slot called relative-heat-gain with the designer defined value 120. 

The rule also asserts a control attribute get-back-to-spec-operations in 

XYZ.Building with the name of the current specification subclass that the current 

specification instance is instance-of as its value. This attribute value pair activates a rule 

which fires to show the designer the list of available operations that may be performed 

next. Options are (1) NEXT-SPEC-INSTANCE ; (2) NEXT-SPEC-CLASS; and (3) 
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Material Info Template for SPECI: 

Daylight-transmittance 
Daylight-reflectance 
Giazing-coefficient 
Shading~-coefficient 

  

Solar-energy-transmittance 
Solar-energy-reflectance 
Relative-heat-gain 
Thermaltransmittance 

  

  
  

  

  

      
Figure 6.32 - Determining physical properties for building assembly materials 
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END-SPEC-INFO all of which work as it was discussed in previous sections. If the 

NEXT-SPEC-INSTANCE option is chosen SOS knows which specification subclass to 

create specification instances from, as it is stored as the value of the control attribute 

value pair that activated the rule. If the END-SPEC-INFO option is chosen then, the 

program ends asking the user whether s/he wants to load any application that works based 

on the design and design intent information created until that point. 

6.6 SOS IN SUMMARY 

The main task undertaken by the Skull knowledge base is the derivation of a 

semantic representation from a geometrical and topological building design representation 

created interactively with the designer user. The prototype tries to minimize assumptions 

by increasing user interaction. However, in cases where user input is not available, 

certain procedures and rules derive attribute values for building, space, building assembly, 

and building assembly part instances by manipulating typological user requirements and 

functions. 

The SOS knowledge base provides to a purely topological and geometrical 

representation of an artifact, additional attributes and relations that would only be implied 

in an otherwise geometrical and topological design representation. The main 

characteristics of SOS that enable this elaboration are the following: 

(1) SOS has static knowledge about typological functions and performances of 

design objects (i.e., space, building assembly, building assembly part) as well as 

typical user requirements that these objects satisfy. This knowledge is used in 
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the derivation of new attributes and relations as well as in providing defaults in 

cases of limited amount of information. 

(2) SOS is designed to take into consideration the refinement of design intent 

(i.e., function, user requirements, performance, physical properties) at various 

levels of design detail (i.e., building, space, building assembly, building assembly 

part). Therefore, it can reason with different types of design intent information 

depending on the level of detail it is dealing with. For example, at the space 

level, performances of building assemblies that belong to a space are taken into 

consideration, while at the building assembly part level the physical properties of 

the building assembly part become the focus of attention. 

(3) SOS is user-interactive. It tries to minimize assumptions by giving priority 

to user interaction. 

(4) SOS directs the designer’s explanation of design intent by asking the 

necessary questions that are relevant to a specific case. For example, SOS knows 

that the GLASS building assembly part of a WINDOW serves its filter-in-out- 

light performance. When it derives the required-performances of WINDOW.1 

as filter-in-out-light it knows that the daylight transmittance of WINDOW.1- 

GLASS is an important physical property that affects material selection. Thus 

SOS asks for a value for the daylight transmittance of WINDOW.1-GLASS and 

asserts the value in the same named attribute slot. 

(5) Finally, SOS stores and displays design intent related to design objects at 

different levels of design detail. This characteristic enables the tracing of higher 
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order design intents as justifications of lower order design decisions. For 

example, the daylight-transmittance attribute value of WINDOW.1-GLASS is 

based on the filter-in-out-light performance of WINDOW.1 which constitutes a 

higher level design detail than window.1-GLASS. Similarly, the filter-in-out- 

light performance of WINDOW.1 is justified by the visual user requirement of 

OFFICE.1. Moving one level up, visual user requirement of OFFICE.1 is 

justified by the global user requirement visual in the user-requirements slot of 

XYZ.Building. 

As a conclusion the system output clarifies the reasons behind various design 

decisions and material choices and helps the designer externalize his/her design intent in 

a format that is usable by the estimator. From an estimator’s perspective, design intent 

information is used to structure the estimate and make right trade-offs when necessary. 

Information on design intent enhances the comparisons made between current designs and 

past ones. The cost implications of past designs on current ones are evaluated more 

precisely. Furthermore, design intent supplements the estimator’s understanding of 

specifications and aids him/her in making appropriate material choices. 

SOS output can be used in material selection and substitution, value engineering 

and preparation of shop drawings with addition of sufficient amount of detail and 

knowledge about these tasks as was discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 7 describes a 

material selection and substitution application that has been implemented on the computer 

and that reflects the potential use of an SOS output in cost estimating applications. 
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CHAPTER 7 

MATERIAL APPLICATION MODULE 

This chapter describes one of the potential cost estimating related applications that 

can benefit from the SOS output. The chosen application is material selection and 

substitution in cases where: (1) A material brand is not specified by the designer, but 

design intent requirements are made available; and (2) A material is specified, but within 

a "brand-name-or-equal-clause” along with design intent requirements. This application 

which is implemented in a small scale computer program called Material Application 

Module. The module which works together with the SOS prototype system is described 

in detail in the following sections. 
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7.1 OVERVIEW OF MATERIAL APPLICATION MODULE 

The Material Application Module is a computerized example of how design intent 

can be used in cost estimating related applications. It is a small scale application that is 

implemented only for proof-of-concept purposes. It uses part of the design intent 

information that was externalized by the SOS prototype system and represented in the 

SOS output. 

The Material Application Module communicates with the SOS output mostly 

through the materials specification instance objects that were created during the SOS 

session. By using the information stored in the specification instance frames and by 

communicating with the Material and Equipment Library, the module proposes material 

brands that can be used in the construction of various building assemblies. 

In selecting material brands or substituting brands in place of the ones specified 

by the designer, Material Application Module uses physical properties and performances 

of building assembly instances as its main comparison criteria. Those material brands that 

provide the best performance with their physical properties are presented to the contractor. 

Cost, labor, and installation information are not considered as selection criteria at the 

current implementation level of the program, however, they can easily be added since the 

attribute slots that support such information are already present. Also, as of the writing 

of this thesis, information on only one type of material brand, namely glazing material, 

is available in the Material and Equipment Library. Thus, Material Application Module 

can be applied only in a limited scope, i.e., in the selection of material brands that are 

instances of the GLAZING material class. However, the structure of the library allows 
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easy expansion by addition of information about various material brands from material 

catalogues. This can widen the scope of the Material Application Module. 

The SOS prototype was created for the designer to provide information about 

his/her design. The Material Application Module is for the contractor or the estimator 

to use for advice on material selection and substitution. However, it is not a stand alone 

system because it needs the SOS output as input information. Thus, as the SOS execution 

ends the contractor user is asked if the Material Application Module should be loaded to 

perform material analysis. A YES response activates the rule that loads the application. 

Material Application Module could perform on a stand alone basis in the future if the 

SOS output is made accessible by the module through an external database interface. 

Figure 7.1 outlines the flow of the Material Application program. Each box in the 

flowchart is labeled after the section which describes the process within the box. Figure 

7.2 provides a sample floor plan on which both SOS and Material Application Module 

can work. Figure 7.3 presents a partial SOS output where the design intent requirements 

of various space and building assembly instances can be observed. The reader may refer 

to these two figures throughout this chapter to visualize the position of the building 

assembly currently being analyzed in the building and the design intent requirements 

relevant to it. 
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721 Select material analysis operation : 
MATERIAL-SELECTION or MATERIAL-SUBSTITUTION 

t 
Get the level of material analysis, that is, 

type of design objects that need to be analyzed 

¥ 
Chosse the building assemblies or spaces to be 
analyzed under the selected level of analysis 

¥ 
Determine the scope of influence, that is, the building assembly instances 

that need to be considered for the current material analysis 

Y 

Determine the specification instances related to the 
building assembly instances that need to be analyzed; 

FOR each specification instance 

      

  

722 

  

  

      

  

73 

      

  

  

  

Create a SPECX-ANALYSIS frame 
for material analysis information to be stored 

v 
Determine and store the relevant physical properties 
to the specification instance in the newly created 

SPEC_X-ANALYSIS frame 

v 
75 | Determine the optimization criteria (minimize or maximize) 

for each physical property and 
store it in the relevant SPECX-ANALYSIS frame 

74 Determine the available material brand and physical 
information based on the SOS output. Based on 

the available information determine which type of analysis 
is required. 

      

  

      
  

      

  

      
  

76 Find material brands that are equal or 
better than designer specified material 

brands or material brands that meet specifications 
and design intent requirements 

Figure 7.1 - Outline of the Material Application Module program flow 
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WINDOW3 WINDOWS 
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PART-WALLA 

WINDOW4 | OFFICE2 CONF-ROOM.1 
EXT-ENV-WALL6 
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EXT-ENV-WALL9 EXT-ENV-WALLIO | EXT-ENV-WALL2 

Figure 7.2 - A floor plan that SOS has worked on 

7.2 SELECTION OF ANALYSIS TYPE AND ANALYSIS OBJECTS 

7.2.1 Selection of Material Operation 

One of the first rules that fire at the beginning of the Material Application Module 

execution creates a frame called MATERIAL-ANALYSIS. This frame will provide 

information about the status and the type of material analysis performed by the module. 

Such information is necessary for the activation of various rules in the module. The rule 

also asks the contractor the type of analysis that s/he wants to be performed. The options 

are MATERIAL-SELECTION and MATERIAL-SUBSTITUTION. In Fig. 7.4 the 

contractor has chosen the MATERIAL-SELECTION option and the value material- 

selection has been asserted as the value of the type-of-analysis slot of the MATERIAL- 

ANALYSIS frame. The rule has no preconditions other than the existence of the control 
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RUN-STATUS 
  

        

  

      

  

Status : RUN STATUS = MATERIAL OPERATION: 

status : t (X) MATERIAL SELECTION = 
( ) MATERIAL SUBSTITUTION MATERIAL-ANALYSIS 

  

    type-of analysis : material-selection   

        

Figure 7.4 - Selection of material operation 

attribute pair "run-status t" in the control frame RUN-STATUS. This frame and the 

attribute value pair are created at the time the program is loaded. The rule deletes the 

control attribute value pair from the database as it fires. 

7.2.1 Selection of Level of Analysis 

Once the type of analysis is obtained and asserted in the MATERIAL- 

ANALYSIS frame, Material Application Module wants to know about the level of detail 

at which the analysis will take place. A rule activated by the value material-selection 

in the type-of-analysis slot of the MATERIAL ANALYSIS frame fires and displays 

available levels of analysis that exist in the Material Application Module. The options 

are shown in Fig. 7.5. They are: (1) A building assembly class such as 

XYZ.WINDOWS or XYZ.PARTITION-WALLS; (2) A building assembly instance such 

as WINDOW.1 or PART-WALL.1; (3) All building assemblies of a space class such as 

all offices in the building such as XYZ.OFFICES; (4) All building assemblies of a space 

instance such as OFFICE.1; (5) A building assembly class of a space instance, that is a 

space assembly class such as OFFICE.1-WINDOWS or CONF-ROOM.1-PARTITION- 

WALLS; and (6) A building assembly class of a space class such as windows of 
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- is : materiabselection MATERIAL-ANALYSIS Peay analysis hose: build hi 

type-of analysis : materialselection class-of-space-instance       
  

  

() 
() 
( ) All Building Assemblies of a Space Class 
( ) All Building Assemblies of a Space Instance 
(X) Building Assembly Class of a Space Instance 

( ) Building Assembly Class of a Space Class     
Figure 75 - Selection of level of analysis 

XYZ.OFFICES. These options are consistent with the options that were available for 

specification creation in SOS described in section 6.5. As the contractor selects one of 

the options, a program function asserts the selected option name as the value of the level- 

of-analysis-chosen slot of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. For example, in Fig. 7.5 

the contractor has chosen the BUILDING ASSEMBLY CLASS OF A SPACE 

INSTANCE option and the value building-assembly-class-of-space-instance is asserted 

as the value in the level-of-analysis-chosen slot of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. 

Existence of a value in the level-of-analysis-chosen slot of the MATERIAL- 

ANALYSIS frame activates a rule which does one of the two things: (1) Provides a list 

of available design objects that belong to the chosen level of analysis; or (2) Asks the 

contractor for the specific name of the design object(s) to be analyzed as they are referred 

to in the SOS output. Possible scenarios are shown in figures 7.6 through 7.11. 
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MATERIAL-ANALYSIS 

      

  

  Available Design Elements Under this Category: 

  

    

MATERIAL-ANALYSIS 
(X) XYZ.WINDOWS type-of-analysis : materiatselection 
( ) XYZPARTITION-WALLS BE | ivcrot-ansiyirchomn : taking ery 

) XYZEXTERNAL-DOORS phaopockinfbeose : yea 
  

( 
(_ ) XYZINTERNAL-DOORS 
( ) XYZEXTERNAL-ENVELOPE-WALLS     

Figure 7.6 - Determining the type of design objects to analyze under 
building-assembly-class category 

If the level-of-analysis-chosen is building-assembly-class (Fig. 7.6) then, the rule 

displays the list of runtime building assembly classes that exist in XYZ.Building and 

waits for selection. 

If the level-of-analysis-chosen is building-assembly-instance (Fig. 7.7) then, the 

contractor is asked to enter the name of the building assembly instance for which the 

material selection has to be performed. 

If the level-of-analysis-chosen is all-building-assemblies-of-space-class (Fig. 7.8) 

then, the rule provides a list of runtime space classes that exist in XYZ.Building and 

waits for selection. 

If the level-of-analysis-chosen is all-building-assemblies-of-space-instance (Fig. 

7.9) then, the rule asks for the name of the space instance by prompting the contractor 

for input. 
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Name of the building assembly instance to be analyzed : MATERIAL-ANALYSIS 

leveFof-analyzis-chosen : 
analysis-obdject-type-one : WINDOW2 
get-acope-of-influence : yes 

  

  

| WINDOW2 | 
  

  

      

  

Figure 7.7 - Determining the type of design objects to analyze under 
building-assembly-instance category 

  

MATERIAL-ANALYSIS 

levebof-analyzie-chosen : 

  

      

Available Design Elements Under this Category: 

(X) XYZ.OFFICES 
( } XYZCONFERENCE-ROOMS 

  

  

      

  

  

Figure 78 - Determining the type of design objects to analyze under 
all-building-assemblies-of-space-class category 

  

MATERIAL-ANALYSIS 
type-of analysis : materia selection 

  

      
  

  

Name of the space instance to be analyzed : 

  

  | once? 
  

  

    
  

Figure 7.9 - Determining the type of design objects to analyze under 
all-building-assemblies-of-space-instance category 
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If the level-of-analysis-chosen is building-assembly-class-of-space-instance (Fig. 

7.10) then, the rule asks for the name of the space instance by prompting the contractor 

for input. 

If the level-of-analysis-chosen is building-assembly-class-of-space-class (Fig. 

7.11) then, the rule displays the list of runtime space classes that exist in XYZ.Building 

and waits for a selection. 

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

Name of the building assembly instance to be analyzed : MATERIAL-ANALYSIS 

level-of-analysis-chosen : building-assembly-instance 

| WINDOW2 | analysis-object-type-one : WINDOW2 
get-scope-of-influence : yes 

      
  

Figure 7.10 - Determining the type of design objects to analyze under 
building-assembly-instance category 

  

  

      

  

  

    
  

  

  

Figure 7.11 - Determining the type of design objects to analyze under 
building-assembly-class-of-space-class category 
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In the first four cases, i.e., building-assembly-class, building-assembly-instance, 

all-building-assemblies-of-space-class, and all-building-assemblies-of-space-instance, 

the rule asserts an attribute value pair get-scope-of-influence yes in the MATERIAL- 

ANALYSIS frame (Fig. 7.9). This attribute value pair is asserted so that the Material 

Application Module rule that needs to trace the relevant building assembly instances for 

the selected level of analysis can be activated. In the last two cases, i.e., building- 

assembly-class-of-space-instance, and building-assembly-class-of-space-class, such an 

attribute value pair is not asserted because the database is not yet ready to trace the 

relevant building assembly instances. The rules in the knowledge base still need to know 

the relevant building assembly classes in the specified space instance or space class for 

which the analysis will be performed. 

In all cases, as seen in the relevant figures, calls to a program function assert the 

selected or entered value as the value of the analysis-object-type-one slot of the 

MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. For example, in Fig. 7.9 the value OFFICE.2 is 

asserted in the analysis-object-type-one slot of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. 

If the level of analysis that is chosen is building-assembly-class-of-space-instance 

then, a second rule fires to display the runtime space assembly classes of the chosen space 

instance (Fig. 7.12). If the level of analysis that is chosen is building-assembly-class-of- 

space-class then, the same rule fires to display building assembly classes in the instances 

of the chosen runtime space class (Fig. 7.13). The rule waits for a selection and upon 

selection a program function asserts the selected value in the analysis-object-type-two slot 

of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. For example, in Fig. 7.12 the selected value 
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MATERIAL-ANALYSIS 
  

level-of-analysis-chosen : building-assemby-class- 
of-space-instance 
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( ) LOBBY.HEXTERNAL-ENVELOPE-WALLS 
  

Figure 7.12 - Determining the type of design objects to analyze under 
building-assembly-class-of-space-instance category 

LOBBY.1-WINDOWS is asserted in the analysis-object-type-two slot of the 

MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. The rule also asserts the control attribute value pair 

"get-scope-of-influence yes” in the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. 

  

  

    
  

  

  

    
  

  

  

Figure 7.13 - Determining the type of design objects to analyze under 
building-assembly-class-of-space-class category 
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7.3. DETERMINING SCOPE OF INFLUENCE 

Once the attribute value pair "get-scope-of-influence yes" is asserted in the 

MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame, there are three alternative rules that may fire depending 

on the existence of the attribute analysis-object-type-two in the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS 

frame. In other words, the chosen level of analysis determines which rule to fire. 

Figures 7.14a, b, c, d display the modification the rule makes on the database. 

This rule fires if an attribute called analysis-object-type-two does not exist, but an 

attribute slot called analysis-object-type-one exists with a value in the MATERIAL- 

ANALYSIS frame. 

If the value in the analysis-object-type-one slot is instance-of a building assembly 

then, the rule does not need to do much derivation. For example, WINDOW.2 is 

instance-of the building assembly WINDOW, so the rule automatically asserts 

WINDOW.2 as the value in the scope-of-influence slot of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS 

frame (Fig. 7.14a). In this case, the contractor requests an analysis for only one design 

object. 

If the value in the analysis-object-type-one slot is-a building assembly, that is if 

the analysis is to be made on a runtime building assembly class then, all the instances of 

that runtime building assembly class are asserted as values in the scope-of-influence slot 

of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. For example in Fig. 7.14b, the value 

XYZ.WINDOWS which is-a BUILDING-ASSEMBLY in the analysis-object-type-one 

slot result in the assertion of the names of all the windows in the XYZ.Building, as seen 

in Fig. 7.2, in the scope-of-influence of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. 
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Figure 74a - Determining scope of influence for 
building-assembly-instance category 
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Figure 7.14b - Determining scope of influence for 
building-assembly-class category 

If the value in the analysis-object-type-one slot is instance-of SPACE then, it 

means that all the building assemblies in that space instance need to be analyzed for 

material selection. This is because there is no attribute called analysis-object-type-two 

in the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. Then, the rule finds the names of all the 

building assembly instances that are values of the has-building-assemblies slot of the 

space instance in question. Each relevant building assembly instance name is asserted as 

a value in the scope-of-influence slot of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. For 
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Figure 714c - Determining scope of influence for all-building- 
assemblies-of-space-instance category 

example in Fig. 7.14c, the rule has asserted all the building assemblies that belong to the 

space instance LOBBY.1 (e.g., PART-WALL.1, PART-WALL.2, WINDOW.6, 

WINDOW.7, EXT-ENV-WALL.8) in the scope-of-influence slot of the MATERIAL- 

ANALYSIS frame. 

If the value in the analysis-object-type-one slot is a runtime space class then, this 

means that all the building assembly instances in all the instances of that space class 

should be analyzed. Thus, their names are asserted in the scope-of-influence slot of 

MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. In Fig. 7.14d, the value XYZ.OFFICES in the 

analysis-object-type-one slot of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame results in the 

assertion of all the building assembly instances in both OFFICE.1 and OFFICE.2 space 
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Figure 714d - Determining scope of influence for all-building- 
assemblies-of-space-class category 

instances that are instance-of XYZ.WINDOWS, in the scope-of-influence slot of 

MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. 

The second alternative rule that finds the specific building assembly instances that 

need to be considered in the current analysis is shown in Fig. 7.15. The rule fires if there 

exists a slot called analysis-object-type-two with a value in the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS 

frame. It also requires the analysis-object-type-two slot value to be the space-assembly- 

class of the space instance stored in the analysis-object-type-one slot. Under such 

conditions, the rule finds the names of all the instances that belong to the space instance 

that activated the rule and that are instance-of the building assembly class that the space 

assembly class is subclass of. All building assembly instances that satisfy the above 

conditions are asserted in the scope-of-influence slot of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS 

frame. For example in Fig. 7.15, the value LOBBY.1-WINDOWS, which space- 
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type-of analysis : materiaselection 
level of-analysis-chosen : building-asscmby-class- 

of-space-instance 
analysis-obj : LOBBY1       

  

analysis-object-type-two : LOBBYI-WINDOWS 
get-scope-of-influence : yes 
            

  

  

      

Figure 7.15 - Determining scope of influence for 
building-assembly-class-of-space-instance category 

assembly-class-of LOBBY.1, in the analysis-object-type-two slot of MATERIAL- 

ANALYSIS frame results in the rule asserting WINDOW.6 and WINDOW.?7 that belong 

to LOBBY.1 in the scope-of-influence slot of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. 

The third alternative rule fires when the value in the analysis-object-type-one slot 

is a runtime space class and the value in the analysis-object-type-two slot is a building 

assembly. For example in Fig. 7.16, the value in the analysis-object-type-one slot is 

XYZ.OFFICES and the value in the analysis-object-type-two slot is PARTITION- 

WALL. The rule asserts all the instances of the building assembly PARTITION-WALL 

that belong to the instances of XYZ.OFFICES (i.e., OFFICE.1 and OFFICE.2). Thus, 

values PART-WALL.1, PART-WALL.2, PART-WALL.3, and PART-WALL.4 are 

asserted in the scope-of-influence slot of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame. 
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Figure 716 - Determining scope of influence for building- 
assembly-class-of-space-class category 

Once all the relevant building assembly instances are asserted in the scope-of- 

influence slot of the MATERIAL-ANALYSIS frame as values, a rule is activated for: 

(1) Each building assembly instance; and (2) The specification instance that is related to 

the building assembly instance with a specification-of relation (Fig. 7.17). For example, 

the rule is activated by WINDOW.7 and SPEC.1 in Fig. 7.17. The name of the 

Specification instance, for example SPEC.1, is converted into the symbol SPEC.1- 

ANALYSIS and asserted as a frame in the Material Application Module database. All 

the material information that will be derived by the Material Application Module will be 

stored in these frames as rules execute. The rule also asserts: (1) The name of the 

specification, that is SPEC.1, as the value in the analysis-of slot of; and (2) The name 
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Figure 7.17 - Creation of specification analysis frames 

of the building assembly instance that activated the rule as the value of the scope-of- 

influence slot of the spec.x-analysis frame (ie., SPEC.1-ANALYSIS). 

7.4 DETERMINING AVAILABLE MATERIAL INFORMATION 

After the spec.x-analysis frames are created a rule fires for each and checks the 

type of information provided in the specification instance that is stored in the analysis-of 

Slot of the spec.x-analysis frame that activated the rule. If the related specification has 

a material brand name in its material-brand slot, that is if the designer has specified a 

material brand, then, the value yes is asserted in the material-specified slot of the spec.x- 

analysis that activated the rule. Otherwise, if the designer has not specified any material 

brand then, no is asserted. Furthermore, the rule checks if there is any physical property 
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value that has been provided by the designer and stored in the specification instance. If 

there is any then, the rule asserts the attribute value pair "matl-prop-info yes" in the 

spec.x-analysis frame, otherwise "matl-prop-info no" attribute value pair is asserted. Fig. 

7.18 shows this process. 

  

  

  

      
  

              
  

  

  

  

        
  

            
Figure 7.18 - Determining available material information 

7.5 DETERMINING OPTIMIZATION CRITERIA FOR PHYSICAL 

PROPERTIES : MAXIMIZE OR MINIMIZE 

SOS libraries store information about the relations between various performances 

and physical properties that are relevant to these performances. A physical property can 

be considered in the context of several different performance requirements. For example, 

daylight-transmittance physical property of glass is relevant to both filter-in-out-light 

and source-absorb-light performances of windows. However, depending on the context, 
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that is the relevant performance, the physical property gets different ranges of values. For 

example, daylight-transmittance should be maximized in the context of source-absorb- 

light performance, whereas it needs to be minimized in the context of filter-in-out-light 

performance. The performance frames in the SOS libraries store the relevant physical 

properties along with their optimization criteria. Thus, FILTER-IN-OUT-LIGHT- 

PERFORMANCE frame has a slot called daylight-transmittance with the value 

minimize in it. 

After the creation of the spec.x-analysis frames, a rule fires to check the 

maximization or minimization criteria for physical properties that are relevant to the 

Current analysis. These relevant properties are stored in the matl-info-temp slot of the 

Specification instance that is relevant to the analysis. 

The rule is activated by the combination of the following conditions: (1) Existence 

of a spec.x-analysis object that has an analysis-of relation with a specification instance 

and a scope-of-influence relation with a building assembly instance; and (2) The 

existence of a value in the required-performances slot of the building assembly instance 

that was found in condition (1). 

As the rule fires it creates a symbol combining the required-performances slot 

value that activated the rule plus the string "performance". For example in Fig. 7.19 the 

symbol is FILTER-IN-OUT-RADIATION-PERFORMANCE. The newly created 

symbol is actually the name of a performance frame in the SOS libraries. The rule then, 

iterates over the related-physical-properties slot values of this performance frame. For 
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Figure 7.19 - Determining optimization criteria for physical properties 

those physical properties (i.e., solar-energy-transmittance, solar-energy-reflectance, 

relative-heat-gain) that also exist as values in the matl-info-temp slot of the specification 

instance (i.e., SPEC.1) that activated the rule, the rule creates a symbol combining the 

physical property name with the string "best". For example, solar-energy-transmittance- 

best slot name is created by such an operation. The rule then, asserts the new symbol as 

a slot in the spec.x-analysis frame on which the rule is working, in this case, SPEC.1- 

ANALYSIS. This slot will be used to store the names of the material brands that provide 

best performance in terms of the solar energy transmittance physical property. 
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Then, the rule checks whether the same physical property (1.e., solar-energy- 

transmittance) should be minimized or maximized when considered in the context of the 

performance requirement (i.e. filter-in-out-radiation) that activated the rule. As was 

mentioned previously, such knowledge is stored in the performance frames of the SOS 

libraries. Thus, the rule checks the relevant performance frame for the value of its slot 

named after the physical property that is being iterated. The value, which is minimize 

in this case, is asserted as the value of the newly created solar-energy-transmittance 

attribute slot in the SPEC.1-ANALYSIS frame. 

7.6 DERIVATION OF MATERIALS THAT SATISFY DESIGN INTENT 

REQUIREMENTS 

Once all the preliminary information described above is obtained, the Material 

Application Module is ready to execute those rules that find material brands that satisfy 

the design intent requirements expressed in terms of performance and physical properties. 

There are four scenarios that may be considered at this stage depending on the type of 

information available in the SOS output: (1) Case 1 - YES-NO CASE: A material has 

been specified by the designer, but no desirable values have been provided for the 

physical properties listed in the specification template of the building assembly; (2) Case 

2 - YES-YES CASE: A material brand has been specified by the designer and certain 

physical property values have also been provided in the specification template during the 

SOS session; (3) Case 3 - NO-YES CASE: A material brand has not been specified by 

the designer, but various physical property values have been provided in the specification; 
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and (4) Case 4 - NO-NO CASE: Neither a material brand has been specified nor any 

physical property values have been entered. The cases are named based on the yes or no 

values in the material-specified and matl-prop-info slots of the spec.x-analysis frame that 

activates the rules. 

The following sections will be discussing each case in detail, but before, it is 

appropriate at this point to have a look at a material brand frame from the Material and 

Equipment Library. Fig. 7.20 shows such a frame. As seen in the figure, a material 

brand frame has various physical property slots with several different physical property 

values stored in them. These different values represent the available versions of the same 

material brand having different physical property values. Material Application Module 

assumes that each combination of these values exists and refers to a different material 

brand version. Thus, in the later versions of the program the specific values of the 

physical property values in the proposed material brand can be stored to show the specific 

version of the chosen product to the contractor. The material brand frames also carry 

some information that is descriptive rather than numeric as in the any-special-coating slot 

of the sample material brand in Fig. 7.20. These attributes are also present in the relevant 

specifications that deal with this type of material; however, at the current level of 

implementation they are not considered as selection criteria. 
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GLAZING 
      

 instance-of 
  

GLOBE-AMERADA-ACOUSTA-PANE-INSULATED-GLASS 
  

any-speciaFcoating : low-reflectivity high-reflectivity low-emissivity 
speciattreatment : strengthened tempered 

unit-combination : clear-clear clear-clear.coated clear-tinted 
thickness : O51 0.75 10 15 151 2 25 
daylight-transmittance : 90 70 50 30 i 
shading-coefficient : 09 0.7 06 05 0: 
relative-heat-gain : 200 150 120 100 $0 
therma!-transmittance : 10 08 065 055 045 
sound-transmission-class : 15 25 30 35 40 45 50 
maintenance-requirement : low 
cost ; 

unit : sqft       
Figure 7.20 - Sample Material Brand object from the Material & Equipment Libr. 

7.6.1 YES-NO Case 

In traditional specifications there may be cases where the designer specifies a 

material brand for a building assembly, but does not provide any information as to the 

reasons s/he chose it or any physical property values that influenced his/her selection. 

Such cases are usually accompanied by a "brand-name-or-equal-clause" where the 

designer requires the contractor to use the specified material brand or any other material 

brand that is "equal". However, the conditions of "equal" are usually not clear. 

The YES-NO case described in this section is considered to take such “brand- 

name-or-equal-clause"s into account. The difference between the material substitution 

performed by the Material Application Module and the material substitution made by the 

contractor using traditional specifications is that, the design description created by SOS 

has more design intent information than the traditional specifications and drawings. Thus, 
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Material Application Module has access to more detailed substitution criteria than the 

contractor who would generally have access to only specifications and drawings. The rule 

that finds possible material brands that can be substituted in place of the specified 

material brand is flowcharted as seen in Fig. 7.21. A fictitious example in Fig. 7.21 

describes the process in English-like terms, while the following discussion describes the 

object-oriented details of the rule firings. 

In the YES-NO case, a rule is activated for various combinations of: (1) Each 

spec.x-analysis frame with values yes and no in its material-specified and matl-prop-info 

slots; and (2) Each physical property that is relevant to the specification instance for 

which the analysis is made and that has a slot value in the material brand frame specified 

by the designer. 

As the rule fires, if the physical property that activated the rule needs to be 

minimized, then the rule finds the minimum of the values in the physical property slot 

of the material brand that activated the rule. A global-criteria-variable is set equal to this 

minimum value. Then, a local-criteria-variable is set equal to 1000000 for minimization 

cases. The global-criteria-variable is used to check conformance to the specifications 

whereas the local-criteria-variable is used to find the best among those material brands 

that conform to the specifications. 

The rule iterates over all the material brands in the material library that belong to 

the same class as the material brand specified by the designer. Then, for those material 
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Figure 7.21 - YES-NO Case: Description of flow 
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Figure 7.22 - YES-NO case 

brands that do have any slot values in their physical property slot named after the 

physical property that activated the rule, the rule does the following (Fig. 7.22): (1) It 

iterates over the slot values of the physical property that activated the rule. If the 

smallest value in the slot is less than or equal to the global-criteria-variable then, the 

name of the material brand is combined with the string "material" and a new symbol is 

created. This new symbol, for example Ar-sunglas-clear-material is asserted as a slot 

name in the spec.x-analysis frame in this case called SPEC.1-ANALYSIS and the 

physical property name that activated the rule is asserted as its value. This means that 

the material brand that is referred to in the slot name is eligible on the basis of the 
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physical properties that the slot stores as values. The material brand is better or at least 

equal to the material brand specified by the designer; (2) If the minimum value in the 

physical property slot of the material brand currently being iterated is also less than the 

local-criteria-variable then, the local-criteria-variable is set equal to this new minimum 

value. Then the name of the material brand is asserted in the slot named after the 

physical property that activated the rule (i.e. daylight-transmittance-best) after all its 

present values are deleted. If the minimum value is equal to the local-criteria-variable 

then, the name of the material brand that is eligible is added to the present values in the 

relevant physical-property-best slot. This way the rule iterates over all the material brands 

and finds: (1) Those material brands that are eligible, meaning better than or equal to the 

one specified by the designer; and (2) Those material brands that give the best 

performance in terms of the physical property that activated the rule. 

If the physical property that activated the rule needs to be maximized then, the 

rule will find the maximum value in the physical property slot of the specified material 

and set global-criteria-variable equal to that number and will set the local-criteria-variable 

equal to 0. The rest of the process has the same structure as it was discussed above, 

different only in that the search is to find the material brand with the maximum physical 

property values. 

7.6.2 YES-YES Case 

The second case considered for material substitution of Material Application 

Module is the YES-YES case. This case occurs when the designer has specified a 
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material brand in a "brand-name-or-equal-clause" and has added to this brand name some 

physical property information. Thus, some of the desired physical properties of potential 

material brands are already defined by the designer and made known to the contractor. 

In such a material substitution case, the designer specified physical properties and their 

values would have priority over the physical properties that the specified material brand 

possesses. Thus, material substitution is made by the contractor considering such a 

priority, along with other project dependent constraints. Fig. 7.23 shows the flow of the 

program in YES-YES case in English-like terms while the following discussion describes 

the mechanics of the rule that makes the material substitution. 

In the YES-YES case, a rule is activated for each physical property of each spec.x- 

analysis frame that has the value yes in its material-specified and matl-prop-info slots. 

One important point to mention here is that although the value in the matl-prop-info slot 

is yes, that is the designer has provided some physical property information, s/he may not 

have provided values for all the physical properties that are relevant for the analysis. 

Thus each time the rule fires, it first checks whether the physical property that has 

activated the rule is a physical property slot with a value in the specification instance 

frame. 

If there is a value in the physical property slot of the specification instance then, 

the global-criteria-variable is set equal to this designer specified value (Fig. 7.24). If 
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Figure 7.23 - YES-YES Case: Description of FLow 
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Figure 7.24 - YES-YES case 

there is no value specified in the specification instance then, the rule checks to see if the 

physical property that activated the rule exists as a slot in the material brand that was 

specified. If it is a slot with a value then, depending on the optimization criteria for this 

physical property, that is minimize or maximize, the rule binds the global-criteria-variable 

to the minimum or maximum physical property slot value of the specified material brand. 

If a slot named after the physical property that activated the rule exists neither in the 

relevant specification instance frame nor in the specified material brand frame then, the 

physical property is not considered in the analysis. Thus, the global-criteria-variable does 

not have a value. 
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For cases where the global criteria-variable does have a value, the rule fires as it 

was described for the YES-NO case. Thus, the only difference in the YES-YES case is 

in determining the global-criteria-variable value. In the YES-YES case the priorities for 

binding the variable are: (1) To bind the variable to the designer entered value, if any, 

stored in the specification instance; (2) To bind the variable to the minimum or maximum 

of the values if any stored in the physical property slot of the specified material brand; 

and (3) If neither 1 nor 2 is valid to ignore the physical property that activated the rule 

in the analysis. 

7.6.3 NO-YES Case 

The third case that the Material Application Module deals with is when the 

designer leaves the material brand selection to the contractor, but provides some 

guidelines in terms of physical property information. In such a case the contractor’s 

material selection is based on mainly those physical properties that are mentioned in the 

specifications by the designer. In addition to the physical property information provided 

in the specifications, Material Application Module considers those physical properties that 

SOS has previously found relevant for the material selection of the specific building 

assembly being analyzed. 
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Figure 7.25 - NO-YES Case: Description of flow 
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Figure 7.26 - NO-YES case 

One weakness of SOS at the current level of implementation is that, it does not 

have the capability to accept ranges of values for designer specified physical properties. 

The designer has to enter single numeric values for the physical properties that s/he wants 

to be considered. Material Application Module tries to compensate for this deficiency by 

using the previously described maximize/minimize criteria. The use of maximize / 

minimize criteria along with the designer specified upper or lower boundaries enables the 

selection of material brands with a range of physical property values. For physical 
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properties which have no designer specified properties, Material Application Module 

considers the maximize/minimize criteria by itself and selects material brands from the 

Material and Equipment Library, that provide the best possible performance. Fig. 7.25 

shows the logic of the process in English-like syntax, while the following discussion 

provides the details about the rule firings. 

The NO-YES case refers to situations where the designer has not specified any 

material brand, but has supplied some material property information. However, as 

mentioned for the previous case, s/he may not have entered values for all the physical 

properties that are relevant to the specification that was being created. Thus, there are 

two cases under this heading: (1) The case where the designer has provided a value for 

the physical property that activates the rule; and (2) The case where the physical property 

that activates the rule has no designer supplied values. Different analysis are performed 

by different rules in each case. 

If the physical property slot that activated the rule has a value in the specification 

instance that is relevant to the analysis then, the rule binds the global-criteria-variable to 

this value (Fig. 7.26). And the selection of a material is done the same way as it was 

discussed for the previous two cases. 

If the physical property slot in the relevant specification instance has no values 

then, the case is same as the NO-NO case which will be described in the next section. 

Although the rule for this version of the NO-YES case is different in that it is activated 

by the NO-YES case conditions, it works the same way as the NO-NO case rule. Thus 

it is not discussed here, but in the next section. Mainly, the analysis is done to find the 
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best of all the material brands that exist in the Material and Equipment Library that are 

of the class defined in the related-material slot of the relevant specification instance. 

Selection is based on the maximization or minimization criteria found from the required 

performances for the relevant building assemblies. 

7.6.4 NO-NO Case 

The fourth and the last case considered by Material Application Module is when 

the designer has neither specified a material brand name nor given any physical property 

values for the material selection task of the contractor. In such cases, the contractor 

would depend on his/her own experience and historic database to make appropriate 

material brand selections that would satisfy the objectives of the design. At this point, 

SOS can provide the contractor with some perspective as to which physical properties 

need to be considered and how they should be optimized based on the performance 

requirements obtained from the designer previously. Such an information provided by 

SOS and processed by Material Application Module for material selection, can enhance 

contractor’s material selection task and provide an additional source of information along 

with his/her own historic database, supplier recommendations, and project experience. 

Fig. 7.27 provides the general flow of the material selection process in the NO-NO case 

and the following discussion presents the details about the Material Application Module 

rule that performs the selection. 

The NO-NO case is the minimum information case where the designer has neither 

specified a material nor has provided any physical property values. The rule is activated 
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Figure 727 - NO-NO Case: Description 
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Figure 7.28 - NO-NO case 

by the combination of a spec.x-analysis frame with no value in its material-specified and 

matl-prop-info slots and a specification instance with no information other than the 

related material slot (Fig.7.28). 

As the rule fires for each relevant physical property in the spec.x-analysis frame 

that activates the rule, it iterates over all the material brands in the Material and 

Equipment Library that are instances of the related-material slot value of the specification 

instance. There is no global-criteria-variable since the are no physical property values 
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defined by the designer. In cases of minimization the rule finds the material brand which 

has the minimum value in its relevant physical property slot compared to the minimum 

values in the same named physical property slots of other material brands that are of the 

same type. Then, it asserts the name of the material brand as the value in the relevant 

physical-property-best slot. It also creates a slot called after the material brand and 

asserts the physical property that the brand is eligible for as its value. In this case, the 

eligible material brands are no different than those brands that are best for each physical 

property since the selection criteria is only one that is the local-criteria-variable. For 

cases of maximization the opposite is done and the material brands that provide maximum 

physical property values are chosen. 

In all of the cases that are discussed above, an important assumption is that the 

designer specifies a material brand based on the minimum value of its physical property 

that needs to be minimized, and the maximum value of its physical property that needs 

to be maximized. Thus, the rules find the minimum or maximum of the specified 

material brand’s physical property slot values. In future versions of the SOS prototype 

the designer can be questioned as to the specific physical property value in the material 

brand that s/he specifies along with the information on the material information template 

that is independent of the specified material. In current version the designer is accepted 

to externalize any deviations from this assumption by entering values in the material 

information template provided at the time of specification creation. 
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7.7 PROPOSING THE MOST ELIGIBLE MATERIAL BRAND BASED ON 

PHYSICAL PROPERTY SELECTION CRITERION 

After the material selection rules execute and find possible material brands that 

can be used in the construction of the building assemblies being analyzed, it is time to 

find the best fit based on physical properties. 

The rule that does this is activated for each spec.x-analysis frame. As it fires, it 

counts the number of physical property names that each material brand slot in the spec.x- 

analysis frame has as values. The material brand that has the most number of values is 

the one that is eligible for the most number of physical properties, thus it is chosen as the 

best fit and asserted in the proposed-material-brand slot of the spec.x-analysis frame. 

Figures 7.21, 7.23, 7.25, and 7.27 have provided examples of this selection for each case 

discussed previously. This selection can be more elaborate by asking the designer during 

SOS those physical properties that have priority and by making selection based on those 

properties. However this is not implemented in the current prototype. 

At this stage the contractor can also view those material brands that provide best 

performances based on each individual physical property. This can be done by checking 

the slots of the spec.x-analysis frames. 

After a set of analysis is finished the program asks if the contractor wants to make 

another set of analysis and either quits or starts all over again based on the response. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Traditional methods of communication between design and construction via paper 

drawings and specifications have resulted in much of the design knowledge and 

information that can be of importance in construction to be trapped in the design phase. 

This research was an effort to capture some of this trapped knowledge and information 

referred to in this thesis as design intent and use it in cost estimating related applications. 

In this research design intent is defined as the refined knowledge and information 

generated during the production of a design that describes the reasons behind design 

decisions. This research has focused on the type of design intent that is related to 

architectural design expressed in terms of function, user requirements, performance and 

physical properties of a design description. 

Based on the analysis of the design process and the design knowledge, certain 

Classification schemes have been found for design intent. These classification schemes 
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have been developed considering the interaction of various classes of design intent at 

different levels of design detail. Based on the investigation into the Knowledge-Based- 

Systems (KBS) computer technologies, the classified design intent has been represented 

in a computerized model embedded in a frame-based building design description. Hence, 

the Skull Object Space (SOS) proof-of-concept computer prototype has been developed. 

The name Skull Space was selected to convey the notion of a skeleton that can be fleshed 

out in many different ways, each corresponding to a specific task (e.g., value engineering, 

shop drawing preparation, brand name or equal specification interpretation). 

Based on the analysis of the cost estimating process, the material selection and 

substitution task that is performed by the contractor has been found as an area of 

application that can benefit from the externalization of design intent. A computerized 

small scale prototype running on top of SOS has been developed to perform material 

selection and substitution. This application is named Material Application Module. 

8.1 SUMMARY 

Working one’s way from an abstract concept like design intent to some concrete 

facts has necessitated the breakdown of the problem into smaller and more distinct parts. 

Thus, as was mentioned in the introduction chapter the research and the thesis has been 

structured to answer the following three questions: 

(1) What is design intent and how can it be classified; this question was 

addressed in Chapter 4; 
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(2) How can design intent be externalized during the creation of design and 

represented via computerized tools; this question was addressed in detail in 

Chapter 5, and Chapter 6; and 

(3) How can this computerized design and design intent representation be used 

in Cost estimating related applications; this question was addressed in Chapter 7. 

Chapter 1 provided an introduction and background information on the problems 

that are encountered in the AEC industry with regard to the communication between 

design and construction disciplines. It described the objectives, scope and limitations of 

the research and outlined the methodology of the thesis. 

Chapter 2 provided background information on the design process, design 

knowledge, design intent, design typologies and the performance concept in design based 

on the material available in the literature. It described various approaches to design with 

emphasis on those aspects that influenced the development of the research discussed 

herein. Chapter 2 also presented an overview of the cost estimating process and its 

information needs at various stages of project development. 

The problem addressed in this research, that is, representation and manipulation 

of design and design intent information for cost estimating purposes, was found to 

benefit from the use of computerized tools such as KBS. Thus, Chapter 3 provided an 

overview of the KBS technology and KBS concepts that would be relevant in the 

understanding of the computer work conducted in this research and described in chapters 
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5, 6, and 7. Chapter 3 also provided a review of similar research projects that have made 

extensive use of the KBS technologies and their impact on this research. 

The first three chapters reflected the initial preparation that formed the foundation 

for the work done in this research. They summarized the literature and technology review 

stages of the research. The knowledge elicitation task which was discussed in the 

introductory chapter, although not described in detail anywhere else in the thesis, has 

influenced the author’s perspective in the development of this research. 

Once the foundation was formed, Chapter 4 addressed the first of the three 

questions stated earlier, that is "what is design intent and how can it be classified?". It 

introduced four classification schemes for design intent, namely, attributive, relational, 

explicit/implicit, and priority classifications. These classification were discussed in 

relation to each other as well as within themselves. Sound relations have been established 

between different types of design intent and illustrated by examples. Furthermore, 

Chapter 4 has conceptually discussed the use of design intent in value engineering, shop 

drawing preparation, and material selection and substitution. 

Once the conceptual skeleton was formed, the second task of the research was to 

find ways to represent and use the classified design intent in a computerized model. 

Thus, Chapter 5 was a logical extension of Chapter 4. It described a frame-based 

computerized building design representation data structure that is capable of hosting the 

various types of design intent described in Chapter 4. It introduced the basic concepts 

of the SOS prototype and described six SOS libraries that provide information to the SOS 
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prototype system. Thus, the chapter aimed to address the question "how can design intent 

be represented via computer tools?”. 

Chapter 5 discussed the representation of static design intent knowledge. 

However, design intent could also be represented and derived via rules depending on the 

type of design. Thus, Chapter 6 described the SOS proof-of-concept prototype. The 

capabilities of SOS were outlined as: (1) Creation of a design description interactively 

with the designer user; (2) Providing the designer user with typological design intent 

information as well as SOS derived design intent information that is relevant to the 

current design, at various levels of design detail; (3) Externalizing the function, user 

requirements, performance requirements, and physical properties of design objects; and 

(4) Enabling the use of this design intent information by other applications by storing it 

as attributes and attribute values on the frame-based design description as the design 

proceeds. 

The output created by the SOS prototype could be used in various applications like 

value engineering, shop drawing preparation and material selection and substitution, as 

it was discussed conceptually in Chapter 4. Within the scope of this thesis a Material 

Application Module was implemented to illustrate the potential use of such an output in 

Cost estimating applications. Chapter 7 described this Material Application Module which 

performs the following tasks: (1) Selection of a material brand from available material 

brands in the Material and Equipment Library based on the design intent requirements 

which are expressed in terms of performance and physical properties in cases where the 

designer has not specified any material brand for a design object; and (2) Substitution of 
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a material brand in place of a designer specified material on the grounds of better 

performance. 

8.2. CONCLUSIONS 

At a conceptual level, the transfer of design intent from design to construction has 

been found essential for an enhanced communication between design and construction. 

Externalization of design intent by the designer and its application to the contractor’s 

decision making can reduce the barriers between design and construction. Based on the 

development of an understanding on design intent and the concepts to which it is related 

as well as an investigation into its potential uses, it can be concluded that design intent 

can be beneficial to construction cost estimating, value engineering, and shop drawing 

preparation. 

Design intent can improve construction cost estimating, mainly in three tasks as 

it is discussed in this thesis: 

(1) Historic Database Comparison: Design intent can enhance the historic 

database comparison performed by most contractors at the time of the bid as well 

as during the execution of the project for cost control purposes by providing more 

detailed information on the current design than there is on specifications and 

drawings. It can also provide new comparison criteria like user requirements or 

performance requirements of various design components that can be used in 

comparing current projects to past ones. 
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(2) Shop drawing preparation: Design intent can enhance the shop drawing 

preparation process by providing the rationale about the form represented on 

drawings. If shop drawing preparation can be considered as a small scale design 

activity performed by the contractor then, the design intent that led to the creation 

of the designer’s drawings can improve the contractor’s shop drawings by adding 

to his/her understanding of the design drawings. The contractor, hence can take 

into consideration the intent of the design as well as the constructability, and 

construction techniques knowledge that is available for him/her in preparing shop 

drawings. 

(3) Material Selection and Substitution: Design intent can also assist the 

contractor in making material selection and substitution. Having access to the 

performance requirements that led to the consideration of certain physical 

properties and specification of certain material brands, can help the contractor in 

making his/her own material selections and can help him justify his/her material 

substitutions. 

Design intent can improve value engineering in that the value engineer can have 

access to the user requirements that directed the current design and can trace the thinking 

process of the designer moving from function to user requirements to performances and 

physical properties of various parts of the design. 

At a more practical level, the SOS prototype and the Material Application Module 

have provided a format and a method for externalizing and using design intent effectively. 

Frame-based knowledge representation techniques have proved very useful in this respect. 
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SOS has been successful in creating a frame-based semantic and topological design 

description. Such a design description has enabled the derivation and storage of design 

intent information in design object frames at various levels of design detail. Material 

Application Module, on the other hand, although limited in scope has illustrated that 

design intent information, namely performance requirements and physical properties can 

be used in making material brand selection and substitution. 

Both programs are proof-of-concept prototypes which require various additions and 

extensions some of which will be discussed in the next section. 

8.3.9 FUTURE EXTENSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This thesis has focussed on the use of architectural design intent in cost estimating 

related tasks, namely in material selection and substitution. The investigation of the use 

of other kinds of design intent such as structural and mechanical design intent in other 

functions of construction such as value engineering, shop drawing preparation, and 

constructability analysis can prove beneficial. 

Investigation of the potential in these areas may lead into computer 

implementations in value engineering and shop-drawing preparation applications that 

make use of the design intent externalized by SOS. Also investigation of structural 

design intent can lead to another design intent externalization tool similar to SOS, but 

which operates in the structural design domain. 

As for the SOS and the Material Application Module the possible enhancements 

can be listed as follows: 
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(1) SOS prototype system currently operates as a stand alone KBS with no 

interface to a CAD system. Thus SOS design description is created interactively 

with the designer user by several queries. This reduces the efficiency and user 

friendliness of the system since it requires too much input. In the future, 

interfacing SOS with a CAD system which is preferably object-oriented can 

eliminate the tedious input by the designer. SOS can interpret the CAD drawing 

or the object-oriented CAD representation and can produce a semantic network 

representation of the design. 

(2) SOS libraries can be expanded with additional typological design and 

design intent information about various building, space, building assembly , and 

building assembly part classes. New subclasses may be added to the existing 

specification subclasses and more detailed default specification information can 

be stored in the existing subclasses. Also the Material and Equipment Library can 

be expanded by the addition of new material classes and material brands along 

with relevant physical property information available in the material catalogues. 

(3) | Within the SOS prototype system rules can be created and frames can be 

added to derive and store more detailed user requirement and performance 

information. The current SOS prototype provides a well coordinated skeleton for 

these kinds of further additions. Such additions would necessitate a thorough 

understanding of various building design systems and concepts such as acoustics, 

natural lighting, HVAC design, solar design, etc. 
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(4) Material Application Module currently considers performance and physical 

property information as the only material selection criteria. Later versions of this 

module can take into consideration the cost, labor and installation factors and the 

contractor’s resources in selecting a material. Also addition of new Material and 

Equipment Library objects can broaden the scope of the module which is now 

limited to operate only in the selection and substitution of one class of material. 

(5) Currently, SOS is a small scale prototype system that is used in 

externalizing the designer’s design intent as a back-end to the design process. In 

the future, SOS and its model of design can be enhanced to bring flexibility to the 

program and to make it more of a design aid than a back-end to the design 

process. 

(6) Another potential use of the Material Application Module can be for 

documentation and as proof of "equalness'", where the contractor proposes a 

material substitution in response to a “brand-name-or-equal" clause. If both 

parties, i.e., the designer and the contractor, can agree on the validity of the 

information provided by the SOS prototype and the Material Application Module 

then, the outputs provided by these programs can be used as valid documents in 

negotiations between the designer and the contractor concerning material selection 

and substitution. 

(7) Although the knowledge elicitation task has made significant contribution to 

the implementation of the SOS proof-of-concept prototype and the Material 

Application Module, no feedback has yet been obtained from the participants of 
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the knowledge elicitation task or other practicing designers and estimators. Thus, 

validation of the conceptual design intent model and the computer prototypes by 

the AEC industry remains as an essential task that needs to be performed before 

any additional work is accomplished. Introduction of the concept to the industry 

and the evaluation of the proof-of-concept prototypes by design and contracting 

firms can enable the concept to mature and the prototypes to perform at a more 

practical context. 
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